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1. 

FORMATION AND MOVEMENT 

The Advance Party 

Tbe Advance Party consisting of 19 Officers, 24 NCO's and 7 Ptes 
departed Dublin at 16.30hrs (local time) 1$ Nov'61 and arrived 
Elizabethville 16.30hrs ~2 Nov'61 (local time). On route it 
reached vVHEELUS 19 Nov'61, LEOPOLDVILLE 20 Nov'61 and KAMINA 21 
No~'61. A small party of Officers and NCO's from the Advance 
Party remained at Kamina to take over stores. 

On 25 Nov'61 the OIC Advance Party, 0/49$9 Comdt. T.Ryan, was 
informed by OC KAT .COHD that the 36 Bnwould be stationed at 
NYUNZU ~ NIEMBA. Two Companies of. the 35 Inf Bn were then in 
that area. He prodeeded with portion of the party to ALBERTVILLE 
on 27 Nbv'61 having instructed the QM to arrange to move Bn stores 
to ALBERTVILLE by air and from there by rail to NYUNZU - NIEMBA. 
During the period 27 Nov'61 to 5 Dec'61 the move of Bn stores got 
under way. 

I, 

During the period 27 Nov'61 to 6 Dec'61 the 36 Inf Bn Advance 
Party was in the NIEMBA - NYUNZU area arranging the take-over from 
the Companies of 35 Inf Bn in that area. On 6 Dec'61 the OIC 
Adyance Party received a telex message from OC Katanga Command to 
the effect that the plans for 36 Inf Bn had been changed and it 
would now be stationed at ELIZABETHVILLE. On 7 Dec'61 the Advance 
.Pa:r:-ty began the ret~- to ELIZABETHVILLE 8S bes~ it could. First 
to ,leave were Comdts' Ryan and Harrison. On arrlval at LUENA the 
"war" was already in progress and Battalion elements were at the 
Airport in slit ~renches waiting to be convoyed to LEOPOLD. FARH. 

Nominal Roll of Advance Party is attached (see Contents page). 

Pending build up of Staff Comdt Ryan acted as OC, Capt Crawford 
as Adjutant, Comdt Harrison as Operations Officer. 

Assembly of Battalion 

Advance Bn HQ opened at McKee Barracks, Dublin, as per 00 13/1961 
Director Plans and Operations, at 16.00hrs on 20 Nov'61. The 
following Officers of the Unit were present at the opening 

0/4939 Comdt. J.Beary Adjutant 

0/5152 Comdt. J.J.Griffin Ops Officer 

0/4562 Comdt. J.Foran OC HQ Coy 

0/7143 Capt G.D.Leech Asst r;~M 

0/44$4 Lt Col. M.F.Hogan reported on 21 Nov'61. 36 Inf Bn was 
activated on 29 Nov'61 and Lt Col. M.F.Hvgan assumed Command. 

On 24 Nov'61 a special Advance Party of 1 
Ptes was detailed to move to LEOPOLDVILLE 
transit of 36 Inf Bn through to KATANGA. 
detailed: 

Officer, 2 NCO's and 6 
to arrange reception and 
The following party was 

Capt C.Kelleher 
Sgt Wilson 

Pte Buckley 

Cn1 fIcCormack 
pte Shaw 

II . Clancy'" 

Fitzpatrick 
Kelly 
Hunt 

Orders were issued .-by CCA for the. tconc'T0f' EdCamdtCoy and. s· (;Rmd 
Goy. in' DUDL~~N: and for the conc ot" he' Com_ Gon l.-DgeI1"G ~.n ... t e 
£~r~agh~6~ (hO 27 Nov'61. 

lOVER. 
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Four A Cars were left at Dublin !.i,rport for lifting to 
the COnGO by Globemaster with the Unit. They never left 
DUBLIN during the tour of duty of the 36 Inf Bn. 

On 1 Dee'61 all officers were received by the President 
of Irelanc at Ai'US an Uachtaran. An tAire Cosanta, CF., 
h Adn, A Crn were also present. 

On 4 Dec' 61 the Dni t was reviewed by An Taoi.seach at 
McKee Barracks in the presence of Civil, Religious and 
Nilitery representativ~s. 

The move of the Main Body commenced on 5 Dec'61 and 
ended on 24 Dec'61. Personnel were transported in 20 
Globemasters. Schedule of departure and arrivel of the 
20 Aircraft °is set out hereunder: 

Chalk 
No 

1. 

2. 

-3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

,14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
I' 

DepClrture 
DUBLIN 

5 Dec' 61 

5 Dec'61 

5 Dec Y 61 

5 Dec' 61 

5 Dec'61 

5 Dec'61 

5 Dec'61 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec!61 

9 Dec'61 

11 Dec'61 

10 Dec!61 

13 Dec'61 

18 Dec'61 

arrived 
LEOPOLDVILLE 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec '61 

6 Dec '61 

6 Dec f 61 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec'61 

6 Dec!61 

9 Dec'61 

9 Dec'61 

9 Dec'61 

7 Dec'61 

11 Dec'61 

12 Dec!61 

11 Dec'61 

14 Dec! 61 

23 Dec!61 

(Held up 8t MILDENHALL Aerodrome 
England due to engine trouble) 

16 Dec'61 

18 Dec'61 

18 Dec'61 

20 Dec'61 

18 Dec'61 

19 Dec'61 

20 Dec '61 

22 Dec!61 

arrived 
ELIZABETHVILLE 

7 Dec'61 

7 Dec' 61 

7 Dec t 61 

£3 Dec'61 

8 Dec'61 

8 Dec'61 

8 Dec'61 

9 Dec'61 

9 Dec' 61 

10 Dec'61 

8 Dec'61 

11 Dec t 61 

13 Dec'61 

12 Dec'61 

15 Dec'61 

24 Dec t 61 

19 Dec t 61 

20 Dec'61 

23 Dec t 61 

24 Dec'61 

~t is noteworthy to remember that the Unit flew to its 
operational Area in the full knowledge that hostilities 
w~re inevitable. It was the first Batte1ion to heve on 
i\':A complement included 8~ to carry steel helmets. 

~UNDA 
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'First report of new developments came on the 3 Dec'61 
, 1t.Jhen Gendarmerie became very ecti ve in Eville and on 
roads leading into City. All troops were confined to 

,Camp. At this stage the 36 Inf En was to concentrate 
in A.LBERTVILLE and NYUNZU/NIEf.iiBA, but it became necess-

I ary to consider a change of plans and to have 36 Inf Bn 
take over from 35 Inf Dn in Eville due to deterioration 
in the situation. On the 4 Dec'61 the Gendarmerie 
placed a road block at BADOUIN BOULEVARD. This was to 
be removed later after negotiation. It was not removed 

I, and firing commenced in the City at 14.00hrs on the 5 
Dec'61, in that area. Troops in Leopold Farm had to 

I withdraw into close proximity to the camp due to having 
been fired on by Gendarmerie. A firm decision was 

I taken to replace 35 Inf 3n by 36 Inf En and the first 
three USAF planes landed with 36 Inf Bh personnel at 
Eville Airport on the 7 Dec'61. Gendarmerie fired on 

: the planes and one was damaged as follows: 

, 40 hits, two outboard fueltanks punctured, oil system 
of starboard inner engine damaged. The plane took off 
again during the day·on three engines. There were two 
officers and 44 men of A Coy aboard the plane. It 
landed with a trail of petrol vapour behind it. The 

I crew stated that it was miraculous that the aircraft 
did not take fire in the air, considering the heat of 
the engines and the inflammability of the high octane 

!I vapour. Indeed, the crew were reported to heve; said '. "e, 
thBt landing in Eville l~.irport Ilwasn' t just war but 
suicide". There were no casualties. 

The main route to the Airport was considered insecure 
due to Gen activity and ell 1 Bde movement to and from 
the hirport was via Route Charlie (AVENUE DE li.RUCARI,;i.3). 

Sniping continued around LEOPOLD F J.R:!vI during the 7 Dec. 
The night was comperatively (luiet. Gendarmerie 
commenced mort8ring LEOPOLD FARlvI on the 8 Dec'61. Cpl 
Fallon, A Coy, was killed and the following were 
wounded: 

Sgt Mulcahy, Tpr Kenny, Pte March, Tpr McMullan 
(repatriated) and Pte Gilrein. 

On the afternoon of the 8 Dec'61 'il' Coy 36 Inf Bn was 
Ordered to clear Si1.VONNIERS as far 2S the LIEGE crossing. 

lOVER. 
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The operetion was carried out in conjunction with a 
Swedish Compeny operating clong RUE DE KASENGA - I Ii' 
Coy 36 Inf Bn came under very heavy mortar fire at 
Point 'E' (LIEGE - SAVONNIERS). For six hours approx 
one hundred morter bombs fell on the area and the Coy 
was ordered to withdraw after last light to within 
the perimet er of Bn HQ at LEOPOLD FAR}I. 

~B' Coy 36 Inf Bn arrived at the Airport at 19.00hrs 
on 8 Dec'61. 

<) Dec'61 
I 

On the morning of the 9 Dec'61 after a quiet night, 
lA' and 'B' Coys 36 Inf 3n were deployed on the 
eastern perimeter of the Irish Camp. There was some 
sniping end morte.r fire on forward positions in the 
forenoon. 

The Force Commander held a conference of Commanders 
and Staff Officers at DOGRA CASTLE. First Brigade 
Officers all travelled in one Swedish A.P.C. which 

,was ambushed and hit by l~tk fire on STANLEY AVE. The 
driver was seriously wounded and died later. In'the 
A.P.C. were Bde olc, olc 35 and 36 Inf Bns, 2 ilc 36 
Inf Bn and lOs of 35 and 36 Inf Bns. At 15.00hrs 
DOGHA CASTLE, Command W~, came under heavy mortar 
fire. Approx 106 rounds fell on the area. The 
conference continued in the cellar. Four APCs were 
~rovided for 1 Dde Officers on the return journey and 
the convoy was ambushed by approx one Company of 
Oendarmerie. There were no c8sualities. 

'A' Coy set up a platoon post at the junction of AVE 
DE GREVILLEAS and AVE SCERIERS in order to secure the 
GREVILLEAS ROUTE to Eville Airport (ROUTE CHARLIE). 
After last light and throughout the night heavy small 
arms fire came into the Irish Camp. A Gend Armd Car 
from positions on AVE TULIPIERES and AVE KASENGA 
'placed harrassing fire on IR Bn HQ. The Armoured Car 
!Ifired all through the night. . ~ 

Between fifteen and twenty rounds of mortar shells 
fell on the Irish Camp during the hours of derkness. 
IDefensive fires were kept up all night. There was a 
"serious shortage of mor and Atk weapons and ammunition 
at this stage, as 36 Inf Bn supplies had been flown to 
,ALBERTVILLE. 

'Elements of HQ Coy 36 Inf En errived at LEOPOLD FARM. 

10 Dec'61 

liThe 35 Inf Bn evacuated LEOPOLD FARM area and moved 
"back to ROUSSEAU Fj~T.1J\jI located between LEOPOLD FARM 
and the Airport. In order to enlarge the 36 Inf Bn 

'perimeter a combined operetion was planned and 
,carried out towards the City. 'hI Coy, with a 
i section of Ilrmd Cars cleared SltVONNIERS to Point' E' 
" (LIEGE SAVONNIERS). 'B' Coy cleared the Police Camp 
,to RUE DE KASENGA. 

lOVER. 
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The Swedish Battalion cleared KASENGA to LIEGB CROSS. 
This operetion was preceeded by c:m 2.irstrike on CjJvIP 
MASS/,.Rl). The operation ItIBS carried out successfully. 
Lt Kiely, 'B' Coy 36 Inf Bn, was wounded by mortar 
fire. The Battalion perimeter was now secured along 
KASENGA and SAVONNIERS as far as LIEGE. The enemy 
who v,rere accustomed to occupying certain houses from 
tvhich they opened fire on the Irish Camp got a hot 
reception when they found the houses occupied by the 
Irish at last light. The enemy fled under a heil of 
fire. l'~ very severe mortar bcorrage 1-vas placed on the 
Irish Camp during the night. Irish mortars re~lied. 
Approx 105 mortar bembs fell on the Bn area during 
the hours of darkness. Cpl Sheridan, 'A' Coy, and 
Pte Ferguson, Y fl.' Coy , received shrepnel wounds and 
Cpl Gorman, 'A' Coy, received a bullet wound. 

11 Dec'61 

VA' Coy 36 Inf Bn position at Point 'E' came under 
heavy mortar fire. 36 Inf Bn morters replied. 'A' 
Coy platoon position on GREVILLEl.S and i,VE SCERIERS 
was relieved bv a platoon from 35 IR Bn. , 

. , .' Capt I"Iclntyre, '13' Coy' 
rfj l..:eJ.. v '.;..~ ~ ';::,ulJ..et WUU.llQ. UJ..x mortar bombs fell on 
area of Point 'E'. Enemy small arms fire came from 
BCl( CAMP at the TUNNEL, and SOUTH of AVE KASENGJi. 

12 Dec'61 

Comdr 'A' Coy called for mortar fire four times dur
ing the night to break up enemy concentrations in 
forward positions. Sergt Mulcahy 'A' Coy 36 Inf Bn, 
was wounded a second time by mort8r fire and later 
died. 

Enemy vehicles erproaching junction of LIEGE -
SCERIERS were driven off by fire from 'A' Coy 
posi tions. In the early afternoon 'i.' Coy C8me under 
mortar fire. It was confirmed that Gendarmerie moved 
up to the Irish lines in civilian clothes during day
light end having changed into Gend uniform after 
darkness sniped on various positions in the Irish 
Camp. 

Pte Desmond, Pte 1fuodcock, Pte Confrey, all of 'A'Coy 
36 Inf Bn, rec0ived shrapnel wounds from mortar fire. 
Irish·Battalion put a heavy mortar barrage on enemy 
positions after last light to neutralise enemy mortar 
fire. Intermittant mortar fire fell on all Irish 
positions during hours of darkness. Enemy mortar 
positions were located and fired on by IrishBn. 
13 Dec 61 
It was requested by the American Embc3ssy that mortar 
fire from Irish lines should 'stop to allow the 
evacuation of 500 women 2nd children from the ATHENE 
SCHOOLS. This was agreed to·. 

lOVER . 
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Heavy mortar fire ceme from the area of SIMBA factory 
and AVE INDUJTHIA1LE. 'A I Coy suffered mortaring all 
day. Some of this was CD fire from enemy positions 
due to Swedish mortars firing from 'A' Coy locality. 
Vigorous patrolling was carried out by all Companies. 
Capt Agne~ of A Co~ wounded by mortAr fire. 

Learned that a replacement of Armd Cars due from 
IRELAND could NOT be loaded on US aircraft due to lack 
of space caused by the &irlift of personnel and war
like st,)Y",3. 

Towards midnight Bn H~ came under mortar fire from the 
INDUSTRIALLE area. This continued until first light. 

14 Dec' 61. 

Mortaring of all Irish positions continued. 
This was located as coming from CAMP MASSARD and the 
BCl( area. 

A Gendarmerie Armd Car was located in a firing 
position behind a house in the BEL AIR area SOUTH of 
AVE DE KASENGA. Enemy mortar positions were also 
located in this area. (BEL AIR is a residential area 
for white settlers in ELIZABETHVILLE)·. 

All Congolese were evacuated from Irish Camp for 
security reasons. Plpns were made on the order of the 
Force Corr~ander for the encirclement of the City of 
ELIZABETHVILLE and the blocking of routes of 8ccess to 
the City. The Irish Bn was to be responsible for the 
capture of the TUHNEL area and the Swedish Bn was to 
be responsible for RC~ DON EOSCO and KATUBA nOAD. 

Over a dozen enemy mortar bombs fell on Bn positions 
during the night. 

12-.Dec '61. 

T~rgets in ETOILE area (ELIZABETHV:LLE) were engaged 
by mortar fire after midnight. Mortar fire was 
continued on targets in the City. United Nations 
offensive in ELIZABETHVILLE which was due to take 
place at first light was postponed to the 16 Dee'61. 

A platoon from 'A' Coy 36 Inf Bn relieved a. Swedish 
platoon at ELACAT (june of SCERIERS and LIEGE). 
(ELACAT is a cold storage depot). 
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,I The tE Off..ensive .- Orer8tion 'Sarsfield' 

In the afternoon O/c 36 Inf Bn received orders for 
the offensive on the morning of the 16 Dec'61. He 
issued orders at 21.00hrs. H-hour for attack by 
36 Inf Bn on the TUNNEL area was fixed for 04.00hrs. 

Brigade plan for the operation, 36 Battalion 
Operation Order and reports from Commanders of A 
and B Coy are attached- (see contents page). 

16 Dec'61; 

The mission of 1st Brig a de was to attack Bnd cap
ture CAlVIP IvIiiSSi\.RD, ,block the routes AVE, KATUBA 
and DON BOSCO in order to assist in sealing off 
ELIZABETHVILLE City preparatory to the destruction 
of enemy resistance in Eville area. One half 
troop of Indian 120mm Hy Nors was in direct 
support of 1 Bde attack in loc Irish Battalion. 

The mission of the 36 Inf Bn was initially to 
cElpture the triangle GFD with 'B' Coy and there
after to capture the TUNNEL area with 'A' Coy,'C' 
Coy in Bn Reserve. 

Mortar fire commenced from Irish lines at 04.00hrs 

02.00hrs Solid downpour of tropical rain. 

04.00hrs , 'B '- Coy crossed start line.' 

04.35hrs 'B' Coy pinned down by enemy mortar fire. 
Own mortars put down CB fire. 

05.00hrs All 'B' Coy objectives captured 

05.25hrs 'A' Coy attack on TUNNEL commenced on code 
word from Bn o/c. 

Tac HQ operated from H-hour until 19.00hrs,on D-day 
in conjunction with main HQ as rear link to 1 Bde. 
At Tac HQ were O/C,lO, Asst Ops Offr Bnd MP Offr. 
At main HQ were 2 ilc, Ops Offr and LOs Swedish Bn 
and 35 Inf Bn. 

05.45hrs 'A' Coy pinned down before rJ~~JNNEL by 
mortar fire from area HmUSr'RIALLE. This 
was neutralised by our own CD fire cmd 
120 HYl'!or (Indian) from B.rEH 36 Bn HQ. 

06.00hrs Swedish attRck on Cli.NF MASSlED commenced. 

lOVER 
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06~20hrs 'A' Coy destroyed by S4mm RCL fire two 

strong points which held up its advance on 
the TUNNEL. 

06.)Ohrs 

07.05hrs 

07,.45hrs 

08.20hrs 
" 

O~ .)Ohrs 

OS.)5hrs 

og .00hrs 
,I 

10.30hrs 

'A' Coy captured TUNNEL and o/C 1 Bde 
c'onveyed his congratulations to olc )6 Inf 
En. Two were killed in the attack, Lieut 
A.O'Riordan and his orderly Pte Wickham. 

Enemy mortar fire was falling on junc of 
LUX - KASENGA. 

Heavy enemy mo~tar fire f~ll on the TUNNEL 
causing 'A' Coy personnel to redeploy~ 

~later supplies cut off from )6 Inf Bn area, 
light and powe~ also cut off. 

Pte O'Flynn, iB' Coy, was wounded by a 
ricochet-bullet in Ops rOOm. He recovered 
after treatment. 

Swedi sh Bn moving towards C]JvIP J.VIASSARD. 

TUNNEL reported to be firmly held by 'A' 
Coy af~er mopping up operations. 

Swedish Bn breached the defences at CAMP 
J.VIASSilRD. A large number of prisoners were 
captured. The Gurkha Bn having moved along 
AVE CHURCHILL reached ATHENE SCHOOL. The 
Ethiopian Bn having cleared the LIDO and 
ZOO area moved towards CA.IvIP MASSJl.RD to 
close the ring around the City. 

11.00hrs . Bn o/c requested that a platoon from 'c' 
Coy be sent to relieve a platoon of 'A' Coy 
on the TUNNEL. This was carried out after 4t last light - Lt Young i/c. 

12.45hrs 
'I 

Gendarmerie Officer was captured in 'B' Coy 
lines. Prisoners captured were escorted 
back to the Brieade cage in Swedish Camp. 

14.30hrs 
, :1 

Bde O/C visited Bn o/c at Tac HQ in order 
to co-ordinate the attack on BCK Camp. 

i 

::15. )Ohrs 

" 

More mortar fire fell on TUNNEL area having 
been fired from UNION MINIERE. )6 Inf Bn 
mortars took, on UNION MINIERE. 

"lS.OOhrs Bde O/c gave permission for Tae HQ to join 
Main HQ after last light. 

20.00hrs Congolese prisoners captured by 36 Inf Bn 
were released when it was established that 
their release was NO threat to the security 
of the Bn. 

21.25hrs Swedish Camp came under mort~r fire from 
area KILOBELOBE and O/C Swedish Bn requested 
heavy mortars in Irish Camp :'0 engage them. 
Target was out of range. 

lOVER. 
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07.45hrs The section of Indian Hy ~ors moved into 'B' 
Coy area to bring enemy mortars within ran,ge.. 

, 
, 

lO.06hrs It was reported after the battle of the 
TUNNEL that the enemy strengths in the area 
were as follows:-

TUNNEL - 3 Coys (-) of Gendarmerie. 

BCK Camp - 1 Coy (-) of Gendarmerie. 

j\THENE SCHOOL - Nobile reserve of Gendar-
merie under command of 
white mercenaries. 

Some prisoners of Belgian nationality te.ken in Irish 
J,ines were escorted to the Brigade cage in the Swedish 
lines. 

The Indian Hy 1I'lor detachment vacated the Irish lines 
and moved to CiJltlP MASShoRD to organise fire to counter 
e'nemy mortar fire falling on CJ\JI:IP MJ .. S,St.RD. 

Prisoners and refugees in Irish battle area were 
evacuated. 

Due to dispositions of 1 Ede and 2 Bde around the City 
of ELIZABETHVILLE orders were issued for the strict 
.control of mortar fire. 

18 Dec'61. 

The En Ordnance Officer commenced the disposal of 
unexploded mortar bombs in the Company lines. The 
Force Commander and Brigadier Raja visited the Irish 
lines. Mopping up operations by Ethiopians and 
Gurkhas continued in ELIZABETHVILLE. Looting by 
refugees was widespread. Loot was confiscated and 
stored. -

There was a Baluba threat to move into the City from 
the Refugee Camp. Those who succeeded in reaching.the 
City were engaged in looting. Brigade Headquarters set 
up a depot for the storage of confiscated loot. 

, 

lin unexploded 4.2 inch mortar bomb 
ture was found in the Bn HQ area. 
by the Battalion Ordnance Officer. 

of British manufac
It was disposed of 

Snipers fired into the area of 36 Inf Bn all day. Many 
mortar shells fell on the TUNNEL area. 

'I 

The 36 Inf Bn was informed after 
water system was poisoned. Rain 
for all purposes since the mains 
the morning of the 16 Dec'61. 

CJ 

~t~N[)J~. 

last light that the 
water had been used 
were turned off on 

lOVER. 
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Situation Report 
to 

27 Dec'61 

iRef Map 1: 20,000 Eville 
I 

:' Own ,1-
" 
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II During night 16/17 and 17 th Ghurka Bn consolidated 
lin STADIUM area and dominated AVE CHURCHILL by 
iagressive pats. This En alsb opened up AVE STANLEY 
ito UN HQ and beyond leaving strong parties at 
:jVIUSEUM. <3 Eth Bn moving NORTH of and parallel with 
:AVE STANLEY s.ecured LES ROCHES and pushed on to LIDO 
::area. 35 Eth En clearing BOULEV AnD ELIZABETH 
'occupied UNION MINIERE on 19th. 14 SW Bn based in 
:i str on CA1\i[P MASSARD pushed out vJEST on 19th to 
,dominate remaining routes from the City. (This op 
ilwas ·not_ completely successful land enemy cqntinued to 
:have routes to and fr6m the City until 27th). The 
Iisame Bn, also on'19th sent dets NORTH from CAIVIP 
,MASSARD to hold BCK C/J,lP and RLY STN. 

~6 Inf Bn held ground t~ken 6n 16th with b~o Coys. 
:i' A' Coy conc on TUNNEL and 'B' Coy iinking with 
,'Swedes in erea G - C. vIlhile most other UN Units are 
':spread thin ori the ground the Irish, who hold the 
~ost important ground hSve the task of domin~ting 
,their immediat e area;. 
'I 

Enemy 

pf an est seven mors deployed in the City only one op 
~gainst the Ir atta~k 2nd that gave up after six rds 
~pprox. As to Inf it was est that some 2,500 incl 
mercenaries were available for def. The TUNNEL area 
khich in addition to its tactical importance has 
great psychological value was defended heavily by 

,three enemy Coys. Two fectors assisted us in our 
. attack, namely, that the enemy did not stand and 
fight to the last round and that, elthough he could 
have dug in extensively with great facility he did 
pvt do so as a matter of course. It would appear 
~lso that the whites who manned the sp wpns made pte 
ests and took off with their wpns for the communes 

, (native villages) vJEST and SOUTH of the City before 
they could be encircled. j\. further interesting 

: tactical factor is that the Gends while they may be 
'~rg to attack have never yet pushed an attack to the 
9s1t stage. 
" " 

it should be noted however that until this op the 
$nemy had been going from str to str. When 34 Inf 
Bn took the airport at ELIZABETHVILLE all that was 
~eeded was a show of str. During 35 Inf Bn ops the 
enemy had grown more determined with results which 
are known. In the period immediately before 35 Inf 
Bn phased out it was considered that the enemy 
,could deploy only one mor of 3" cal approx and one 
~odern armd C. 36 Inf Bn experience did not confirm 
Ithis and sitreps as got from Bde painted a very 
:4ifferent picture. In fact the e~emy was very well 
eQuipped and lacked only determinetion to use his 
vireapons. Vie ourselves have captured some do zen FN 
~ifl~s, ~ Bren gu~ (probably from 'A' Coy 35 Inf Bn 
~t JATOVILLE),an }N LMG, grenades and a rocket 
~auncher of approx 84mm calibre. In CA1\fiP MASSARD 
~he Swedes have taken four 8lmm mors, twelve 60mm 
mors and one mor of very 1.:._arge calibre. 

!i II'~ tlU,:,\\' ~i '~ f\, " II ,~,~, L ,\, I'~ I '\ 
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From docs captured it is apparent that the enemy 
planned this campaign well but did not have the 
capability to implement his policy. The cease fire 
riotwithstanding he planned to (1) begin harrassing 
tactics with close in fire on UN C~mps at the time 
when Ir and Sw Bns would be rotating. His object 
here was to confine the reew new Bns in their camps. 
(2) to isolate Ir and Sw and Indians in their camps 
from their lines of sup. This phase was almost 
successful for routes ALFA and BRAVO V.Jere in fact 
denied to us. (3) to seize the airport thus denying 
us our base. 

~his enemy plan failed because (1) the new Sw and Ir 
Dns did NOT hole up in their camps but moved out 
towards the enemy and by agressive defence protected 
their camps successfully. (2) he did not bargain on 
UN HFTS coming in such str to ELIZh.BETHVILLE area. 
The arrival of two Eth Bns which were not needed to 
hold ground for defence swing the balance in UN 
favour. (3) he did not bargain that his RFTS from 
KIPUSHI and JADOTVILLE would be denied him by our 
air and gd ops. 

Policy since the UN op has been to dominate the City 
with pats of Armd Cs and, where possible, of soft 
skinned vehicles. Owing to hy commitments for convoy 
duty to and from the airport where our stores and pers 
continue to arrive daily the Irish were not, at first, 
required to carry out pats. Now however we are 
beginning to share the task. Today (26 Dec) we are 
org pats to clear the area EAST of AVE CHURCHILL to 
and incl RUE LIEGE. The opening of this area will 
give access to ROUTE ALFA, the best route to the 
airport, to the proposed new UN W~ at Sll.BENA GUEST HO 
and to the ;ur~ HOSPITAL . 

. pest info on the enemy is that he is still present in 
:the area of Presidental Residence, AVE ETOILE and AVE 
J'iIOERO. Here he continues to hold his peace. Certainly 
TSHOMBE, ~~NONGO and lesser fry are there also. The 
three COTvJvIUNES SOUTH of line UNION rHNIERE - CAlVIP 
IvIASSi\.RD namely ALBT£RT, KENYA and KATUBA. (not shown on 
map) contain upwards of five Gend Coys. The enemy has 
access to his part of the City from the COMltllUNES. J';,t 
KIPUSHI the mercenaries are thought to be reorganising. 
Best info that some 48 jeeps with Hy MGs have been 
delivered to KIPUSHI. It is thought that with this 
~qpt the tribes may be encouraged to engage in harrass
!ing tactics against UN tps. These tactics "'Ihile they 
may result in UN .cas cannot have positive results. The 
~act that the mercenaries have retired to KIPUSHI (on 
the borders of RHODESIA) is a strong indication of enemy 
,lack of confidence in his ability to carry another 
,campaign. I . 

UN plans for the future (assuming that the cease fire 
,. breaks dO"'Jn) are to move in on KIPUSHI, J ADOTVILLE and 
KASENGA in order to break all org resistance. 

lOVER: 
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"Police 

lIn pursuit of policy of keeping initiative Ir and Sw 
!reps, with min armed party, went by appt to Police HQ 
,for conf with Chief of Police. ~ade arrangements for 
,reactivation of police in Ir/Sw area. \idhite 'advise·rs 
lof Police Chief ignored by UN reps. Meeting cordial, 
, coop promised. 

'First result of meeting was posting of Police to 
TUNNEL area but Police reluctant to carry out patrols 
unless accompanied by Ir and Sw in sec str. Chief 

,i promised to base a large number of Police at police 
, camp but only after it had been cleared up. Clearing 
I going on intermittently. 

,Police are in a difficult posn. They must provide hy 
; escorts for Katangese Ministers, consulates etc. If 
they coop with UN they run danger of being accused by 
Gends of traitorous conduct. The fact of Chief of 

I Police met UN deputation in his HQ is, at once, adem 
that UN dominate the area and an indication that the 
Police Chief is not particularly afreid of incurring 
wrath of Gends. If Police Chief at any time withdraws 

I sp of UN this will indicate that Gends are preparing 
for war. 

Aftermath to Operations 

19 Dec y 61 

All firing was suspended at 07.15hrs while Katanga 
" Government, Central Government and United Nations were 
" engaged in peace talks. 

Meeting was arranged with Red Cross personnel in order 
to facilitate the distribution of food in the 36 Inf 
Bn area. The oppertunity was aveiled of at this meet
ing to.-

(a) Demonstrate that Irish troops did not loot 
private property but had sealed up to the 
best of their ability such houses as had 
to be searched. 

(b) To assure Red Cross that Balubas were NOT 
allowed to loot or kill in any area 
controlled by the 36 Irish Bn. 

(c) To satisfy the ~ Red Cross that white 
refugess who were old and inf:"\rm had been 
housed and fed. 

The Red Cross personnel were fed, and food was given 
to them for the Swiss Consul and his family. 

Present at the meeting were -

For 36 Inf Bn 

Comdt Ryan 2 i/c. 

For Red Cross _,...;,.;..;;0.0---. ................. 

Mr. SENN, International Red 
Comdt Griffin,Ops Offr. 
Comdt Harrison, Int Offr. 
Comdt McSullivan, M.O. 
Comdt Delaney, M.O. 

Cross Geneva. 
Mr. TOM BRIGHT, Red Cross Katanga. 
Mr. J.SNIEETS, Health Service Sec. 
Mr. B.HAZAN, Red Cross Driver. 
Mr. JEAN CLERC, Belgian (Searching 

for releti ves) • 

CJ r,lr. GUY DE\ioJELF, Red Cross Belgian. 
r~( Q.1) iNll~;\ 
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The Post Office was still occupied 
Gendarmerie. They withdrewlater~ 
captured UNION MINIERE after first 
was NOT strong. 

in the morning by 
The Ethiopian Bn 

light. Opposition 

The control of refugees and the apprehension of sus
pects was continued. 

The following instructions were issued in regard to 
the suspension of fire: 

a. NO firing by UN troops except 

(i) when fired upon, and 

(ii) if lives were endangered. 

b. Freedom of movement of UN troops to continue. 

Civilians began moving freely in and out of the City 
of ELIZABETHVILLE. The following message was passed 
in writing to all Sub-Unit Commanders in the 36 Inf 
Bn by the o/c 36 ~nf Bn. 

"UN troops will NOT break into houses without 
sufficient reason, e.g. firing on UN troops. 
If there is any case of house breaking, 
disciplinary action will be taken against 
offenders". 

The Platoon of 'C' Coy which was sent to reinforce 
'AY Coy on the 17 Dec'61 returned to 'C' Coy at 
ROU SSEAU FARM. 

20 Dec'6l 

Three dead Gendarmerie were buried in the BCK Hosp 
garden beside the TUNNEL. Fr.Crean officiated. 

Unexploded bombs were disposed of indifferent Co~ 
localities. 

The following message was received from HQ KATANGA 
Comd: 

"UN troops holding fire for duration of TSHOMBE
ADOULA talks. ONUC will, of course, scrupulously 
observe the instruction and will NOT, repeat NOT, 
initiate fire from ground or air. To do so would 
constitute breach of Secretary General's word and 
UN good faith. If ONUC is fired upon by G-r~ar
merie or civilian snipers, our troops should 
return fire without hesitation and if it is 
repeated should take any necessary steps to 
ensure security of ONUC troops. This applies 
particularly to UNION MINIERE compound. With-
holding fire does not involve restriction of 
movement of ONUC troops, aircraft or vehicles .••• 
This may be brought to the notice of all ranks." 

All Companies 36 Inf Bn were ordered to organise 
patrols to control refugees who were looting. The 
food in ELACAT stores had become unusable due to the 
failing of electricity supply to the refrigeration 
plant from the 16 Dec Y61. This store was entered by 
the refugees and large nuantities of stale'meat were 
taken away by them. 0 
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Due to the fect thB.t the water supplies were still cut 
off, rain water was conserved for cooking and water 
was drawn by a pump from an old well for washing. A 
free issue of minerals was made for drinking purposes. 

International Red Cross began organising the distrib
ution of foodstuffs to the Civilian population and the 
Baluba refugees. 

The 8th and 35th Ethiopian Bns were machine gunned and 
mortared during most of the day. 

A large group of refugees estimated at 500 or 600 
approached the perimeter of the IR Camp and were 
driven back by Smoke Bombs. 

Orders were issued by Katanga Command that only boiled 
and chlorinated water would be used. 

Refugees rioted at ELACAT food store and an Irish 
patrol went out and dispersed them. A patrol from 'B' 
Coy to ELACAT was hit up by the Gendarmerie. The 
patrol was reinforced by a section of Armd Cars. The 
Gend withdrew. Requests were made continually for the 
services of French speaking Officers from the 36 Ir~Dn. 
There wer~ NO qualified Officers with the Unit. 

21 Dec'61 

"fuite residents of the Irish Bn area who fled to the 
City during the fighting were encouraged to visit 
their homes and remein. 

Brigadier Raja and General Rikkye visited the Irish 
lines. A representative body of Irish troops attended 
the funeral of six Ethiopians who were killed in 
action . 

Cooperation was given to International Red Cross for 
the evacuation of white refugees by train to NDOLA, 
RHODESIA. 

Great difficulty was encountered with refugees. 

Armed patrols were ~ent to prevent them moving into 
ELIZABETHVILLE. It was necessary to fire over them 
in order to drive them back to the Refugee Camp. 

Telephones had to be disconnected in occupied private 
houses for the security of the Battalion. 

Lack of food and water in the Refugee Camp caused 
serious concern. Provision for food was made and 
refugees were allOl',ed to go to a lake near the Camp 
for water. 

The Bde Olc ordered free movement through the TUNNEL 
of all civilian personnel NOT bearing arms. TUNNEL 
to be closed during the hours of darkness. 

lOVER. 
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22 Dec'61 

Orders issued by Olc 1 Bde that the BCK workers to be 
allowed to move freely around the TUNNEL area by day 
in order to get trains going again. ,No BCK workers 
were to be allowed move in the TUNNEL area between 
last light and first light. The TUNNEL Company ('A' 
Coy) adjusted its defences accordingly. This meant 
that 50~ of 'h' Company was on duty. 

International Red Cross reps requested that the 
Chaplain would accompany them to search for the 
bodies of three Red Cross officials who were killed 
in the fighting. The Chaplain was not permitted to 
go. The Red Cross later found the graves of the 
three Red Cross officials. 

23 Dec' 61 

It was reported that the weapons of 'A' Coy 35 Inf Bn 
were located at UNION MINIERE. After investigation 
nothing was found. 

Orders were issued by KAT Comd as follows:-

a. UN Units NOT to be provoked into firing by 
extreme enemy elements. 

b. UN Units to assist Red Cross where possible. 

c. UN Units to assist Police. 

d. UN Units to assist local authorities in 
restoring order. 

Northern Ireland Command wished the Bn ?iii Merry 
~hri strIa s and a Ha ppy New Yearn. 

The non-availability of sandbags caused great concern 
in the Unit. 

A war party of about two hundred Jeunesse from the 
Refugee Camp armed with bows and arrows, knives and 
bicycle chains tried to move to the attack on the 
BCK Camp on AVE SCERIERS where they alleged two of 
their numbers had been murdered. The break-out was 
stopped ONLY at bayonet point by a platoon of fC' 
Coy under Capt Keyes. 

A conference was held at Bde HQ to arrange the 
TIlnning of trains for refugees, the delivery of food, 
and the resumption of normal duties by the Katanga 
Police. 

The Chief of Civil Ops, MR.URQUART, thanked all 
military units for a great effort during the days of 
battle. 

The Gendarmerie started the murder of Balubas in the 
Communes. Guerilla warfare was also organised among 
tribes in KATANGA against ONUC. 

lOVER. 
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24 Dec'61 

It was arranged that Katanga Police would be permitted 
to patrol at the TUNNEL. NO Gendarmerie would be 
allowed into the Irish lines in uniform armed or un
armed. Some difficulty was experienced in investigat
ing reports made by Congolese that certain whites were 
mercenaries. These whites had been living in the 8rea 
of the Irish Camp for many years. On investigation 
many of the reports were proved false. It seems the 
reports were mede by the Con601ese because of personal 
grievances against whites. 

Pte Geoghegan, 'B' Coy, accidentally received a gun
shot wound. He died later. 

25 Dec'61 

Refugeeswere on the warpeth. It was reported that the 
Indian driver of a jeep was killed by the Balubas on 
ROUTE CHARLIE. It transpired later that he had 
escaped into the bush and had sdtvivedl 

MR.SENN of the International Red Crbss Society 
requested the names of Gendarmerie killed on the Irish 
front during the battle. Three were buried in the 
Irish lines and the identity of one only was available. 

The religious significance of Christmas Day was kept 
sight of and all troops heard Mass. Christmas Dinner 
was enjoyed by all, and those on duty celebrated on 
the 26th. 

26 Dec'6l 

Spare parts for Tpt, Sigs 7 Ord and Atk were available 
at CArvIP MASSARD. Officers from units concerned 
inspected thA lqrts and took their rl3Quirements., . 

1Jlar parties of Balub~'- refugees' were disarm'ed by the 
Irish Bn. 

Irish patrols opened Routes ALPHA, BRAVO and CHARLIE. 
A party of about 500 refugees which concentrated 
at the ROUNDABOUT were driven back to Camp by an Irish 
patrol. 

Conferences were held daily between reps of Irish Bn 
and Police to arrange mixed oNuc/Police patrols. A 
similar series of conferences took place with Police 
reps in RUASHI CO~WUNE for the mixed patrol of ROUTE 
CHARLIE and AVE SCERIERS. 

__ R'efugees were restive and the patrols were to 
be alert. NO movement outside Bn area was permitted 
without an escort. 

27 Dec'61 

Lt Col Larkin and Capt Casey were appointed to 1 Bde 
Staff. 

Ptes Moffatt and Robinson of 'A' Coy reported missing. 
They were taken prisoners by the Gendarmerie to KIPUSHI. 

lOVER. 
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17. RUNDA 

'A' Coy sent a patrol to the ROUNDABOUT to control a 
. large concentration of refugees. 

The Minister for Justice of the Katanga Government 
was arrested by the Swedish Battalion. The O/C of 
the 36 Inf ~n made 2 request to 1 Bde that the 
Ministers release should be conditional on the 
release of O~UC prisoners held by the Kat Govt. 

It was reported that some Gendarmerie were moving 
around in-police uniforms. This could NOT be 
confirmed. 

28 Dec' 61 

Patrolling and control of refugees continue. 'C'Coy 
relieved 'A' Coy in the TUNNEL. 'A' Coy had been in 
position since the capture of the TUNNEL on the 16th. 

It was decided to locate a Company of Tunisians on 
ROUSSEAU FARM on the arrival of the Tunisian Bn. 

29 Dec'61 

The advance party of the Tunisian Bn arrived at 
ELIZABETHVILLE AIRPORT. Irish and Swe:-l.ish Bns 
provided transport. The Battalion Ordnance Officer 
destroyed approximately twenty grenades of Belgian 
and British design which were found in the Company 
lines. 

Irish escort for workers moving from RUASHI to EVILLE 
was arranged due to interference by refugees. 

Katanga Police were permitted to carry rifles ONLY. 
NO automatic weapons would be alloV'Jed to Police. NO 
firing of weapons by UN troops was permitted during 
the so called VI cea.se fire n except in exceptional 
circumstances. 

Gendarmerie were active in the City. They endeavoured 
to take over some positions in the City. They also 
tried to capture ONUC personnel. 

Plans were finalised for the departure of the Katanga 
Government to KIPUSHI, according to reliable civilian 
sources. The Tunisian Bn would NOT be operational for 
some time after arrival in the ELIZABETHVILLE a.rea. 

30 Dec'61 

Great difficulty was experienced in controlling 
refugees; particularly in the nSHOPsn area and AVE 
SCERIERS. All movement outside the Bn area continued 
to be heaVily escorted. 

31 Dec' 61 

Refugees were looting BCK property. An Irish patrol 
drove them back to the Camp. Battalion escorts and 
patrols continued to keep routes of supply open. 

o 
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Situation Report to 3 Jan'62 

Ref j\'Iap 1: 20,000 EVILLE 

Political Situation 

The political situation resumed its dominance over the 
military at a time when:-

a. the military hed reopened the routes to the 
airport. 

b. the access routes to the SOUTH CITY area had 
not been complGtely cut owing to short2ge of 
troops. 

c. fourteen UN prisoners (lOSw, 2 Norw, 2 Ir) 
were still in enemy hands. 

d. UN troops had capability of employing battle 
patrols to dominate City but NOT of occupying 
it. 

The KITONA agreement made, it is conceded; under 
pressure is the dominant political factor. ~f it can 
be implemented it wi],,}.·" be the beginning of a basis for 
a solution to the Katanga problem. By sending a 
deputation to LEO the Kat2nga Government has· honoured 
its promise·to negotiate. UN, in spite of the history 
of broken promises, accepts that Tshombe is acting in 
good f2ith and will lean over backwards to show this. 

The main Victory for UN has been the capture, in great 
part, of world opinion as expressed in the world press. 
People of influence ere now· coming to realise Katangese 
irresponsibjlity and to acce~t that UN is the only 
stable element here. In o.rder to continue to convince 
world opinion that UN is siilloperating to prevent 
civil war 2nd to assist the legal civil administration 
all military operations must be subord to political 
factors. Troops must now revert to original protective 
role, liaise with police for restor2tion of public 
order and try to protect our erstwhile white enemies 
in the pursuit of their legal occupations. 

As has been proved from the various types of prisoner 
c2ptured not all our white opponents are mercenaries. 
Some whites foueht because theyhed no option but 
others (and they still exist) are convinced by their 
own propaganda that UN is evil and th2t troops are 
communists (a ragbE'g term for all who oppose Katanga) 
Even among the mercenaries there are dedicated 
groups who have vowed never to desist from military 
action until UN is eradicated. 

UN prisoners held by the Gends are a factor .f the 
political no less than of the military situation since 
they give concrete bargaining power to Katanga~ Their 
release is being negotiated at political level but 
what ~oncession, if any, the political side is prepared 
to make is not known. Prisoners held by UN (who are 
far more numerous than our prisoners held by the Gends) 
do not constitute a counter~factor since the Katangese 
have no particular value on their own .aa.tionals 
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Katangese Situation 

As of this date information as to strength, location 
and activity is:-

Str and loc (some of these locs are on maps 
supplied. Most SOUTH of CITY) 

( 1 ) KATUBA C01:llVIUNE 

(2) KENYA COI'!l]'vIUNE 
(South of City) 

( 3) ALRERl.: CQl\lNUNE 
(South of City) 

(4) RUE 1¥nnT SUD 

(5) KIPU3HI RD 
(S1·/ of City) 

(6) I'.i:ISSION AREA 
(SE of City, 
four miles) 

(7) lVIUNAl\1A CA]'{P 

(Sou.th of City, 
six miles) 

(8) KIPUSHI 
(18 miles 8\I) 

Gend BN 
Para commando Bn 
Bn HW 
Bde ~Q (Gen Noke) 

Two MP Coys 
Two Gend Coys 

Para commando' 
elements 

One Gend Coy 

One Gend Coy 

One Gend Coy 

Armd Coy (14 Armd. 
Cs?) Mob En (40 
jeeps with cannon 
or Bazol.okas) 

200 mercenaries 
Bank of Katanga 
Elements of Govt 

Company strengths ere not known, Bssumed to be 100. 
Armament of Battalions mainly FN rifles. Distribution 
of heavy weapons not known, assumed to be distributed 
on ad hoc basis as needed. Heavy weapons include 
rocket launchers, m(,~'tar up to 4.5 cal, FN Ivlf'iIGs. 

Activity confined to movement in communes and within 
ovm area of City. Gends out of hand last week and 
threatening householders and shopkeepers. This now 
ceased and are under control. Reports of large scale 
assasination of Commune residents by Gends NOT confirmed. 

Own Situation 

UN operational area is divided into zones in which each 
battalion is responsible for patrols to ensure dominance 
of area and security of life and property. 

Irish responsibility is extensive, NOT alone' do we', patrol 
within our own area, we also have responsibility in 
Ethiopian and DOGRA Zones. 

Daily duties include:-

(1) Two infantry sections and one section Armd Cars from 
0700 to 1200. Police type patrols in industrial 
district (see map). Object to reassure traders 
through manifestation of UN presence that they may 
open for business and trade in ~eece. Irish boys 

. are· particularly &uccessful a.t this. 

~n n1l\~~A. 
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(2) One infe.ntry p12toon cmd one section Armd cars 
Any series of routes within bette.lion zone at 
various times during day as rer daily requirement. 
Object to ensure) that routes BRil.VO & CHARLIE 
remain in UN h~nds, to assist pet No 1 if needed, 
and to keep UN presence menifested in entire zone. 

(3) One infantry platoon and one section Armd Cars. 
Daily to Airport (ussually via ROUTE ALFA) and 
return. Object, Collection of rations, stores 
and mail, manifestation of UN presence. 

Routine duties involve 

Maint of positions and locel defence of HQ area. 

, 

o 
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KEEPING THE PEACE 

Towards Peace 

During the remaining months of its service the unit 
remained in its original positions while negotiations 
were in progress among the politicians. The Battalion 
carried out its training progr~mme. It manned 
barriers and posts, carried out active patrolling, 
controlled refugees and was frequently called upon to 
provide Guards of Honour for visiting VIPS. A vigor
ous programme of sports and games was carried out. 

1 Jan'62 

A message was received from the Secretary General in 
New York thanking all ranks for their excellent 
performance. 

Residents of houses in our crea set booby traps in 
their homes to prevent looting by refugees. At the 
request of the International Red Cross they were 
removed on humanitarian grounds. 

2 Jan'62 

Two patrols were organised, one for the forenoon and 
one for the 2fternoon. 

·e A conference was held at 1 Bde H:~ with reps of Kata.nga 
Police to organise police duties in the City and out
skirts. 

Great difficulty was experienced in maintaining patrols 
due to unserviceable transport. 

The Chief Medical Officer pointed out the serious 
situation arising in the battalion, due to lack of fresh 
food. Tq.§.unit had been on Deck rations for twenty-one 
dc:.ys. 

It was arranged that two Swedish instructors would give 
a short course on 20mm Atk Gun to NCOs of Atk platoon. 

3 Jan'62 

Irish patrols escorted workers from HUASHI commune to 
ELIZABETHVILLE at first light. Two serious matters 
concerning the security of-the unit arose. The supply 
of petrol was cut. Thi s was le.ter increased. T·he 
staff at the airport threatened to leave due to 
inadequate air traffic control equipment and shortage 
of staff. This was remedied. 

lOVER. 
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The necessity for reporting incidents fully, was 
stressed, due to adverse publicity by local and 
international newspapers. 

4 Jan'62 

Katanga Police irJere permitted to move in Irish lines 
during daylight hours or,TLY. 

The battalion was connected by telephone with the City 
exchange. 

5 Jan'62 

Refugees who h2ve succeeded in getting work in town 
were allowed to travel via AVE SCERIERS ONLY. 
Factories and commercial concerns in area INDUSTRIALLE 
were getting business beck to normal. 

With the help of Commander Katanga Police it was 
possible to recover 500 bed sheets belonging to the 
battalion which were in a laundry in the City. 

Irish patrol evacuated refugee .. ' squetters from houses 
in INDUSTRIALLE area, and impounded stolen property. 

6 Jan'62 

An order was issued by the olc 3n that a strict check 
would be kept on the acquisition of Bbandoned vehicles. 

A bulldozer was requisitioned and sent to the airport 
to be available in case of a crash on a runway. 

A driver was provided full-time by olc 36 Inf En for 
. the UN Civil Rep l\'IR.UR~UART. IvIR.TSHOTvIBE's car which 

was taken from the refugees (who stole it) was return
ed through I,m. URQUART. 

Swedish Battalion issued 14,000 litres of petrol to 
Irish Bn as a temporary relief. 

7 Jan'62 

Sport field in Police Camp was taken over by the 36 
Inf Bn. Irish Officers Club 2nd Swimming pool was 
opened. 

Irish Bn was allotted 500 litres petrol per day. 

S Jan'62 

Reserve petrol issued: All patrols resumed. Refugees 
active in the Vicinity of the HSHOPS: and stoned the 
people from RUASHI COJ:v1]\'lUNE and the police escort. 
Armoured cars were sent to drive them back. 

ROUSEAU FARl\:I evacuated by 'C' Coy. Irish Battalion 
provided a Signal Despatch Service for I Bri~ade. This 
duty was shared monthly between the Brigades. 
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Civil Police were unsatisfactory due to the v.rithdrawal 
of white officers. Range Pre.ctices were not permitted 
due to the political situation. 

A Gendarmerie Armoured Car ceptured by the 35 IR Bn 
was handed be.ck to the 36 Inf Bn by the Swedes. 

The sanitary situation in the Battalion caused concern 
because of the difficulty of clearing septic tanks. 
Latrines were dug as an alterne.tive. 

10 Jan~62 

British and United States Consuls visited 1 Bde HCl. 

Forty women and children from LUENl Commune near the 
Airport were captured by refugees and taken to the 
refugee camp. 

A report of a mass break-out from the refugee camp was 
proved felse. 

Multi-vitamen tablets were issued to make up the 
deficiency in fresh fruit and vegetables. 

Approaches to Bn HQ were blocked to increase 36 Inf Bn 
security. 

12 Jan'62 

'1.'he TUNNEL was o}:ened for the free flow of traffic 
during daylight hour~. 

In order to ensure officers security in villas patrols 
were placed around the villas duririg the hours of 
darkness. 

13 JB:p'62 

Film shows were organised in all comDanies. 

A uniform drill was fixed for FN and Gustafs. 

Pamphlets were distributed by Katanrta authorities 
exhorting Daluba refugees to return to their homes. 
This was the first friendly act towards the refugees. 

MH.DU~IONTET A/UN Civil rep in KATANGi;. visited the 
Hefugee Camp. 

Plans were made with the UN Refugee Officer, KATANGA 
Comd, for the evacuation of refugees to their homes. 
Some of them refused to leave. 

A round of 84mm RCLdischarged accidentally in fBfCoy 
lines. Six men were injured. All r{·covered. 

lOVER. 
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. 15 Jan'62 

Refugees looted in large numbers in TULIPIERS area 
within Irish lines. A patrol from 'A' Coy drove them 
back to Camp and confiscated the stolen property. 

The ELIZABETHVILLE Command "'las reorganised as follows: 

a. 1 Bde Swedes and Irish. 

b. 2 Dde Dogras and Ghurkas. 

c. 3 Bde 8th and 35 Ethopiens. 

It was complained that the Irish Battalion arrest~d 
two Gendarmerie Officers. Ptes Moffat 
and Robinson were released from prison in KIPUSHI with 
other UN prisoners after ~ day of negotiations. They 
were later courtmartialled, awarded detention and 
repatriated. 

16 Jan'62 

The report on the performance of lveapons during the 
December battle was very satisfactory. Only six blinds 
from morta.r bor~bs were reported. There were NO reports 
of unsatisfactory performance of Gustafs, FN Rifles,etc. 

A months mind Mass was held at the TUNNEL in memory of 
members of the 36 Inf Bn who died in December. A review 
and March Past was held. MR.URQ.UART, Civil Rep ONUC, 
Brigadier Raja and Colonel Waern, olc 1 Bde, attended. 

17 Jan'62 

There was a disturbance at ELACAT between refugees and 
Civil Police. An Irish patrol went to investigate. The 
refugees were sent back to camp. Methods of control of 
refugees v.rere tightened up due to the activity of the 
Jeunesse - a "Teddy-boyn element in the Refugee Camp. 

Special arrangements were made to keep the TUNNEL 
barrier open to allow !VIR. TSHOMBE, his Ministers and his 
military escort to move through the Irish lines to a 
party at the Swedish Officer's Mess. 

18 Jan'62 

Instructions were issued that all civilian vehicles 
were to be returned to the owners, when proof of owner
ship ,,"as produced. 

A Baluba-Kasai with his wife and family were evacuated 
from ELIZABETHVILLE to the refugee camp because of 
intimidation by Civil Police. 

Some Oirmers of houses in Company lines requested that 
Irish troops evacuate the houses. This was not possible 
as the security of the battalion was involved. The 
houses were rented by ONUC. 

Lt Col Larkin left for IRELANlb 
lOVER l?U n~i;~ -
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A Company of Gendarmerie was located in the ETOILE area 
in rear of our lines. A Swedish patrol approached them 
but they moved back into the bush. 

20 Jan' 62 

Members of the battalion were permitted to move under 
escort to the LIDO Swimming Pool. It was in the 
possession of the Ethiopians, who welcomed them. 

A joint Irish-Civil :Police post was established at 
ELACAT to prevent looting by refugees, and to prevent 
interference with the Civil Police by the refugees. 

21 Jan'62 

ROUTE CHARLIE, the alternative route to the Airport was 
almost impassible due to the surface having been washed 
away by rains. r..CUSEAU FARM was found stripped of 
furniture, roofing and windows by refugees. 

22 Jan'62 

Brigadier Raja, olc Katanga Command, made an official 
visit to the Irish Battalion. A Guard of Honour was 
provided with Lt J.Young i/c and colours by Lt P.Feely. 

Baluba-Kasai and Balube-Katanga fought in refugee camp 
and seyen were killed. 

Freedom of movement was granted through the TUNNEL 
during hours of d8yligh t. Gend8.rmerie, armed or un
armed, were NOT allowed through. 

23 Jan'62 

The Swedes raided the refugee camp for arms and arrested 
five Jeunesse leaders and released some prisoners held 
by the Jeunesse. Four stolen cars were founG with the 
Jeunesse. 

24 Jan'62 

The three Gendarmerie buried on the 17th Dec in Irish 
lines beside the TUNNEL were exhumed by the Internation
al Red Cross for re-burial. 

A curfew was imposed on the refugee camp during the ~
hours of darkness to stop exit of Jeunesse. A runaway 
railway engine B.t the TUNNEL knocked the ±Tont of an 
Irish rJllI-lG post. There were no casilialties. 

A helicopter patrol of ELIZABETHVILLE was carried out 
daily. 

The Jeunesse group in the refugee camp burned two 
Africans to death with petrol. 

25 Jan'62 

Irish Officers and NCOs visited the Ghurka Bn ~o 
inspect trenches and dug-outs. All were very impressed. 
They live in them, sleep in them and fight from them. 

lOVER. 
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The refugee lfSheebeens;T on AVE ARUCARIJI.S were closed. 

O/C 36 Inf En had a conference with DR.LINNER ONUC 
Chief in CONGO, at the residence of l\1R. URQUAR±, ONUC 
Chief in KATANGA. 

26 Jan'62 

Lt General McKeown arrived for farewell visit prior to 
his departure from the CONGO. He attended a party given 
by the Irish Officers and accepted a presentation. MR 
TSHOMBE and his Tv'Iinisters were present, as also were the 
Chief ONUC Civil and Military Reps in KATANGA. MR. 
TSHOrv'iBE made a conciliatory speech at the Irish party 
which got 'wide publicity in the world press. 

Black Magic rituals were pr2cticed in the refugee camp. 

Four ra,ilway wagons on the TUFNEL, which ",rere found to 
contain aircraft parts, were confiscated. The material 
was originally consigned to the Belgian Airbase at 
KAMINA. 

'i7 Jan'62 

The Force Commander (Lt Gen McKeown) gave a farewell 
address at HQ Katanga Comd and paid tribute to the 
Indians. The Force Commander later visited all Compan
ies in the Irish Battalion and spoke informally to the 
officers and men. The usual security arrangements and 
escorts were provided for the Force Commander. 

28 Jan'62 

A wide-spread search "'las made for a refugee who had 
murdered a white man some days previously. 

29 Jan'62 

Irish troops moved freely in ELIZi~BETHVILLE and no 
hostility was shown them. 

ROUTE CHARLIE was declared impassible due to rains. 

The Force Commander requested that Irish troops 
evacuate the BCK hospital at the TUNNEL. Apparently 
the continued occupation was given unfavourable 
publicity. This was arranged after the reorganisation 
of the TUNNEL defences. The nuns who ran the hospital 
requested protection from Irish troops against the 
'Refugees. This was granted despite their attitude of 
hostllity. ' 

30 Jan'62 

Bn O/C was appointed Acting O/C 1 Bde during absence 
of Bde O/C at LEOPOLDVILLE. 

31 Jan'62 

The Civil Rep in KATANGA discussed ways and means of 
solving the refugee problem. Very little progress was 
made. 
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'C' Coy, which ~as in occupation of the BCK hospital, 
started preparing villas at LEIGE in anticipation of 
occupation. 

Situation Report to 15 Jan'62 

Political Situation 

This, according to the politicians, continues to 
improve; the return of our prisoners can be taken as 
a sign of peaceful intention. It is expected that the 
talks will last for some weeks yet as MR.MONUNGO is 
determined NOT to concede a great deal to the Central 
Government. 

~ UN troops will remain in locations in order to continue 
to impress the local population but, for time being, no 
mercenaries are to be ~rrested. Action against Gends 
is to be limited to keeping them away from UN area. 

, 'I 

Katangese Situation 

Recent contacts with Gends in ELIZABETHVILLE as well as 
their check points and road blocks have NOT led to 
shooting. This indicates that a general cease fire 
policy has been promulgated. Private contacts with 
them, especially their officers, lead to the conclusion 
that they have no wish to fight again. A few 
inflammatory speeches could, however, change their 
attitude but NOT necessarily increase their courage. 

There are continuing signs that the mercenaries are 
breaking up and it is known that the French Ul.tras are 
at loggerheads with their Belgian counterparts. The 
Chief of mercenaries, and TSHOMBE's Chief Military 
Adviser, Col Foulque with his Chief of Staff have left 
KIPUSHI and it is an outside chance that they may have 
left the CONGO altogether. Supporting this conclusion 
is the fact that BANQUE DU KATANGA is supposed to have 
spent large sums in paying off mercenaries during 
recent weeks. 

Own Situation 

No significant change in dispositions, no change in 
patrol policy. Organisational changes made last week 
grouped the two Ethiopian Battalions in a further Bde-
3 Bde. As a consequence of move of 8 Ethiopian Bn to . 
STANLEYVILLE this org was cancelled almost immediately. 
A battalion from GHANA, (advance party of which has 
arrived) will replace 8 Ethiopian Battalion. Projected 
move of 14 Swedish Battalion has been deferred 
indefinitely. 

Future Operations 

The concept of future operations as got from Brigade HQ 
visualises the speedy round-up of mercenaries. To this 
end familiarisation tours of the City and surrounding 
areas are in progress. 

CJ 
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Routine Activity 

1 Feb!62 

Lt Col RYBn was appointed a member of mixed Military 
Commission ONUC and Katanga Forces to study ways and 
means of getting white mercenaries out of KATANGA. The 
Commission visited JADOTVILLE, KOLWESI and KIPUSHI. 

2 Feb'62 

Ketc=mga authorities cut off public phones,. A wireless 
net and a field telephone system were ad.equate. 

The engine of an ONUC truck took fire on the airport 
road. No one was injured. Helicopter recce flights 
were availed of by Officers of the Battalion. 

3 Feb'62 

Th~ manager of ELACAT refrigeration pl~nt requested a 
guard of Irish troops to prevent looting by refugees. 
The guard was provided~ .. 

There was a small-pox scare B.t KATVIINA. 

A lorry of armed Gendarmerie came to the Irish lines 
with a funeral for the local cemetary. They were 
escorted back to the City by an Irish patrol. 

A request for permission to fire 20mm Atk range 
practices wes refused due to cease fire • 

4 Feb'62 

The Civil Police returned to the Police Camp in the 
Irish lines. They left before darkness because of the 
fear of refugees. 

5 Feb'62 

Bn O/C and O/C 'B' Coy spent a weeks holiday in 
ALBERTVILLE. 

Special arrangements were made for the dispo~al of 
unexploded bombs in the City of ELIZABETHVILLE. 

The dClily patrol to the INDUSTRIM,LE area was. v-rithdrawn 
due to the i(j:i.rovement of the situation there. 

6 Feb'6Z 

A platoon each from 'D' and 'C' Coys cleared squatters 
from the BCK Camp at the TUNNEL at 04.30hrs. 

Father Crean went to LEOPOLDVILLE for conference on 
refugee problem. 

7 Feb '.6~ 

The refugees and BCK workers from RUASHI fought on 
AVE 3CERIERS. An Irish pAtrol dispersed them~ 

,lOVER. 
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8 Feb'62 

The Tunisian Battalion moved into Ci\lItIP lVIASSARD. 

9 Feb'62 

'C' Coy evacuated the BCK 
withdrew to LIEGE/ELACAT. 
the defence of the TUNNEL 
Hospital. 

Hospital at the TUNNEL and 
A bungalow was retained for 

and the protection of the BCK 

Lt Col Ryan went to KIPUSHI with the mixed Commission. 

A Congolese, released from prison in JADOTVILLE was 
given refuge in the Irish Refugee Camp. 

10 Feb'62 

Irish Police and Civil Police co-operated in the search 
for stolen cars in the Refugee Camp. 

-41 11 Feb'62 

"A 
II· ... 

The petrol ration was !deduced to 600 litres per day. 

12 Feb'62 

Unexploded bombs were removed from the Swiss Consulate 
and UNION MINIERE at LUMUTVIBASHI. 

Some Jeunesse leaders were arrested for fomenting 
disturbances in the refugee camp. 

A' Coy provided standing patrols to prevent looting of 
food from railway wagons at the TUNNEL. 

13 Feb'62 

Traffic going through the Irish lines was to be checked 
during the hours of darkness only. 

14 Feb'62 

Enquiry into losses of a.rms, equipment and vehicles 
during the operations in December was begun. 

li-feb l 62 

Irish patrols were to avoid AVE CHURCHILL and ASTRID 
due to the meeting of the KATANGA PARLI.Alv1ENT. 

hn African reported the location of a.n ammunition dump 
to 'c' Coy. 791 rounds of FN ammunition was found. 

16 Feb'62 

The Katangese distributed pamphlets in town urging 
refugees to return to the Communes and live in peace 
with their brother Africans. 

11 Feb'62 

The Civil Police hended in a list of stolen vehicles. 
A check of vehicles was made in tr;e refugee camp. 

a lOVER. 
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Gelignite was found in railway carriages at the TUNNEL. 
The cargo was released on production of authority from 
the ONUC Rep. It was for use in KIPUSHI copper mines. 

19 Feb'62 

KatEmge Comma.nd requested the r~turn of shops occupied 
by 'B' Coy to the owners. NO shops were occupied by 
'B' Coy. 

20 Feb'6~ 

A strike in the Post Office in LEOPOLDVILLE caused a 
delay in Irish mail. 

One platoon of infantry and a section of Armoured Cars 
co-operated with the Civil Police in a search for arms 
without incident et RUkSHI Commune at 04.30hrs. 

The Refugee Camp was searched for stolen Bvie.tion 
spirit. Twenty-three barrels were found end confiscated. 

21 Feb!62 

Normal patrols and escorts v,Tere ce.rried out. 

Officers went on familiarisation flights over the area 
by helicopter. 

Lt Col Ryan went to KOL\:JESI on i\Iixed Military Commission. 

23 Feb'62 

A bullock rc:m amok on AVE SCERIERS. The refugees tr" ad 
to drive it into their cemp. The Civil Police shot a': 
it. It attacked the Police. The Police retreated at 
the double. The animal was cornered by the Irish patrol 
and destroyed by the owners. 

MR.UR;~UART called on a farewell visit to the Irish Bn. 
Comdt D.Hurley was acting olc during the absence of Lt 
Col Ryan with the Mixed Commission. 

24 Feb'62 

Young refugees were 0:1 looting ex~dit,ions. Steps were 
taken to stop them. -

.An explosion which took place on the KASENGh ROAD was 
caused by a Swedish soldier destroying a car with 
grenades. 

25 Feb'62 

Shots were fired into the Swedish Camp, it was NOT 
established by whom. A refugee was beaten up by the 
Katanga Police because he was found in possession of 
a gun. 

lOVER. 
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26 Feb'62 

New postal arrangements were made between IRELAND and 
the CONGO. 

An African was found shot dead at FROCONGO - AVE 
SCERI~RS. Irish and Swedish patrols, Civil Folice end 
Genda.rmerie llil.PS "Were on the scene. The matter was 
dealt with by the Civil authorities. 

27 Feb'62 

Lt Col Hogan returned to duty. 

Shots were heard in the City. Reasons for shooting 
were NOT established. Shots were fired in the vicinity 
of the Swedish Camp e.nd the Refugee Camp. 

28 Feb'62 

Unarmed Gendarmerie were reported in the Irish Battalion. 
lines. They were escorted quietly out of the area. 

An 81mm r,lortar of 35 Inf Bn was found with Royal Malays 
in ALBERTVILL;E. 

1 IVlar' 62 

Lt Col Hogan moved to hospital in LEOPOLDVILLE. 

Small parties of Gendarmerie continued to move around 
Irish lines. 

2 Mar'62 

To 'C' Coy was added ~ further p8.trol duty of guarding 
a UN refugee food store on AVE LIEGE. 

The Golf Clubhouse was handed back to the Golf Committee 
by the DOGRA Battalion (Indian). However, Irish Officers 
continued to play golf on the course. The DOGRA Bn 
occupied the Golf Ridge and lived under canves. 

Two platoons of Armed Gendarmerie moved into Irish lines 
with a funeral to the City cemetery vlhich was within 
Irish area. 36 Inf Bn patrol was alerted and' escorted 
the Gendarmerie out of the Irish area. There were NO 
incidents. A complaint was lodged with UN and orders 
were issued by Military Commander that 2,rm·ed Gendarmerie 
would be disarmed in future. 

4 Mar' 62 

The Irish defence post at the 'SHOPS' on the NORTH side 
of the refugee ca.mp was busy with: 

a. The recovery of a stolen car. 

b. The care of an African who was beaten up by the 
Jeunesse. 

c. The invcstigetion of the shooting of an African 
by the KFt~ngF Police. 
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Orders were issued by the En olc that ell movement to 
City would be escorted, due to the unrest end tension 
there, caused by the defection of ~ member of the 
Katanga Government to the Congolese. 

5 Mar'62 

Orders issued by olc IR Bn to disarm any armed members 
of Gendarmerie found in Irish lines. 

6 Mar'62 

it search was mede by an Irish patrol in the ilIrish i? 
section of the refugee camp to" trace a stolen car, 
reported by KatangB Police to have been stolen by 
refugees. No car found. 

The order to disarm the Gendarmerie was c8ncelled 
for political reasons, but they are to be kept outside 
Irish lines. 

7 Mar'62 

Bn 10 intervievJed Capt MWAPE NlUMFUNTE of the Gend Para 
Commandos at the TUNNEL. 

Cpl Power of ., A' Coy died at the : U.N 
ELIZABETHVILLE from natural causes. 

Hospital 

A message was received from UN HQ KAfANGA that NO UN 
personnel would be permitted to drive captured civilian 
cars. 

UN Security Police were to set up check points on main 
routes to prevent such driving, and disciplinary action 
was to be taken where necessary. 

The following message was received from 'A' Coy at "THE 
. SHOPSii • 

8 Nar'62 

i?Three large cars followed by a jeep, with 
two Gends on boerd, kept moving at a fast 
speed past the SHOPS at 12.00hrs today 
towards RUASHI. Although a signal was 
given to slow down it was ignored. It 
was suspected that l\tIH .:MUNONGO was 
travelling in one of the cars. NO 
confirmation that the cars were state 
cars"! • 

Gendarmerie found on perimeter of Irish defence 
position by Irish patrol were removing furniture from 
store. After investigation it wes established that the 
material was Gend property. 

9 Tvlar t 62 

GURKHA soldiers who were drawing food from ELACAT 
molested the Katanga Police. These Police were a joint 
standing patrol with Irish. NIL SAPvJE , the Police Chief, 
made an official complaint and 8fter a conference with 
Bn 10 peace was restored. 
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10 Mar' 62 

Memorial Service and formal parade ordered by Force 
Commender (Lt Gen HcKEO\'vN) for thirteen ITALIAN airmen 
killed in KINDU by Congolese on the 11/11/61. UN flags 
were to be lowered between ~O.OOhrs and l2.00hrs, and 
the following elegy was to be read by O/C Parade. 

i'For us they live I til life shRll end 
The frailties and the follies of those years 
Their strength which only pride of loss could 
lend . 
Their vanished hopes, their sorroVlS and their 
tears 
But slowly towards the verge the dim sky clears 
For nobler men may yet re~e~~ our clay 
VJhen "Vole and war together one wise day, . '. 
Have passed away". 

Katanga Civil Police, having been enticed by offers of 
Irish protection, agreed to set up R Refugee Control 
Point on the KASENGA ROAD. fhey occupied the old Police 
Camp and would only operate during hours of daylight due 
to fear of refugees. 

An Indian soldier who wandered out of bounds in 
ELIZABE'rHVILLE was taken prisoner by the Gendarmerie 
near the KENYA native commune. All UN unit s v,rere 
alerted in case of reprisals. 

An attempted robbery by a refugee at Irish Bn HQ was 
foiled by a Sentry. 

Two shillelaghs were received from IRELAND for Brigadier 
Raja and Colonel Vlaern. 

11 IVlar' 62 

Movement of UN troops in ELIZABETHVILLE was restricted 
due to Gendarmerie parade • 

. A Sentry from 36 IR Bn fired over natives who were 
attempting to steal tentage from Irish lines. 

12 Mar' 62 

Orders were issued for the evacuation of refugees from 
houses beside Irish lines where they had squatted. This 
was done for reasons of health and for better control. 

II lVIar'62 

Refugee clearance operation completed by 08.00hrs. 

There were two Indian rocket projectiles removed from 
the house of a Director of UNION MINIERE in EVILLE. 

The Bn 10 investigated a report (false) that Gendar
merie had mounted guns in BCK Camp near TUNNEL. 

A message was received that Brigadiers Raja and Noronha 
would visit Irish Bn on 19 Mar. 

J 
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14 Mar'62 

A Gendarmerie ParCl-Commando was found in the Irish 
lines by Refugee Police. He was taken over by an 
Irish I\TP and sent beck to the City - very much the 
worse for wear. 

I 

The 10-in-Chief UN Leo visited Bn H~. Had long 
conference with Unit Intelligence Officer re:possible 
operations towards JADOTVILLE. 

15 Mar'62 

General RIKRYE (Indian), military adviser to Secretary 
General visited the Irish Battalion accompanied by 
Colonsl ... -A-ERN, olc 1 Bde. 

A carload of Gendarmerie came through the TUNNEL into 
'C' Coy lines. They were escorted back to the City 
via LIEGE/S~VONNIERS barrier. 

Bde OIC and olc Irish Bn to meet Brigadiers at UNION 
MINIERE on 19 Mar. 

16 MeT' 62 

Nine unarmed Gendarmerie called to ELACAT for meat 
supplies. They were allowed to draw their requirements 
and use the LIEGE route ONLY. 

An Ordnance inspection team from LEOPOLDVILLE 
(PAKISTANIS) found the weapons of the Irish Battalion 
in good condition. (see Or~nance report) 

Four parties of Gendarmerie tried to move through the 
TUNNEL into Irish lines. The ~!IP on duty succeeded in 
persuading them to turn back. They hurled abusive 
language at him and threw 3nmil. bottles on the road. 
olc issued orders to halt such parties beyond barrier 
in future in order that they could be turned back 
before coming to grips ""ith them. 

St. Patrick's Day greetings were received from UN 
Force Commander (Lt Gen McKeown) and the Irish 
Ambassador in Nigeria. Irish artists arrived to 
entertain UN troops in KATANGA. 

Harry Bailey 
Ed Browne 
Dolly lVicMahon 
Monica Bonnie 
Jackie Farne 

17 Mar'62 

Comedian and Violinist 
Tenor 
Ballad Singer 
Xy'.ophone and Singer 
Accordian and Pianist 

St. Patrick's De.y was celebrated by a ceremonial 
parade to Mass at Oe.OOhrs a~d the blessing and 
distribution of shamrock by Rev.Fr.Crean,C.F., 
followed by an address of good wishes in Irish and 
English from An tAire Cosante - amplified by public 
address over the parade ground. 

Hurling and Football matches were orge.nised and 
members of other UN contingents attended. 
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19 IvIar'62 

General NORONHA, incoming COmmflnc1.er of UN Forces Katanga 
Command, (accompanied by BrigAdier RJ\JA) , 8rrived at HQ 
36 Inf En on an official visit. He was received by a 
Guard of Honour under Lt G.Murphy, Lt A.Cerr llc eolour 
Party. He was briefed by the Operations Officer on 
the role of battalion in ELIZABETHVILLE. 

He inspected the HQ and CompRny locations. Great 
satisfaction was expressed by Brigadier NORONHA on the 
orgenisation and· efficiency of the unit. 

20 Mar'62 

Two African girls were abducted by Jeunesse. Swedish 
UN personnel searched the camp and found the girls. 
The Jeunesse were arrested. . 

21 lVIc:tr'62 

It was reported that unexploded mort8r bombs and gren
ades were located in v8rious parts of the City of EVILLE • 

. These were disposed of by the Ordnance Officer and his 
Staff. 

1\'iO jeep-loads of Gende.rmerie 8ttempted to pass through 
the Bn barrier at the TUNNEL. They were turned back by 
the Sentry at the barrier without incident. 

22 !VIar' 62 

Brigadier General K.A.S.IU'I.JA left ELIZi~BETHVILLE on 
route to INDIA, having completed his tour of duty. 

Rep of the 36 Irish Bn and Band were among the party at 
Elizabethville Airport to see him off. 

Four Indian soldiers went outside UN bounds and were 
taken prisoners by the Gendarmerie. After negotiations 
they were released. 

There were reports that Gendarmerie in ELIZABETHVILLE 
had ~utinied. As a result UN units were placed on the 
alert. The Tunisian Battalion was detailed as 'Stand to' 
for the City. Slight pani c prevailed in ELIZiiBETHVILLE. 
Gendarmerie were alerted by TSrrm.'lBE. Schools were 
evacuated and closed. There were no incidents. 

Brigadier NORONHA assumed command of all UN troops in 
KJ~TANGA. 

Brigedier NORONHA, O/C KAT Comd sent the following 
message to Lt Col T.tyan, olc 36 Inf Bn. 

lOVER. 
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If Assuming command of Katariga Command, I wish 
to say that I deem it a great honour and 
privilege to be associated with such gallant 
leaders and vfoteran soldiers in the task of 
restoring normality to this strife-torn . 
country. You have on m2.ny occasions, even 
at the cost of supreme sacrifice, upheld the 
great traditions of your army and the ideals 
of the UN organisation. I have no doubt 
whatever of the odds, and with the grace of 
God we will continue to strive, as in the 
past, to bring to a successful conclusion 
our mission here. In accomplishing this I 
look to you for your willing co-operation 
which, I am confident, will always be forth
coming, and from my side you can always count 
on my unstinted support in all your endeavours." 

S. C. SUNDERJI, T-1AJOR COS. 

23 Mar'62 

The question of a bar to the Congo Medal was discussed 
at Kat Comd. The question of the issue of a special 
medal for those engaged in the fighting in ELIZABETH
VILLE during December 1961 was also discussed. 

24 fv1ar T 62 

Evacuation of refufees to communes in ELIZABETHVILLE 
was organised by UN. 

Powers of arrest of civilian lawbreakers were given to 
Military Police. 

The situation in NOnTH KAl'ANGA was reported as quiet, 
but that ANC were commendeering trucks in the 
ALBERTVILLE area. A small detachment of the )6 En "was. 
in ALBERTVILLE in charge of Irish Stores 

25 Mar'62 

Two new Gendarmerie posts were set up - one et the 
rear of Ecole St Bon~face Stade Ave Prince Leopold. 
It was manned by five Gends by day and twenty Gends 
by night. The post held three MGs. The second post 
was on the.circuit DE LA KASAPA about two kilometres 
from the Golf Course. This position was well dug-in 
and had one LMG. All units were informed of these 
posts and no action would be taken pending UN-TSHOMBE 
talks. 

Shots were heard in the direction of the Swedish Camp. 
On investigation by 10 it was found that dogs were 
being exterminated by the Swedes. 

26 Mar'62 

A farewell message was sent to Lt Col Hogan on the 
occasion of his departure to IHBL/\.ND. 

lOVER. 
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The following repoI'ts were received from UN Civil Rep 
(Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett). 

On Mar 6 Mr. TSHOMBE, togethel'" vvith his ministers, 
met UN officials in the presence of Consular Reps. 
On behalf of UN, full assurances were given to Mr. 
TSHONIBEconcerning his visit to Leopoldville to begin 
discussions on the KITONA agreement (vvhich brought 
about the Cease Fire in Dec. '61). When t he UN 
agreement hnd l)een stat eel, the Bri tish Consul then 
suggested that, since the assurance was comprehensive 
novv, Mr. TSHOMBE should go to Leo soon. Mr. TSHOMBE 
stated that it was his intention to go on Mar 15 
(the last date set by UN). 

It VJas essential now for UN to preserve the a tti tude 
of caution, discretion and vigilance until the meeting 
would get started in Leo. The fact that the meeting 
would take place was merely the first step; the 
second would be discussion, and the third agreement. 
UN d.iplomatic policy 1,rvould be to go step by step. 

J\ mes sage was received from Capt. HANSEN 9 _.4ssistant Comd 
10, that four Tunisian soldiers were captured by Kat 
Police at lNE rvmNAMt'l. 

J, report cnme from Capt. KEYS 'C' Coy that he was told by 
a refugee of six Indian soldiers havinG been captured bY 
Gendarmerie. This report was confused with the capture 
of four Tunisians reported eaplier. Both reports were 
not conf'irmed. 

1: message was l"ecei ved that COLONEL GON],RD, Vice President 
of the Intel~nationc'11 TIed Cross Committee Geneva would visi t 
uni ts of 1 Bde on the 28th and would al"ri ve with the 36 IR 
Bn at 10.15 hrs. 

1 Bde, (36 In Bn and 14 Swedish Bn) was disestablished as 
Swedish Bn moved to K1JHN1, J:ir Base. Document s vvere taken 
over by Bn Ops Offr. A rear-party of the 14 Swedish Bn 
rem.c'l.ined behind to hand over duties of Refugee Camp to 
Tunisian Battalion. The duties of 14 Swedish Bn at CAMP 
IVIt;SSt.RD were taken over by the. 4 Rl..J RIP Indian Bn. 

Tunisians vvere introduced to the system of refugee food 
supply. 

Lt/Col Hyo.n·· and Comdt Beary travelle d to Leopoldville for 
the departure to Ireland of the Force Comn18.nder - Lt/Gen 
McKeown. . 

There was a complaint from the Swedish-Tunisian Group that 
too many visitors were going through the Refugee Camp. 
This put a strain on security and interfered with the adm 
of the camp and the discipline of the refugees. 

Irish Bn had Refugee Camp out of bounds to all except 
those on duty s9 we i;vere not affected. 

cJ 

R~]N,n~~ 
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14 Swedish Bn continued move to K.i\MINJI. The RUASHI 
Commune mobile patrol and the standing patrol at "THE 
SHOPS" were taken over by the 36 IR Bn f'rom the Swedish Bn 
until the Tunisian Bn vms reinf'orced. .This put a 
considerable strain on the 36 IR Bn and ComO. was pressed 
f'or a relief' as soon as possible. 

j,t the KAS}:;;1TGl:, barrier ref'ugee youths stoned Irish sentries. 
1.:;.s a pesul tall Jlf'ri'cans were prohibi ted f'rom using the 
SJ~VON?,:TERS and KJiSENGr routes to EVILLE without a vvritten 
p'ass issued from 36 IR Bn HQ. 

Two vlhi tes were attacked and injured on the KASENGA road 
by Jlf'ricans bent on looting. One Jlfrican was apprehended 
by a member of the Bn and handed over to the Civil Police. 
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36 Bn ONUC • 

The political sitUc.9.tion has stabilised. almost to the point 
of stalemate but since Tshombe has agreed, in princip.le, to 
uni te with the Congo and to payoff the mercenaries the UN, 
having achieved its object, has no function in the matter 
except to ensure that the Katanga Government will continue 
to act in good faith. 

In order to ensure that there will NOT be a reversion to the 
situation which obtained in December UN contingents are 
being kept in the Eville area at full strength. 

KCltanga ~§j._tq.~. 

The Joint Commission has now completed its first series of 
inspections and found no evidence that mercenaries are still 
employed in any capacity by the Katangese Forces. This is 
NOT to say that they have all gone, in EVILLE alone there 
are upwards of 'one hundred who appear to be unemployed at 
present but who could. become a source of conflict. 

The Gendarmerie situation continues as previously reported 
wi th this diffel""ence that small unarmed parties pop up on 
our perimeter and move i;iithin our area. It is NOT considerecl 
that this has any particular significance but the situation 
is being vJatched carefully. ' 

To summarise}> it can be said thet the enemy in the EVILLE 
area has no capability other than to harass our forces; the 
implementation of such a course is very unlikely. For the 
future it is 8x1lected that every' change will:~ from our 
point of view, be for- the lJetter. 

K..9.tangese military effort now seems to be directed against 
the ANC and it is apparent that Tshombe has tapped off his 
available forces from SOUTH KI>ThNGA in an effort to secure 
his northern frontiers. With alL Katanga secured by the 
Gendal"merie 9 his hand for future ;negotiations would be so 
much stronger. 

No significant change in disposit:i.ons of either 1 or 2 Bde. 
o-overt intelligence effort being directed towards , 
elucidating the true situation at JJIDOTVILLE. It must be 
stresseo., hovvever~ that while the' present pol'j,.tical 
situation continues~ m~litary ope,rations of 8Iljl kind are 
NOT in prospect. 

HomEl. Fron~ .• 

Irish newspapers continue to give scare headline cove~age 
to events in the Congo. It mus"t be stressed that the "-" 
situation here could NOT be more normal. 

i, 
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"J..9131' 62. 

The Courtmartial of' 'ten merribers of Bn c olIffilenced. Some of 
these trials were outstanding since the fighting in 
December 9 1961. 

President: 
Prosecuting Of'ficer: 
Legal Of'ficer: 

Comdt. J.J. Griffen. 
Comdt. J. Heron. 
Capt. J. Sweeney. 

Fifteen civilian reporters arrived to hear the proceedings 
of the Courtmartial'because of rumours that pers were being 
ch..'1.r-ged for lootinrr. The Court ordered that under the 
Defence JICt~ 1954 rin the interests of security) they vvould 
not be admitted. They complained directly to the Force 
Commander vvho ordered the matter to be investigated by 
Brigadier NORONHt, 9 ole Kat Comd, directly vvith Lt. Col. Hyan, 
o/c 36 IR Bn. o/c Kat Comd and o/c 36 Bn instructed the 
President of the Court (Comdt. J.J. Grif'f'en) to submit an 
explanation for transmission by telex to the Force Commander. 
The Section of the Defence Lct, 1954, was quoted and nothing 
further was heard concerning the complaint. 

UN HQ issued orders that NO UN pers would enter native 
communes. 

IR Bn requested to take over from the 14 Swedish Bn the 
duties of protecting Belgian families in the Bel-Air area 
EVILLE. 1111 additional barrier had to be set up by the Bn 
at the junction of Sf,VONNIERS and Ki\SENGJi roads. 

311.3/' 6~ .. 

J,s a result of anti-UN demonstrations in EVILLE, particularly 
at illT bo.rriers all unescorted movement to the city was 
prohibi ted. The }Jlatoon at the TUI\'l}\j"EL was alerted for 
trouble. 

Press LO Kat Comd, Mr. Bl-iCK, conferred vvith Bn 10 (Comdt. 
Harrison) concerning the release of infonnation to the 
Press. It was decided that a black-out of nevvs would be 
detrimental to UN as Irish publicity had been an advantage 
to UN. 

Lt. Col. Ryan was appointed as Aloc 1 Bde w.e.f. 31 Mar in 
addition to his duties as o/c 36 IR Bn. The Brigade now 
was composed of the 36 Bn and the lL~ Tunisian Bn. Orders 
issued by Kat Comd ~or implementation by the Irish and 
Tunisian Bn were referred to the Staffs of the two Bns vvho 
put their heads together and in English and French very 
successfully carried out their mission. 

The Purafina Garage on the KllSENG.f-1 ROJ-lD, evacuated by the 
Swedish Bn, was taken over by EME Indian technicians to 
~~intain and service Irish, Tunisian and Ethiopian vehicles. 

1Llu'~62. 

Ops Offr and 10 held. a conference with offrs 'of 14 Swedish 
Bn pendinc: the a rri val of the 14 Tuni sian Bn. 

All IR Bn barriers reported hearing firing of' shots after 
hours of darknesss. This was eventually traced to the 
Swedish section of' the Refugee Camp. 
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2/41' 62. 

The RU1,SHI Police Chie:f called to Bn HQ, :for discussions 
with 10 concerning protection o:f RUASHI people (who were 
pro-Tshombe)f This Commune was isolated :from the other 
Communes o:f EYIlJ..E and close to the Re:fugee Camp (anti-
Tshombe) . It was agreed that joint RUASHI Police/IRISH 
patrols would continue. 

The Tunisians complained that their il:frican employees :from 
the ~ef'uGee Camp were prevented :from passing through Irish 
bal"p~ers to CJ\MP MJoSSARD :for work. This was due to 
A:fricans having been diverted to one route only into city. 
1~ roll was issued by the Tunisians and the Bn 10 issued 
the passes. 

j,n l.,:frican who was wanted by the UN security police was 
apprehended at lITHE SHOPS". He was placed in jail in the 
Swedish camp pending collection. 

11 sentry in I C t Coy area :fil"ed over il:frican youths who were 
stoning him. 

gL4/'62. 

11 goods train passing by the TUNNEL f'rom JJ1DOTVILL.~ to 
KOLWEZI vvas held up by t C t Coy and examined. It was found 
that some aircl"a:ft parts were aboard. Comd was informed 
and the cargo was impounded. Tshombe t s :foreign Minister 
KIMBA threatened violence against UN :for holding up the 
train. j,ll UN pe1"s were alerted and barriers were 1"eini'orceC:L .. 

1~ lorry load o:f unarmed Guards were turned back ot the 
TUNl-TEL. The Gends. threw bottles on the road as a protest. 
The sentries took no action. O/C IR Bn requested Kat 
Comd to make protest to Katangese. 

It was arI'anged by MR. TSHOMBE that the Provincial j.:,ssembly 
would meet on the 9th l;pril. The 36 lIt Bn was detailed to 
provide security :for members of Assembly at the MUSEUM. 

Balubakat deputies arriving :for the meeting of' the Assembly 
were to be accommodated in SABENJI Guest House and a guard 
was to be provided by the Indian Raj Rif Bn. Their 
escorts to and :from Parliament would be provided by the 
Malayan Squadron and the 63 Cav Sqn (5 Indep J\rmd -India!). 
Sqn). The 1 DOGRf.:, Bn would assist the 36 FR Bn in security 
during the assembly o:f Parliament of 9th J.,pril. IR Bn was 
to provide one pl o:f in:fantry and one section o:f Armd Cars. .. 

Ul.JLt 62. 

The meeting o:f the Provincial J.ssembly was cancelled due to 
the absence o:f Mr. TSHOMBE in Leopoldv1l1e. . 

The husband o:f a refu.gf.:o re~orted: that his wi:fe was abducted 
,"vhile washing clothes at a pool-adjacent to route CHARLIE. 
11 search was organi'sed by' 10 without result. 

It was reported from the IR patrol at liTHE SHOPS" that there 
was shooting inside the Refugee Camp. 

o 
~ lU\ \~"i ' -, {\ 
\[D~_~ . 
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Lt. Col. Ryan, 1110c 36 IR Bn was ap'pointed Bn O/C, w.e.:L 
L~ flpril, 1962. 

Ptes. Hoffat ·and Robinson (vvho had been cap'tur'ed by 
Gendarmerie after Chri stmas, '61 and whose release V/El.S 

arranged by UN together with a Swedish Maj or), 'lv-ere sent 
back to IRBL.AND viii th an escort, after hc'l.ving been 
courtmartio.lled. 

9/41' ~2. 

Routine only. 

11 schedule of flights to and from EVILLE to LEO, A'VILLE, 
MIINON119 LULUABURG and Ki-;MINJI, was issued by Kat Comd. 

h reQuest was received from Lt. Gen. McKemvn for a report 
on the December '61 fighting in EVILLE by Irish troops. 

There was an influx of refugees to houses in 'A' Coy area 
on AVE T1~IPIERS. This was investigated by the Bn 10 
who arranged their accommodation in the Refugee Camp. 

A Swedish truck crashed through '1,' Coy barrier on KASENGA. 
There were NO casua~ties. 

UN Security Police and Civil Police arrived at Bn HQ to 
interrogate a Belgian living nearby. ·Bn 10 was a member 
of the Group. 

Shots were heard in the direction of' CAlviP MASSJ)RD. 

J2/4/~6~. 

Routine only. 

l3ILV'6~. 

Shots after las:t light were reporteo. as comine; from the 
direction of AREl-i INDUSTRIJiLLE. 

Rev. Fr. Crean and the BnIO went with Refugee represent
atives to a meeting with delegates from the Central 
Congolese Government at Tunisian TIn HQ,. 

'A' Coy reported that shots were eoming from the direction 
of the city. Later established Ghat police were insp'ect
ing vehicles in town and establishing their authority by 
firing rifles. 

Routine only. 

16/41'62. 
J .. circular was is.sued by Kat Comd :-1';), stressing the dangers 
involved in UN p'ersonnel ap'proachi;):3 Gend road blocks. This 
was issued to all sub-units. 

J 

L~Uh~l~l: 
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It was announced that a 37th Bn was being formed and that 
the i.dv Party would arrive on the 12th May. The 36th En 
l;dv Party would depart on or before 15th May. 

Mr. TSHOMBE was prevented from leaving LEO for EVILLE. 
Considerable tension existed in LEO and EVILJ~. EVILLE 
was placed out of bounds until further notice to all UN 
troops because of tension. 

Repor~ed by Africans that Swedish or Irish Troops involved 
:in a :right with Gends in IWILLE ~ 1:; check was made 
throughout the Irish Bn and no one was r.1issing, nor 
had anyone been involved. 

Shots being fired in various parts of EVILLE. 
i . 
It was learned that the JillC prevented Mr. TSHOMBE'S plane 
from leaving LEOPOLDVILLE llirport for EVILLE. Mr. KIMBA, 
of TSHOMBE's Cabinet, issued a statement that if TSHOMBE's 
plane had not arrived in EVILLE on the morning of the 19th 
there would be "troublell

• 

It was reported by an j,frican that war material was being 
transported by rail through EVILLE to Jl.DOTVILLE. The 
report was investigated and no war matel-'ial was found. 

o/e Bn ordered thnt all off-duty pers of the Bn would only 
travel to EVILLB under escort and i/c an officer. This 
officer would be in possession of a nominal roll of pers 
from various sub-units travelling on the UN bus. 

The O/C Bn fOY'IJvarded the following letter to the Chief of 
Staff, Kat Comd. 

ilThe sit in regard to t'ransport in the Bn has become a 
C8.use for concern. It was anticipated that the Bn 
would receive some surplus troop carrying vehicles 
from the IV Swedish Bn on its departure to Kf,MINJI. 
None were hand.ed over. The standard of the vehicles 
on chapge has deteriorated and many of them are 
breaking down c ont inually • The minimum addi ti onal 
requirement of vehicles as follows is urgent: 

a. Two trucks suitable for troop carrying. 

b. TVI/O land rovers/pick-ups for patrol. 

Information was received that MI'. TSHOMBE would arrive in 
EVI~ at 10.00 hrs. No UN troops were to move near 
EVILLE Jiirport or on the route to the Airport or in the 
city of EVILLE. The daily Irish Patrol covering the route 
to the J~irport was ordered off the route during the trip of 
Mr. TSHOMBE and his Party from the Jdrport to the ci ty. 

A.number of single shots and some automatic fire was heard 
in the area of Cl\IVIP MtSSj,RD. 

g,OLLtl t 62. 

ProvisioIllil order for the arrival of the 37th Bn was issued. 
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21/4/' 6.2. 

L car stolen by Refugees was located by Il"'ish MP and 
returned to its lawful ovmer. The car had two sporting 
rifles and two revolvers concealed in the body of the car. 
These weapons were confiscated. 

The ii Car patrol in the INDUSTRIllLLE Allil;J, was ordered to 
investigate a report that Gends were moving material from 
the old Gend Depot in the area . 

. 22ft+!' 62, 

There was a clash between the Ruashi Civil Police and 
Refugees. 10 to scene at once. O/C En Ops Offr and. 
Patrol moved to the north of the Refugee Camp to investigate 
and separate the Police and the Refugees. Tunisian Patrol 
got the Refugees under control. Some Refugees had come by 
weapons to attack the Police. The Irish and Tunisian 
Patrols eventually succeeded in pushing both the Ruashi 
Police and the Refugees apart. The Irish Patrol remained 
in the area on patrol. The Chief of Police, Ruashi, was 
instructed by 10 to keep the Police out of sight until 
tension eased. Some refugees were wounded in this incident 
but it was reported in EVILLB that 15 persons were killed. 
A reporter

9 
J01m lJ~TTS 9 from an English daily newspaper 

arrived at En HQ, to get details. He was surprised to hear 
the facts •• 

23/4I'6g. 

Telephone line to the llSHOPS if was cut. 
took the wire for their various needs. 
substi tuted. 

24/4I'6g. 

Congolese often 
Radio comn was 

A burst of automatic fire was heard in the area of CAMP 
l\iASSARD. No reason was found fop the shooting • 

25!lj!' 62. 

11 Director of the Civil Police in EVILLE, Mr. de Fruit, 
(a Belgian) arrived at Bn HQ to confer with the 10 and 
discussed the patrolling of the BEL .AIR area for the 
prevention of looting. It was arranged that only mixed 
Irish-Civil Police patrols would be agreed to as the Irish 
patrols had been accusc-::l of looting. 

The Bn Swimming Gala was held at the STADE Swimming Pool. 
It was a great success. 

The schedule of load tables for the airlift of personnel ancl 
stores ViaS issued by Kat Comd. 

O/C Bn received a farewell message from Lt. Col. HAZARI of 
DOGAA (Indian) who Vias returning to INDIJIo 

Orders were issued to the Bn 10 to arrange that Ruashi 
Police would not move outside the Commune nor Tould they be 
reinforced from EVILLE. 
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Thor'e Vv;':lS some shootinc hea1"d in the Refugee Camp_ No I1">ish 
troops were involved. 

j,n evening socinl was held. at Bn HQ Mess :['01" all Bn Officers. 

Captured bicycles were collected for disposal. 

It was arro.nc;ec1 wi th the Civil Police ror the collection of 
a criminal in the I1"'ish section of the Hefugee Camp. 

Routine only. 

Jirrungements were made ror the Telief of the Irish Post at 
li'rHT SHOPS II by the lLi· Tunisirll1 Bn. 

Wi th onset of dry season vvate1" patl'"'ols had. to be organised 
to prevent a shortage. r.:-:"e Refugees were rUIll'1ing taJ?s all 
over the place. Sentries had to be Dosteo. at wate:C""'ing 
points. Pixed tiraes were ClI'I'c:mged for clpawing WEt tel". 

A Congolese was i3everely injured arter having been att[;1cked 
l)y Jeunesse. He vias taken to' the "SHOPS" initially and 
afterwc-J.rds to the Herugee Hospital. 

1, messElge was Teceived. that Eaj Gen IlliBEDE G!.m~E, For'ce 
Com.dr, accompanied by I/[aj Gen G. L. YJ.COB, Deputy FOI'ce 
CorndI'., Ma j Gen DT:V{AN, PR"S:vI CHIJm ~ New' Gen Orr1"' Cornd 1\:a t 
J\rea, and Brig :8..S. N OEOID'!"i,? r,lI.C. would be arriving at 
WILLE on 1 I<ay. 

,,:".11 Offrf-) Commanding Units or Kat Comd were to be :Qresent at 
the j,irport to peceive the Party. i; Guard of Honour r01"' the 
Force Comel VJould. be sUIJ:Jlied by the 2/5 GUPJCH.A ~·n. The 
escort of' Force Comd rrom "\irport to re:3idence and during 
stay would be provided by tllG Malayan lil">md SQuadron. 

The Guard of Honour for the Popce COl:1d depal"'ture would be 
provided by the lL~ Tuni sian Bn. 

i; military f'uneral vvi th F.sccrts (ho1"'se 9 motol' cycle and 
root) and a tteno.ect by top Katn2gese Bpass was allowed to 
pass to the cemeti:3ry in Irish lines. There was no incident. 
11 36 Bn patpol stood. by to "see H the Genets out of' the II'ish 
area. The funeral was that of' an OfJ'icer of HI'. TSHOMBE t S 

Gendarmerie who had been killed in a motor cycle accident. 

A w8.rnin.(( vms i SSLlee} to nll sub-units of the Irish Bn 
concerni~~.$? the movements and timings of the Fopce Comd 
through ),:i ~sl1 lines. The Force Commandcl""' and P8.rty were 
briered on the disDositions and f~ctivities of the Irish Bn 
by the Bn Ops Off'r: j~f'teI"Jvard.s the Party \lvas entertained 
to lunch at the O:Cf'icers' Club by the Bn OC and Staff. 

II UN hus c<.:u"rying Irish troops on local leave in EVILLE hit 
a larnp-post "l:vhen revel'"'sing outsicle the Fost Office. The 
Offr ilc bus contacted the Civil Police and. peported the 
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incident. The ous was sent oack to the Irish lines and 
the O~fr was driven back to his unit by the Police. Some 
civilians tried to agitate the Gends to attack the Irish 
troops. This was averted by the intervention o~ the 
Civil Police. 

1" message o~ greeting vvas received from the new Comd1'" of 
Ka t Comd, Gen P;::IG:\~ CHJmD. 

T\lIJo. land mines \tvere examined by the En Ord OffI' and. 
disposed of. 

Detachment of lL~ Swedish En moved to Kl\MINA. 

Two unexploded mortar bombs found in the Tunisian En area 
near CAMP Mi\SSi~RD were disposed of by the En OrO. Offr. 
These bombs were the first o~ this type encountered 
(diameter ~.", length 2 I ) • They were thought to be of 
EAST EUROPEAN orisin. A. remarlmble ~act was that the 
HE contained an alloy of copper. It was thought that 
they would be used as i,tlc mines. T,he exteI'ior was 
prepared for the insertion of fuzes. The nearest 
projectile used by the Irish l-,rmy to resemble them would 
be the 3.7" 111, Shell fitted with fins. 

5/51' .. 62 . t Q....3...I3L.' 62 • 

Plans were announced fop the evacuation of Refugees to 
Iv\SAI. 
MOVING HOME. 
YQl52},.6_r=-

64 pers and 1,000 Ibs stores dep from WIILE on one 
aircr'a~t containing Bn 1ldv Party. 

Tunisian Bn was in~o:L'med that trip-flares were placed by 
36 Bn on footpaths leading to Re~ugee Camp for the purpose 
of preventing F.fricans ~I'om entering the Refugee Camp after 
darkness. 

Major FURSrrLUNG (Swedish), Offr ilc Refugee Camp and LO 
wi th Tunisians :-ceCJ.uested the provision of a bulldozer and 
driver to level ground along railway line at Refugee Camp 
~Ol" the entrainment of Refugees and their belongings. 
This was agreed to. 

Remains of the late Capt Dick McCann, who was killed near 
the port of' IvlATJ,DI travelled wi th the l-ldv Party bound for 
Ireland. 

The Adv Party of the 37th Bn, consisting of 18 Offrs and 
31 OIRs, arrived in I~ILLE on the 10th May with Comdt. B. 
McGurk i/c. 

Three Irish TV pel"sonnel to arrive 12th May and be briefed 
by Mr. BACK, UN Press Of'fr Kat Coma. 
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A. message was received from KOHN1! that Irish ammo in store 
there would have to be moved. or handeo. over to the PAKIST1~IU 
Ord Unit in K/,MINli as the store was u:cgently required by the 
Swedish Bn. 

It was repol""'ted from 'C' Coy Post that there was an explosion 
at the "SHOPS". The telephone line (as usual) was cut and 
communication was by radio. 

First trainload of Refugees left EVILLE. 

The Irish TV Crew carried out a camera survey of the 
activi ties of the 36 Bn during the six months in )WILLE. 
By means of interviews and commentaries they covered the 
life of' the Bn and visited each Coy locality. They did a 
camera tOUI' of JDVILLE and the Refugee Camp. They also 
travelled with patrols and contacted Congolese :gersonnel. 
(The film was shown on their return on Telefis Eireann during 
June 1 1962). 

13L5L~9g· 

Evacuation of Refugees was in progress. Indian units 
supplied the train GuaX'd and food. A :'..i'.l:1lber of 1.fricans 
(not Refugees) in the EVILLE area and in the Communes, 
hearing of a free train trip to K/,SAI $ commenced moving 
into the Refugee Camp. This c.:lused chaos in evacuation 
plans. Orders vI/ere issued by Kat Comd to the IR and 
Tunisian Bns to seal off the Refugee Camp, both night and 
day, to prevent mass movement into the Camp. New Irish 
Posts were set up on the roads, the railway line and on the 
approaches to the Refugee Camp to prevent mass movement 
into the Camp. 

The following actions were taken to control movement of 
Refugees. 

'1,' Coy at the ;;SHOPS" established a 24 hI' post (1 NCO, 
5 Men) at the junc of I,VE SCERI:GRS and AVE TULIPIERS to 
prevent entry of l,fricans from EVILLE and the Communes ~ 

Foot patrols along 1,v"E SCERIT':nS were extended to the 
junction of AV"r. SCERIERS/1NE TULIPIERS by day (as 
supplied by Company at SHOPS). 

One .L Car would patrol from the SCERIERS-TULIPIERS junc 
to RUASEI by &qy. 

By night the foot patrol was carried out by a vehicle 
patrol from liTHE SHOPS a , and all foot posts were 
wi thdx'awn. 

HQ Coy established a 24 hr post at the junc of the 
RLY-TULIPIERS, manned by 1 NCO and 3 Men. 

Africans found trying to enter the Refugee Camp at the HG!, 
Coy barrier were pushed back beyond the perimeter posts by 
Bn Orderly Officer and 20 O/Raru{s. Baggage was taken away 
by UN transport. 

All new Posts were supplied with verey light pistols and amn, 
and the new post at SCERIERS-TULIPIERS junc in telephone 
contact with the "SHOPS II • This Post was to be augmented by 
RUASHI Police. 
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There were 1,L1-56 Ref'ugees evacuated by train f'rom F.VILLE on 
the 12th May, escorted by one Coy Group Indian Bn. 

The Tvl!;DRf,S Patrol (Indian) encountered two armed Gends in the 
ci ty. They 'Nere disarmed and the weapons were given over to 
the Civil Police. 

TV eQuipTIent f'or the Irish TV Team was of'floading in LEO. 
Or'ders were issued to have the e@t in EVILLE immediately. 

j, f'urther Refugee problem was created in EVILLE because 
Balubas already living in EVILLE and the Communes were told 
by CONJ\K...?i.T tribesmen to clear out to SOUTH KASAl or else. 

There was a complaint made that members of' Tunisian Post 
near the ;;SHOPS I

', weI'e ill treating Eefugees. This matter was 
brought to the notice of the Tunisian Bn Comd. 

COS Kat Comd and Ops Offr 36 Bn inspected all Posts around 
the Refugee Camp perimeter to ensure that adequate 
precautions \vere taken for Ref'ugee control. (It was 
estimated, trk'1t there were over 75,000 Refugees in the Camp.) 

j, message was received that 37 Bn would start move to Congo 
from Baldonnel on the 18th 'May. 

The Tunisian Brass Band gave a recital on the lawn at Bn 
H~~ and were treated to ref'reshments af'terwards. 11 special 
salute was played at the end to honour the BN OC. 

Lt. Carr ilc ilrmd Car Section on patrol in the RU1;SHI 
Commune ax'ea l'"'eported as follows:-

"I l"'eceived a complaint th.qt an Irish soldier at the 
HSHOPS II pointed a rifle at Mr. SINUS}1 Lm~El:\fGO of RU1,SHI 
and took the watch he was weal"ing from his wrist. He 
was then let gO.H 

The rna tteX' "livas investigated wi thClt result. 

A message was received concerning loading and allocation of 
aircraft for the transpoI't of 36 Bn to LEO. ilix>lift to be 
co-ord from LEO by dropping 37 Bn partly in LEO and partly 
in EVILLE. 

Bn Ops Of'fr attended a conference at Tunisian Bn HQ with COS 
Kat Comd, a French Interpreter from Kat Comd 9 olc Tunisian 
Bn and the lidjutant of' the Tunisian Bn (who spoke French and 
English). J\t this conference it was arranged that the 36 Bn 
would be relieved f'rom defence and patrol Posts around the 
Refugee Camp by the Tunisian Bn on the 16th May. The 
SCERIERS-HUASHI Patrol would be tnken over immediately. 
AI'md Car's would ,"vi thdraw at first light and be relieved at 
08.00 hI'S, and also 'hI, IB' and 'c' Coys. This sit would 
exist f'or ten days until the arrival in strength of the 
37 Bn. 

The Refugee evacuatton by train continued. This plan was 
NOT too successful and consideration was given to the 
airlif'ting of' Ref'ugees to SOUTH 1<11S1I1 (later implemented). 
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The following letter "vas received fl"'om the leaders of the 
Political J:1ef'ugees in the Irish Section of' the Refugee Camp. 

lIDetenus Politiques Rescapes; 
Camp Irlandais de l'ONUC~ 
Elizabethville. 

Mon Colonel, 

EVILL 16 Mai 1962. 

l,u Colonel des Troupes 
Irlandaises de l'ONUC, 

S/C de Monsieur l'Aumonier, 
en Chef Crean Fr., 

Elizabethville. 

Les membres et Ie Comite des D.P.R. vivant sous votre 
protection, se montrent fort sensibles au resultat obtenu par 
vous, pour parvenir a nous faire a l'honneur de l'admission 
de notre delegation aI' Jiudience des Hautes ilUtori tes de 
Leopoldville. 

A vous-meme, a votre Etat Major et specialment a notre 
tres devoue et char Pere, l' llumonier en Chef CRlli,N 9 nous 
temoignons sincerement toute notre gratitude. 

Nous nous prions par meme occasion de daigner transmettre 
nos remerciements et notre admination a tous les Soldats 
Irlandais, pour lear sympathie a notre egard et pour leur 
conduite exemplaire. 

Nous vous promettons, Mon Colonel, que nous f'erons 
rapport a notre Gouvernment de l'ef'ficacite de notre 
collaboration avec nous, et Ie prierons,d'en tenir compte 
dans cadre des f'utures relations diplomatiques avec des 
pays amis. 

Vive les Troupes Irlandaises au Congo. 
Vive Ie Congo Uni. 

Pour Ie President du Comite des PoD.R. , 

(Signe) Poyo Sebasti~n. 

Les Delegues, 

TSHIBLNDl, Th F. 

These Reps of' the Pp;:t-itical Refugees held Court each day with 
their subjects in the Refugee Camp and heard complaints made 
against one another g complaints made against outsiders, etc. 
These matters were also taken up the following morning at a 
fixed time with the Bn 10 at Bn HQ. The letter demonstrates 
the amount of patience and consideration displayed by the 
Chaplain and 10, who represented the Refugees at UN Civil 
level. 

The f'ollovving message was received concerning org of Kat CorneL 

"Comd and control of all Units in EVILLE area come under
HQ Sector B (HQ Indian Independent Bl"'igade Group). JIll 
Signals and correspondence, including si treps 'J would nmv 
be addressed to HQ Sector B. This procedure would be 
effective from 21st May, '62. 'i 

HQ Sector sent a message touO/C 36 Bn to the effect that Bn 
O/C would be reauired f'or~ .. a I c. 0liifi\,er&n. ce on the 17th May. 

"- ~Fl,' ii~~LP~ 
'"~ ~:::> .-
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Despatch Escort from 36 Bn, operating with Indian Army Post 
Office relieved. This party of 1 NCO and 2 Men acted as 
escort of mail from Kat Comd Post Office to units of Kat 
Comd. The period. of duty was one month. It was rotated 
between units. There were a number of Despatch Escorts 
required. Only one, however, was required from the 36 Bn 
at any one time. 

The Guard Commander at the Baluba barrier reported that the 
Tunisians 'were obstructing the IR sentries in the execution 
of their duties. This matter arose through a misunderstand
ing. The Tunisians moved on patrol into the sector allocated 
to the 36 Bn. The lanG~age problem was mainly the difficulty -
French on the one hand and English on the other. 

It was found difficult to get the number of aircraft being 
made available for repatriation of 36 Bn and details of load 
capacity from HQ ONUC Leo. Consequently, provisional plans 
y.,rere made. The plan was to work initially on nine aircraft, 
each to take 19,000 Ibs.· 

Chalks 1, 2, 3 to Southern Command. 

" 4, 5 to '11 ' Coy. 

" 6, 7. to HQ Coy and A Cars. 
I! 8, 9 to 'C' Coy and HQ, pers. 

PI Comd at the TUNNEL received a message that a complaint had 
been made by a Bar owner in EVILLE to the effect that Irish 
soldiers were creating a disturbance there. The Military 
Police investigated and it was found that the Irish soldiers 
did not belong to the 36 Bn. 

HQ ONUC Leo was informed by HQ 36 Bn that a tenth ac would 
be re~uired with a capacity of 19,000 Ibs., in accordance 
with manifests of personnel made out and load tables. 

The TUNNEL duty was changed to a 24 hr duty as follows:-

'A' Coy 
'B' Coy 
ICY Coy 

19th May, '62. 
20th May, ' 62. 
21 s t May, ' 62 , . 

to facilitate evacuation of troops to airport. 

Capt. Brewer, 'c' Coy, reported that an unarmed Gend taken 
into custody in a house in 'c' Coy area. He was taken from 
the house and deposited outside the Irish lines. 

~. 

A tele message was received by the olc Bn from Chief 
LogistiCS Offr LEO that claims for ancilJary allowances had 
been settled. 

Bn Advance Party in Leopoldville (Capt Kelleher i/c) was 
having a very busy time organising the arrival of the 37 Bn 
and the depar'ture of the 36 Bn. 

Maj Gen Dewan Prem Chand, Gen Offr Commanding Kat Area, 
accompanied by Brig Norol~a and Staff, visited the Bn. 
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. 20/5/' 62. 

Airlift of Bn commenced from Leo ~0 Dublin as fol1ows:-

Chalk 1 
Chall\: 2 

Chalk 3 
" 4 

C 

C 

" Cargo 

Chalk 5 C 
" 6 C 
" Cargo 

Chalk 7 C 
II 8 C 

Chalk 9 C 
" 10 C 

118 
" 

118 
" 
C 

118 
118 

C 

118 
118 

118 
118 

§.llnday, 20th May?19Q.g. 

ETD 08.45 hrs 
II 10. L~5 hrs 

Monday L....?_l s t M~LJ_2.92. 

ETD 08.45 
" 10.45 

66 pers. 
66 pers. 

66 pers. 
66 pers. 

124 09.00 22,000 Ibs. 

Tuesday, 2211d May, 1962. 

108.45 66 Tps. 
10.45 do. 

124 10.45 Remaining Stores. 

Wedne@y, 23rd MStLJ962. 

NIL. 

Thursda:ll 2btth),'I~2 1:z62. 

03.45 66 Tps. 
05.45 64 II 

Fri daY-L~.?5..:t~ , ~91'2. 

03.45 66 Tps. 
0~.45 6 4 Tps. 

Due to engine trouble the last aircraft did not leave LEO 
until the 29th May and arrived in Dublin on the 30th May 
at 08.3':: hl"'S. 

21/5L'62. 

The following message was received by O/C 36 Bn from Civilian 
UN Chief LEO:- (quote) 

"In the name of the Secretary General and all the 
Colleagues you are leaving behind in the Congo, I wish 
you a pleasant and safe journey home. We are proud 
of your creditable contribution and the comrad.eship 
which you have forged with us in our collective 
endeavour to uphold the charter of UN and defend the 
peace of the world." (unquote). 

Signed: R. K. GARDINER (GHtili-:J, 

22/5/'62. 

Instruction issued by Bn Ops Offr to O/C~' Coy t~t 2 NCOs 
and 3 Men would be required f'or H0. duties as 37 Bn pers were 
fully committed. 

Bn O/C informed Comd HQ that 'c' Coy duties had to be taken 
over by Indian Units as follows:-

a. ET.t.CAT protection post at first light onWed. 23rd May. 
b. 'c' Coy area to be taken over at 08.00 hrs. Thurs. 24th 

May, to allow 'c' Coy rear to evacuate. o 
[hi ~J iN 1\)£\ 
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Rear parties of 36 Bn preparing for departure. 

37 Bn detachment in control of area and 36 Bn Journal closed. 

24/5/'62. 

Rear parties of 36 Bn moved to EVILLE J~irport in preltaration 
for departure. High l"'anking offrs of Kat Comd and Ii Gurkha 
Pipe Band were drawn up on the tarmac to wish bon voyage to 
the Bn olc and his Staff. 

olc Bn and Staff, accompanied by Fr. Crean, Chaplain, 
departed for LEO on Thu evening and arrived before mi"~·.1.ieht. 
The party was accommodated at CAMP MARTINI with HQ 37 Bn 
until aircraft was available on the morning of Tue. 29th May. 

25/5/'62~(Fr). 26t~ 27th; 28th. 

CAMP M/,RTINI, Leopoldville. 

29/5/'22.. 

Bn HQ pers left Camp Martini Leo at 06.30 hrs for Leo 
Airport. The DC 6 left at 08.30 hrs and arrived at KANO I 

Airport, Nigeria at 14.00 hrs. The plane took off for ' 
Wheelus Airforce Base at 14.30 hrs and landed at 22.00 hrs. 
The final talce-off was at 23.30 hrs and the party arrived 
at BJiLDONl-.i]'J.. at 08.30 hrs on the 30th May, 1962. 
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OPERATIONAL DOCUEENTS 
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COPY No.---2._ 

HQ SECTION B 
E'VIL.l:E 

6 DEC 1961. 

OF.8Rt\TIOi{ INSTRUCTION NO.7 ---------------

PLAN FOR COlrrnmATION OF Ol!'FENSIVE ON GEHD FOR 7 DEC 1961 

SITUATION 

1. GEND FORCES. As per oraJ. briefing. 

2 • OWN FORCES. As per latest location statements. 

3. ATTACHIIENTS AND DJ~T.ACHJ;~:NTS. Possibili ty that remnants 
of either XII SiVED or 35 IRISH may be rep a tria ted. 

?ruSSION 

4. UN forces in Sec :9 will continue offensive action to destroy 
Gend resistance in EtVILLE area. 

EXECUTION 

5. XII S~VED BN 

(a) Will attack enemy in TUNj\I~ e.rea destroy his resistance 
and vii thdraw when ordered. 

(b) General_outli~. 

(1) SViED BN will advance along AVE SAVONNTER and KASENGA 
ROAD to line of AVE TlJLIPIERS. 

(2) AVE TULIPIERS is the first bound. From AVE TULIPIERS 
the battalion will continue attack to TUNNEL area. 

(3) Mortars will initially support from area SWED line 5 

prepared to leapfrog forward to positions already 
selected to support continuation of attack to TUNNEL. 

6. GORKHA BN 

(a) Will at Bhr put mortar fire on area ATHENIER SCHOOL ~d SOUTH 
end of S~\DIUM. f '. 

(b) Prepared at discretion of OC GORKHAS to follow up own mortar 
fires. to seize area mortared and clean up. 

(0) lilir for attack. At discretion of OC GORKHAS. 

7. 35 ]Jnsa EN 

(a) L. absence of SWED troops be prepared to reinforce or 
support SWED ops in Refugee Camp .Area. 
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(b) Provide one platoon as reserve to support XII SWED BN 
attack. Locate Reserve in llirSH }<',(':.JU,I. 

As per OP-~-q.ATION INSTRUCTION NO.3. 

Jonas Wael:'l1 COL. 

JONAS VU;!lnI 

OC SECTOR B 



SITUATION 

1. ~_nd Force~ 

(a) As per oral briefing. 

2. Our Forces 

56. 

HQ SEC B 
E'VILLE 
8 Dec 61 

COPY NO. -2..,_ 

(a) ETHIOPIAN EN moving in to SABENA GUEST HO area - one coy at 
airport since night 7 DEC. 

(b) Approx 170 all rallIes 36 IRIS:H EN moved into 35 IRISH BN 
location at FARM 7 DEC. 

(c) GORKP~ is mwcing limited attacks on objectives ~VEST of 
RAILVvAY LINE. 

3. Sec B units will clear area POLICE CAM]? and continue attack to 
seize line of AVE LUXEMBOURG in order to l"cstrict Gend manoeuvres 
and form firm base for future def and offensive ops. 

EXECUTION 

4. XII S'NED BN will destroy all Gend resistance in the area POLICE 
CM,rP, prepared to continue attack to line of AVE LUXEMBOURG. 

(a) Object~. POLICE CAMP prepared to continue attack to seize 
line of AI.TE LUXEMBOURG. 

(b) Attack Hill be supported by 35 IRISII EN on RIGHT. 

(c) Zone of Action • Inclusive A'lE SAVOH~'iISRS and inclusive 
KASENGA ROAD. 

Cd)' l!!:g:. Not later than 1300 hrs. Coordinate with 35 IRISH BN. 

(e) Advance. Coordinate advance ,'lith 35 IRISH BN. 

(f) Fire Support. SWEDISH 81 mm mortars 4,2 in mortars and 
SWEDISH APCs. OC SWEDISH BN will prepure FIRE PLAN. 

COMNSand LIArSmr. SVIEDISH BN arrange. 

5, 25 IRISH BN (~) 'with newly arrived elements 36 JItISH under comd 

(a) Will support S'lIEDISlI BN by making a secondary holding attaok 
on the right of SWEDISH BN to seize line of AVE TULIPIERS 
and support the advance of SViEDISH EN to AVE LIEGE. 

(b) Pay particular attention to containment of enemy in ELAKAT 
area. 
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FIRE SUPPORT 

Hhr. Coorclinatea. by SVrEDISH B!\T. 

Advance 11 " " n 

Provid.e ovm fire sup?ort 

( c) 

( d) 

(e) 

(f) S~ART2~' Arrangement between both bn command.ers 

,ADM .ANDLOG-

6. Bn Cormuanders arrange. 

C01~rrWlD AND SIGNALS' 

7 • OC SVlED BN arrange. 

(Signed) 

DISTRIBUTION 

XII SVIED BN 
35 IRISH BN 
DOGRA BN 
G-ORKHA BN 
ETH BN 
EQ SECTOR B 
HQ KAT COMD 
SPARE 

Jonas Waern 

JONAS' WAERN 

OC SECTOR B 

.£.Opy llQ§, 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

COL 
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COPY NO.2 

HQ SECTOR B 
E'VIIJLE 

10 DEC 1961 

GENERAL PLAN FOR EivIPLOY},iEI'l"T OF UNITs DT SEC B (12 ON 10 DEC 61 

(a) Will seize and hold general line of road AVE TULIPIERS 
from K.A.SENGA ROAD inclusive to a point about half-way 
between KASENGA ROAD and AVE SAVONN:lliR. 

(b) When objective is captured digging will commence at once 
a.nd the position will be f'urtified and clefended. 

(c) Axis of attacl=. KASE.'~GA ROAD 

(d) Fire Support. Own mortars. 

(e) Start Lin:e. S'VIED CAMP 

2. 36 IRISH BN 

3. 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

XII 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Ini tial1y secure POLICE CAlI1P area. 

Will seize and hold general line of road AVE TULIPIERS from 
point indicated at la) above and to astride AVE SAVONNIER. 

When objective is captured c~gging will cowmence at once 
and the position will be fortified and defended. 

Axis of a t1CD.ck. Av"E SAVONNIER. 

Fire Support. Own mortars. 

SWED BN with APe IS under command!. 

Will follow XIV SWED BN and advance through BEL AIR area to 
general area.: Xrd::; AVE DES PLAllrES/ AVE SAPINIERES. 

The general area BEL AIR and SOUTH of KASENGA ROAD will be 
cleaned up_ 

If feasible fire will be put on CAMP MA .. 9S.ART. 

~unes will be placed at suitable places to restrict Gendarmerie 
armoured car movement. 

Wi thdrawal at discretion of Major Mide. 

FIRE PLAN. O'wn mortars support batte~ion::;. In acldition on 
air strike will be made on CAMP Ji~ASSA.llT at 1630 hrs. 

(a) In order to secure the line of AVE TULIPIERS it will be 
necessary to secure fonvard of this line to protect 
consolidation of TULIPIERS. 

o 

rnJ~[\)6\ 
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XDT SVVEn BN and 36 IlUSH BN vall coordinate advance by 
liaison. 

(c) 

(d) 

fill' for 36 DL':lH attack en POLICE CJIl,iF - 1500 hI's. 

(Signed) 

XII S"ViED BN 
xrv SVVED BN 
35 IRISH BN 
36 :mISH BN 
HQ SEC B (1) 
HQ SEC B (2) 
HQ KAT COMD 
SPA_liE 

1530 hI's. 

Jonas Waern 

JONAS WAERN 

OC SECTOR B 

COPY NOS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

COL. 
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R,UNDA 

HQ 1 Bete Sec B, 

E'Ville. 

15 Dec, 1961. 

OPERA'l'ION INS TRU CTIOli 11.0. 14 

Ref E'VILLE - 1.20.000 

E'VILLE - coloured 

1 BDE PLf1T'T TO.)Jill:1?};lEl\'T OVETIALL KAT GOklP' ?'LAN POR DESTRUCTI.9.!L.QE 

GEfIDARMERIE RESISTANCE n~IJJE l~. 

SITUATIon 

1. Katangese Forces. As per oral briefing. 

2 • 9!~ Fore'es. 

e a. AIR;. Enemy Fugas and most of their aircraft based at 
Kolwezi and Jadotville have been destroyed by own air 
action. Enemy Dornier are still operating during the 
night from some small airfields presumably near Kipushi. 
Information obtained from ~ reliable source that by d~v 
these aircraft are based at Nt dolo. from where they 
replenish hombs and at-nmuni tion. Our air strikes in 
E'ville area have had an adverse effect on Gend morale. 

b. Morale. Enemy intercepts inclicate that morale of Gend has 
suffered a set back. 

c. 2 Bde has been reinfol"'ced as £'ollo'/!s:-

(1) 35th ETH Bn less one coy group. 

(2) 8 ETH Bn less rear party. 

(3) Coy 3/1 G-R from Manana less one platoon. 

(4) MS]' Reece Re{:,-t - 'l'wo troops. 

(6) 

120 By Mor Bty and one and half troops - one troop is 
allotted in direct support 1 Bde from 150800 B. 

Squadron 63 Cav - tv;o troops e}~ected to complete 
move by 15 Dec '61. 

d. 2 Bele tasks are as follows:-

(1) 

(2) 

Phase 1 3/1 GR will clear AVE STANLEY and secure 
()omplete route including domination of area STADIma 
and also capture area RIDGE 2 lan West of HQ KAT COMD. 

phase 2 -- Occupy Lido and cut off Kipushi Road. 

3. 11: ttachmen ts and Deto.chments 

In direct support - Half troops 120 Hy Mar Bty from 150800 B. 

4. MifJsi~~ 

1 Bde Sec B will attack and capt'ure Camp Massart and block 
the routes Ave Katuba Gnd Don Bosco in order to assist in sealing 
off Eville City preparato.!}Y to the destruction of ene~T resistance 

5?) r. f: rrJ ~ 1\ 
lfG \dJ e\H~::J~:~ iri Evi;.le 8.rcc:.. 
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rrhe O:ueration wE:!.. 'be ca::':"'ied out in two pho.ses. 

a. !h~,_1- CO::ltain and keep pl'eSSUl'e on enemy in area TlJl\'NEL 
particularly \'rl th mortar fire on 15 DEC. 

b. Ph~~5~g Capture of CAlv1P ltAS3ART D.i1d cutting off of 
aI)pronches to KEt,'YA and KAT"lr.aA on D + 1 (16 DEC). 

a. Reliove XII el1C.l XTIT Swede 13n thrOU&10ut the length of AVE 
LIEGE before 16.00 hrs 15 Dec in case of' points 0 and. P and 
OLl-.GO hra in case of point B. 

b. On 15 Dec (Phasn 1) maintain press1,.1.re on enemy in niNEL 
area. particularly wi tIl mortar fire. 

c. Attacl: to seize area X-Rds Kasenga,!Luxembourg (preferably 
,pia point F.) at H fir 16 Dec. 

d. Secure Right flank of main attacl~ (Swet'te) by holding enem..v 
in that are::, (c. above) from H hr 16 Dec. 

In clirect support 

See fire plan. 

Ov,n mortars. 

Half troop 120 BY Mol" Bty 
al1,cl SVvede med morSe 

f. Be prep3.red to seize and !101d 'l'U::mL on ca]:ture of X-Rd.s 
Ke.sono/Luxemboul"'e;. 

g. Fil-e support fOJ.~ Phase 2 - See fire plf.u1. 

a.. Atte.ck capture ana. hold Camp Ma,ss[l.rt. 

General area Beavsejour. 

c. General a::d .. s. AVE DES PL..-'\.INES Ol" M.y other axis a.s selected 
'fi~:)!;;-r;;;-corm;issance - a..us via Beausejour - Aves de Gaoa!Na,inur 
uri.ght also be investigated. 

d. On capture of C~~, Masart conti~ue attack to seize and bloclc 
road a.nd railway .junction Munarue/Don Bosco prepared to 
continue attack to seize area of jUi'Lction Ka.tuba./Tambeur and 
bloc}; that approach from the South. 

e. Particular atte~tion to Southern. approa.ches to Camp MassaJ:'t. 

f. Provide 1 Brigade Reserve in s,{i,i'rmn Camp area - Nucleus based. 
upon .APCs of OC Xr! SVIEDE En wilJ .. organise the two Swede lIQ 
Coys and one platoon XJ:l SVlEDE TIn for <lefence of Refugee 
Camps. 

Secure C}uUlLIE Route bet\voen shops inclusive, and WHITE PIERS 
CROSS ROADS exclusive. 
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9. FIRE PLAN 

Separate - Al'TI:-1EX A. 

10. COQ:t~TJJiG_ . .P'TSTRUCTIONS 

a. 4ssembly <-... rca Swede Bl}§. General area Beausejour. 

b. A[jsemblynr~~ IrishBn - Rear of FDI.'s. 

c. No movement L~to assembly areas before 03.15 hr5. 

d. ~ 

(1) 36 :mISH BN - 011-- 00 hrs (Cros s s tartline ) • 

(2) Composite Swede En - 04.00 lirS (do). 

e. Fonning up Places und Startli~~. Bns· select orm - Startline 
Swede 13n in general area line of road Ave des Sapinieres. 

ADMINIS'IRATION .AnD LOGISTICS 
-~ ..• - ._-
11. Chief LObristics Officers 1 Bde will cool.'dinato and arrange for the 

following: 

a. Ammunition supply Swede Bns. 

b. Rations Swec1.c Bns. 

c. Transport forward of entrenching tools, l)arrier materiaJ.. 

12. Logistics officers 35 a.nd 36 Irish Bns will arrange for each of 
the items mentioned under paras 11a, b ana. c above in respect 
of their oym battalions. 

a. Normal RAP v,ri th eacl: battalion. 

b. SMO 35 Irish Bn will establish a ca.sualty collection post in 
SVlodi3h Camp for evacuation to Ita,li2ill Hospital by CHARLIE 
Route. 

c. SMO and battalion MO t S prepare Medical Plan (Annex B )(not a tt) 

14. 'i.'RANSPOlg 

Uni t arrange;;1ent. Demands if necessary to Chief Logistics 1 Bde. 

COMMAND .A.N~® 

15. Chief Signals Officer each battalion will report to this HQ to 
coordinate and arrange a Signal Plan on D-day (15 Dec.) -
AI·JTl.1EX C. 

16. Lic:.ison. 
o:f'ficera. 

Composi te S\'v'EDE Bn and 36 Irish Bn will exchange 1iEdson 
35 mISH Bn will send a Liaison Officer to 36 IRISH Bn. 

17. l!2. This HQ • 
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Success 36 IRISH 13n. 

.~x Whom 

-j6 IRISH :9n. 

3 RED Success Composite Svmde Bn. OC SWEDE Bns. 

(Signed) Jonas Waem COLONEl. 

(Jona.s Vlaern) 

OC, 1 Bde Sec B. 

!9!h 
DISTR:ffiUTION 

XII Swede Bn 1 - 3 
XIV Swede Bn 4 - 6 
35 Irish Bn 7 - 9 
36 I;rish Bn 10 - 12 
HQ Kat Comd 19 
HQ 1 Bde Sec B 14 - 17 
HQ 2 Bele Sec B 18 
TP Cornel 120 H,y Mer Bty 13 
Spa.re 20 - 30 
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SECRET COpy NUMBER. 

~A.DgiJ.ARTERS ~±§H BAT'rALION - }~/yILtE. 

R}!;F h1A.FS: 

GENERAL 

E/VILLE - 1.20000. 
E/VIIJE - COLOURED. 
SPECL~ OPERATIONS SI~TCH. 

1 Bde plan to implement overall Kat Comd Plan for destruction of 
Gendarmerie resistr~ce in E/Ville Area. 

§...rJ.'UATION: 

1. Enemy Forc~ 

(a) Air. Cannot op except after darlcness due to Air 3uperiori~ 
of friendly forces L~ daylight. 

(b) 

TUNJ:iliL area three Cays plus. 
CAl]? V.!J:'l.SSART two MP Cays. 
tm END CAIvlP r~i.ASS.ART a strong point. 
TICK - Camp Enemy recce Sqn. 
ATHENE School has a. large number of Europeans. 
GEN SlJPPJJY DEPOT is MlIlG location. ' 
RL Y YA.1ffi - Enemy OP. 
Gan at Presidential Palace: One Para Coy at LIDO: One MOIl. 
Uni t at UNIOl:UdllUEHE. 

Reserve Coy in Tovm on AYE DROOGMANS. 
Reserve Coy in AVE'. LOOVAIN. 
Reserve Coy in ETOILE. 
One Coy (-) two mortars and tvvo Annd Cars at RLY ROUNDABOUT. 
Sixty men 600 yards EAST OF TRPJ{SMISSION STH. 
MORS on ridg~ofGOLF Course. 

2. Friendly Forc~~ 12/111- S'lj~edish Bn on left to talce Camp MASSART. 
35 En in rear. 
One Sec Indian By MORS under Condo 
3 Gurlma Bn cleared STAT:TVJ;Y AVE, a.'I1.d THEATRE AREA. 

3. ~i2E: 

36 Irish En will:-

a. Seize and hold area of rd june KASENGA - LUl;EMBOURG rd (Point C) 
to secure RIGHT flank of Swedish attack. 

b. Be prepared to sei ze B.1'l.d hold the TtJl'[;'ffiL. 

4-. Execution 

General Outline. 

Attaok vdll be in two phases. 

Phase 1 - Caliture of area rd june - Paint C. 

Phase 2 - Seize and hold T1Th1illL area. 
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B Coy with under Comd One Sec Armel Car and one Sec of' Engrs followed 
by A Coy. 

Bn MOR Sec in SP of attacks. Indian Hy MORS in genera.1 support. 

6. Ja~~~ 

(a) B Coy vii th under Comd One Sec 11.rmd. Cars and One Sec Engrs 'wi11 
advance through Point F, seize KJISENGA - LUXEMBOURG x rds 
(Point ) a..'Yl(1 will exploit forward to point G thereby 
protecting the RIGHT flank of 12/14 Swedish :an atta.cldng CAMP 
I:1ASSART. 

(b) A Coy will reliev'e 12/11 .. Swedish En at E LAC A T as from 
10.00 hours to-day wi th one Pl. 

A Coy from i t3 position in front of E LAC A T will be prepared 
to seize and hold the TUJ\!NEL. 

(c) (i) NOR SEC 

H - 20 to H - Area F C G and TUNr'iEL. Thereaf'ter on call. 

H - 20 to H - 15 on C G F :f'-Hd of TtJ[\fNEL lift for f'ive mina. 
S torll<:: in rear of' TUNNEL H - 10. 
H to. H + 15 CAMP MA.SSART to SOUTH part of BCK Camp. 
n1ereafter on call. 

H - 20 to H - 10 on - BCK Camp. 
In direct SP to Swedish 13n from H - 10. 

(d) !£~e~ 

C Coy ( - ) 
LOC - 13n HQ. 

7 • ,go-Ord in fg-.§.. 

(a) H - hI' ••• 04.00. 
TC of moves of pers and Tpt under Coy ct1. 

(b) Ass Area - Area F.AIU~r. 

(c) FUP. 

(i) A Coy - REAP. of E LAC A T 
B Coy - EAST of Point E on Sketch. 

(d) 3L Fwd line of' FUP. 

(e) Axis of Adv. A Coy - Rly line 
B Coy on line E F C 

8. AMN (a) (i) LOC Bn HQ 

(ii) Allotment as fo1lows:-
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FN 
Gustaf 
LlCG 
84 mm Heat 
60 mm 

1I1MG· TruceI' 
.303 Bal::' 
36 Grenade 

66. 

1st Line --------,,--,-
300 
432 

1200 
20 
32 

.. 4000 
2000 

10000 
12 

CJI 

RUND~ 

(b) IY:l' - Point between E and 0 on Sketch. 

2nd L~ 

200 
432 

2000 
10 
12 

1200 
600 

3000 
12 

(c) PN - Evac thro Tac HQ, Bn HQ to Swedish Camp under MP 
Escort. 

(d) MP (i) Three MP each Coy. 

(ii) Protection of Tac HQ 

(e) LO 35 En and Swedish Bn 
Present LOs 

(f) COITl.l1S --
(i) Loc and Mov HQ - Axis E F G 

(ii) Wrls silence ONLY if ordered. 

(iv) 

(v) 

1. Capture of area Point C by B Coy 
Three Green. 

2. Capture Camp MASSA.."=l.T by Swedish Bn. 
Three Red. 

3. Caputre of TOMBUER by Swedes 
Three G_en. 

Password 

conm'JORD attack on Tm·.fN"EL - SARSFIELD. 

(vi) Reco~ition Si~~. 

A to G and 0 - No change. 
Others as per sketch. 

(vii) Signal Plan - as per ANllX A. 

(Viii) MOR Fire Plan. As per NJ'IX B. 

(vi v) Special OPS Sketch - As per Ann:c C. 

COM:'.IANDANT -"._._-
(3.J. Griffin) 
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OFFICER COMM.ANDTI'~G-: 36 IRISH nt~TTALION ONUC. 

1 OC 36 Bn 
2 OC 1 BDE 
3 OC A Coy 
4 OC B Coy 
5 OC MOR SEC 
6 ADJ 36 mr 

7 OPS 36 BN 
8 INT 36 BN 
9 QM 36 BN 

10 OC 35 EN 
11 FILE (2) 
12 WAl{ DIARY (2) 
13 SP A.'ltE (10) 
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1. Sec of 3 81 rum Mars loc NORTH of Point D. Ctl by line from Bn CP 
(Mortar Officer) and linked to static OP loc near Point E. 

Post H. hour on call tgts to be called for by 1~C (Capt. G. Keyes) 
by C. 12, "A" Coy set, to EN CPo All orders to fire, elevations and 
swi tches to be relayed by line to gtU1S by Capt. J. Matthews from BN CP • 

,----,.-.-,-...... ,..-.------......... -, ..... --- .... --....... ~.-- ...... ,-.. --- .. '"' .. ..--.... _--
TnLE 

03.40 

03.!/-0 

03.45 

03.50 
to 

04.00 

04.00 
to 

04.10 

lrGT 

POIN'l' C 

POlliT R 

PO]}T'l' G 
HE BCK CAMP 

TUNNEL AND 

300 NORTH 

ROUNDABOUT -
WEST OF 
TUNNEL _. __ .•. ".-_.-.•.. _-.... _----

TIME 

03.40 
to 

03.50 

04.20 
to 

Oh.30 

TGT 

BCK Camp 

WEST Side 
of 

Tunnel 

NO. O}' RDS. FIRE UNIT 

10 1 Gun 

20 2 Guns 

30 3 Guns 

40 2 Guns 

--

30 2 Guns 
_~ ____ ~ ....... , •• _ - ... _ "-"''',0 .. _ ...... ~ •.•.•.• _ .. ___ .• __ . _____ .•• 

UNIT REMAllKS 
... --.-----.. ---~- -------------

SW0dish 6 Gun 
Platoon. 

.J[ TP. 
Indian HY 
1',IORS 

On timed 
programme. 

Called for 
by Mortar 
Officer. 

------------------------------_.-_._-

c7 

~UND~ 



Originator 41 

c;;I 

RU~.DA 
TASK TABLE 

IAFB ... 930 

H hr - 0400 

Task :in sp o~ - BDE I (SWEDE + IRISH TIES) 

S.No. Time Mins 
From To 

(a) (b) ( c) 

1 I - 20 -15 

2 - 15 -10 

3 H +10 

4 I +10 +15 

Tgt No 

I (d) 
-.-

JD-2523 

D-2523 
J..1:FA 

D-2524 

Grid Ref and 
Heig.."lt and/or 
description 

(e) 

6950 2312 
NEA.R SIDE 
TUNNEL 

6990 2308 
F:A,..1l SIDE 
TUNNEL 

EAST }~ID 
G...\IvJP MASSART 
704£ 2152 

" D-2524 6970 2014 
I I BRAVO W~~T ~D 
I" . C.ru:tP fI!:A.SS~I\RT ___________ t ___ ".--l..-.~. ". 

Units to 
Engage 

(f) 

"D" TP 

II 

" 

II 

".": : 

.Aron Rate 

(g) (h) 

Remarks 
(Registration 

to on) 

(i) 

.Amn Expenditure (Not 
to be transmitted. 

Fd lied Hy MOR 

(k) (1) (m) 
+- 4---.-.... ~-.-+--.-------.--.---f- I· ~ - -4----------

HE 

II 

" 

(2 '(N 
( ~ I .. ~ 

) ~ 

(2'l'I 
(3'S 

5' S 
3 t rr 
2' R 

" I 3' S 
2' N 

Reg hy 55 

" 

" 

11 

S"P7r:) I 3d IJ.J.~ 

II 1d 

I I SWEEP 2d 
" 1d 

I _ ...... ___ --1.... 1· 

AUTHORITY TO MODI~7 

55 (FOC) 
---------------------------------_.-.-_._---------------------

TI'IDliN 4. 2. MORS. 

Signed ....:..--------CAPT. 

tI lji~~ '61 •. 
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,9UARDS AND P A..'t'R.OLS 

It vlill be appreciated that until the end of December 1961 
the Battalion Has f\llly deployed tOl" operations and the question of 
patrols and sent~ posts did not arise • 

.?ROM JANUARY 1962 

DETAIL 

Foot Patrol SHOPS 
to AVE JUNGERS. 

Standing Patrol 
nmUS11UALLE -
SOGO P.ET,ROL ARF~. 

Patrol of 13n 
Sector, ROUTES 
:AT.FHA, BRAVO 
and CHARLIE. 

1 NCO, 3 Men 
(A Coy). 

Two Sec Ini'. (A Coy) 
Oue Sec Arm Cars. 

Two Sees Ini' (B Coy) 
One Sec A/Cars. .', 

. TIME 

06.00 - 18.00 

07.00 - 12.00 

Bet'ween 
08.30 - l2 .00 

RID/LARKS 

1. One Arm Car to 
report to SHOPS 
from 06.00 -
l2 .00 daily. 

2. Pat will be 
briefed and 
posted by order 
of OC SHOPS. : . 

Also assist Police 
pat at SOCO PETROL 

1. Ensure vehs can 
pas s road block 
a t "WHITE PIERS· 
CROSS. 

2. Pay particular 
attention to 
ROUTE CHARLIE;. . . 

Escort of convoy 
to Airport via 

I~ALP}~· 

'l'\vo Secs Inf (D Coy) 
One Sec .A/Cars. 

Escort of vehs for 
Sup s and Pol. 

-

. 
-

-

Guard Duties ffild 
Son try Pas ts. 

KASENGA Barrier. 
1 NCO, 3 Men 
(A Coy). 

"A" Coy. 
SHERID.AN - AVE 
JACARlJIDAS • 
1 NCO, 3 Men (A Coy) 

08.00 - 08.00 

18.00 - 06.00 

1. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

2. Jleport unusual 
inoidents •. 

do. 

'---------.-----.f-----.-.-... --.. -" .. --1------------

I 
I , , 

SAVONNIERS -
TULJPIERS 
X RDS. 
il: NCO, 3 Men (A COY) 

08.00 - 08.00 1. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

2. Report unusual 
incidents. 

. ~. 
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- .. ----r--------~-----:.-----.----. --------
STREUG'TI-I TDlE 

BACK GATE. 18.00 - 06.00 
1 NCO, 2 Men (HQ Coy) 

.....-----.------i----------.... 
AVE de GRl<""NrLLE.i'..S. 08.00 - 08.00 
1 NCO, 2 l'.'!en (HQ Coy) 

18.00 - 06.00 Bn HQ - Cps Room. 
1 NCO, 2 Men CEQ Coy) 

3. Personnel to 
man road blocks 
at SAVONIHERS 
and on both 
TULJllIERS Roads 
leading to 
SAVONNIERS. A 
four man patrol 
win link road 
blocks. 

ll-. Three men acting 
~s Coy Police 
will control 
Road Blocks 
from 08.00 -
18.00 

1. One MP from 
06.0Q - 18.00. 

2 •. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

3. Report unusual 
incidents • 

1. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

2. Report unusual 
incidents. 

3. Refuge patrol to 
Railway Line 
from 06.00 -
18.00 

1. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

2. Report IIDusual 
incidents. 

3. Patrol front 
Avenue and 
Mess Block • 

. 4-. Close barrier 
front gate from 
23.59 to 06.00. 

5. One MP front gate 
06.00 - 18.00. 

G. One MP Bn HQ 
06.00 - 18.00 
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. : i _. -
• DETAIL. STRENGTH i TDvLE REMARKS : 

.. 
, . 

Arm Car Gp 08.00 - .08.00 1. Prevent 
unauthorised 
entry. 

2. Report unusual 
incidents • 

. ....... .. ..... .,. ... ' 
II cn Coy 08.00 - 08.00 1. Org own 
TUNNEL AREA (C Coy) defence. 

2. TUNNEL open 
except. to 
Armed C-enr; from 
06.00 - lQ.OO 

FROM 1 ABril 1962 - ADDITIONAL DUTIES 

Barrier at Junc KASENGA - SAVONNIERS Road by HQ Coy. 

Junction KASENGA - GREVILLEAS Road by A Car Gp. 

Patrol of Northern perimeter of Refugee Camp as far as Rd junc in 
RUASHI - Rotated daily between Coys of 36 Bn. 

Patrol of BEL AIR. (Belgian Residential Area. ) to prevent 
looting - Anna. Car Gp. 

NOTE: Unit also supplied a Despatch Escort for Kat Comd. 

FROM END APRIL 1962 - FURTHER DUTIES' 

24 PU' Def Post at June of AVE 
TULIPIERS and AVE SCE?IERS. 

Foot Patrol from IISHOps lI to 
connect vrith Post at (1) by 
day ONLY. 

One Armd Car to Patrol from 
f:HOPS to RUASHI by day. 

By night Annd Car at (3) 
would be wi thdravm and a 
vehicle patrol would carry 
out the detail by night from 
SHOPS. 

24 Hour Post at Junction of 
RAILWAY - TULIPIERS. 

1 NCO and 5 Men from 
"A" Coy. 

"A" Coy. (Later 
included some Tunision 
and Ruashi Police). 

Annd Car Gp •. 

IIA" Coy. 

HQ Coy - 1 NCO, ,3 Men. 

~: 
THESE POSTS AND PATROLS VvERE ORDEP..ED BECAUSE OF EVACUATION OF 

REFUGEE CAMP. 

o 

RUNfD)fo\ 
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SPECIAL REPORTS 
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RKPORT ON THE ACTION AT THE TUNNEL 

A Coy, 36 IRISH Bn, 
ONUC, 
The TUNt-.J"EL, 
EUZABETHVILLE. 

23.12.61. 

1. 36 Irish Bn will seize and hold RJ 
KASENGA LOUXEiiBOURG (Pt C) through Pt F on SAVONNIER and exploit 
fwd to Pt G, in order to secure the rt flank of the Swedish attack, 
prepared to seize and hold tho Tunnel. 

2 • TASK OF A COY. 

a. A Coy will relieve 12/14 SW.I:,'DISH Bn at ELA.i(AT (Pt B) as from 
10.00 hrs 15-12-61 with one pl. 

b. A Coy from its posn in front of ELAKA'r will be prepared to 
move fwd and seize and hold the TUNNEL. 

3. COMNS. The Coy axis was along a rly line and tpt 
could only be qrought up to the Tunnel by AVE DES SAVONNIERS when 
it would be cleared~ 

The initial allotment of radios vias four 88 sets, with a 
guaranteed range of 200 yds, and one C 12 which would have to be 
on tpt. A re-allotment gave the Coy Comd a 31 set and a 31 set 
to accompany the C 12 rear link. 

4. ARHA.i,vIENT. The Coy had only one 60 rnm Mor and one NHG, 
but had six 84 mm ReL rifles which were issued to the PIs. 

5. PERSONNEL. One PI spent the day and night leading up 
to the attack in fwd trenches at ELAKAT and joined the Coy at the 
SL there. One PI had two nights at Pt E and was relei ved for the 
attack during the afternoon of 15-12-61. There had already been 
some casualties during the 'Vleek, the men were tired but in good 
spirits. 

6. HOVE TO SL. A Coy less No 2 PI already in posn at ELAKAT 
left LEOPOLD FARN on foot at 03.00 hrs. The mov was carried out 
in rear of B Coy, and A Coy reached its FUP at approx 04.10 hrs 
and picked up no 2 Pl. The line of road at the level crossing 
was selected as the S1. 

7. ATTACK. At approx 05.10 hrs the Codeword SARSFIELD, 
for the attack to commence, was received and A Coy moved up the rly 
line in the foU'*1.ng formation: 

No 1 PI No 3 PI 

Coy Comd 

(, No 2 PI '. 
Coy HQ, 

On passing Pt D the formations remained the same except that No 2 
PI moved on left of the HOSP and Pt. G. Heavy automatic and 
rifle fire was received. There were at least three LMG type guns 
and one MHG probably a Vickers and an undetermined number of 
riflemen. The Coy took cover on the rly tracks and among the small 
bldgs in the open fd. vlhen fire was opened No 2 PI had reached 
the area of Pt K, No 1 PI the area of Pt J, No 3 PI was in rear of 
No 1 PI and Coy HQ around Pt H. No 1 PI returned the fire on the 
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bridge area with four rds of 84 rom ATk. Owing to the fact that the 
Pl Comd had been killed the Pl was somewhat disorganised and 
remained in posn on the tracks. No 2 PI was under fire from pta 
SOUTH of the HOSP. They used small anns fire, and cleared these 
pesns and adv to the line of the rd fwd of Pt G. No 3 PI engaged 
the enemy left with SA fire. 

8. FURT~~R ACTION. No 2 PI closed up to the line of the road. 
Under cover of about seven 84 rom rds the Pl moved up to the front of 
the Hasp and lnade contact with the Coy Comd and elements of No 1 
Pl which had adv with him •. At the same time elements of No.1 PI 
joined No 2 Pl on the East side of the Hosp. On the direction of 
the Coy Comd No 2 Pl crossed the road and cleared the area of the 
big rly sheds. They continued the adv and changed direction to the 
right with the object of attacking the rly stn. Very heavy SA Fire 
was being received from PARC V T area. At Pt L they engaged a jeep 
carrying a heavy weapon probably a .5 MG. The driver was hit and 
the vehicle roared out of sight behind the bldg. Comd No 2 PI left 
one sec in posn and made a left flanking attack South of the rly 
stn. The fire from this area dwindled as the attack progressed. 
By the time the jeep posn was reached the jeep had been driven 
away. The Pl was ordered to reorg on the ground held and the ATk 
team was returned to the bridge area to deal with firing from the 
coaches on the bridge. Two rds of ATk silenced the fire. Two men 
left the carriages and made off up the road towards the roundabout. 
Before they reached it they were killed by fire from No ) PI who 
were moving fwd to the yard to reorg. 

No 3 Pl which was following No 1 PI veered left off the rly 
into the Hosp area. The Pl Comd came fwd to meet the Coy Comd at 
the SW corner of the Hasp and received orders to clear the area 1~ 
of the Tunnel. This was done and t.he section which took the yard 
area was able to finish off the two men retreating up the rd after 
abandon:i ng the rly carriage. 

No 1 PI during the foregoing actions was diVided between NO 
2 and 3 PIs and took part in all ~hese actions. 

9. Reorg. No.2 PI + was ordered to consolidate and 

10. 

11. 

reorg on the SOUTH of the Tunnel Rd. The PI was ordered to 
withdraw from the Station Buildings and org a close-in def about 
the area of the SOUTH end of the Rly sheds. 

No 3 PI + was ordered to reorg and consolidate on the NORTH 
side of the Tunnel in the area of the Yards and the Hosp. 

Lo~ses. Killed: Lieut P. Riordan 
Pte A. Wickam 

Wounded: Cpl P. Gregan Bullet wound in chin. 
I! J. Callan Fractured ankle. 
I! G. Francis Bullet wound in ear lobe. 

Pte G. Kelly Two bullet wounds in 
thigh and fracture. 

I! J. Walsh Sprained knee. 

LESSONS. 

a. 

b. 

84 rom RCL Rifle. This weapon must be well fwd and used 
aggressively, at the side of the Pl Cornd. It has taken over 
the role of the EIJ mm Mors in attack, it is lighter and more 
portable and quicker into ac~n. 

~~'£l'~m~1 
Comns. Ctl was rehdered~ifficult by complete 
failure of local comns. Quality of wrls supplied was poor. 
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The attack i.ras carried out in torrential rain which may have 
militated against efficiency. 

c. Momentum. It was found difficult to get the men 
moving after they had been fired on at close range. The 
inclination was to remain in cover and return the fire. No. 
2 PI Comd had to push his men hard at one stage. The Coy 
Comd had to vlOrk ffird to get the pers of No I PI moving after 
the initial check and after the death of the PI Comd. The 
PI Comd must push his men as Hell as lead them. 

d. Dispersion. Despi to trg and instr on the necessity for 
dispersion, the tendency of the men to bunch had to be fought 
throughout the action. 

e. Maps. The map provided gave no indication of the 
nature of the ground or Bldgs on the obj. Air photos were 
NOT provided. This resulted in the Coy COl!1d and PI Comds 
being completely in the dark re the surroundings of the obj 
area. 

f. Junior Leaders. The success of the op largely depended on 
the initiative, energy and determination of junior leaders in 
applying the Coy Comd's plan • 
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EEDICAL 

Arrival: 

I arrived at H.Qr. 35 Bn on 23 November, 1961. I was accompanied 
by cis J. 3roderick, AHC. The hand-over of Medical supplies and 
equipment was carried out and general orientation on the medical 
8ituation was effected. 

Standard of Fitness: 

On Dec. 5th, active operations commenced and continued up to 
18th December. First operational units of the battalion arrived on 
7th December and the Medical Platoon became operational from that date. 
Three Companies, H.Q., A. & B. carne under fire immediately on arrival, 
and had to be deployed directly into battle positions; this coming 
directly as the troops disembarked after upwards of 22 hours continuous 
flying was a severe test of stamina & morale. I consider the overall 
reaction by the Officers, NCOs, and Hen .las excellent. Should it be 
argued that such a precipitous induction was a blessing in disguise as 
personnel had no time to think, it nevertheless (from a physical 
standpoint) imposed a very severe strain on stamina, and the 
successful execution of the military operation over the following 11 
to 12 days without adequate reliefs bears high testimony to the physical 
standards and morale of all ranks. 

\ 
Particular attention was paid to the behaviour of troops under 

fire, and details of cases of battle neurosis and hysteria are supplied. 
The incidence of such was remarkably low and the wastage to the unit 
was neghgible. 

Casualties: 

Died from wou:1ds sustained by direct enemy action 

Died from wounds sustained in the course of duty · . 
Died from causes other than 1-lOunds (Natural causes) •• • • 

Casualties wounded by enemy action & repatriated · . 
Psychiatric cases repatriated · . . . 
Casualties 1-lOunded during enemy action & returned to duty 

Casualties occu~ring in the course of military duty .. . . 
Acute surgical emergencies (natural causes) Appendicitis 

Games injuries (ineffective longer thfu~ 48 hours) • • . . 
Repatriated due to medical cond:L tions 

Total No. of patients treated in U.N.O. Hospitals .. 
Total No. of troops treated in Unit Camp Hospital 

. . 

. . 

4 

1 

5 

3 

10 

6 

3 

12 

42 

Tr~ general standard of fitness was high, and,the daily incidence 
of sick "las in the region of 1%. This revcals a high standard of 
morale as well as physical fitness. 

Sickness: 

Quite a few people found their way out who would be better off 
at home and should not have beE:1fl'l~cpep.r~dJt. I have had to afford 
tree.tment over a period of \,.r(3~Jq§lliibJ'{ri3~lyases of Suppurative Otitis 
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Sickness (contd). 

Media. One case of Bronchial asthma flared up in thi s climate. Two 
cases of already established Peptic Ulceration found their way here 
and would have been repatriated only that they responded to hormone 
treatment ,dthout any dietary regime,via., Sgt. Power, of "C" Coy, 
& Sgt. Watson, of "H.Q.II Coy. 

Random blood slides for H,,1.larial parasites have been examined, 
where indicated, and no positive results obtained. One case who was 
treated for lvIalaria uith the 34th Inf Batt, had a recurring attack' 
with this' unit but responded,to treatment~" Nis blood: slide was . 
negative as it was apparent the parasites had not invaded the peripheral 
blood stream. 

Two cases of Lues Minor were confirmed by urethral smear 
examination, and responded to treatment. The numbers reporting for 
prophylactic treatment is low, and does not truly represent the numbers 
submitting to exposure and possible infection. There existed a concept 
~11ong some sections of the troops that anti-malarial therapy ha4 a 
suppressing action on sexual virility. This was made the subject of 
an advisory talk to the urn t by the Senior Hedical Officer. The numbers 
requiring Dental treatment did not warrant the services of a Dental 
Officer with the Unit. Some five patients required repairs to dentures. 

There are a number of people of 50 years and over serving, 
principally with H. Qrs. Coy. While these are employed on special 
duties & have stood up well to the conditions it is doubtful if they 
would have been of value to the unit if the active hostilities had 
continued longer than the stated period. I think the policy should be 
to reduce the age limit to below 50 years. 

A case of Epilepsy was diagnosed, precipitated by the strain of 
enemy attack. This man has not had a recurrence. 

During the enemy offensive from period 8th December to 18th 
December, I treated eight cases of battle hysteria & neurosis. Only 
one of these failed to respond and ho.d to be repatriated. 

Gastroenteritis, seems to be the main medical problem. For instance 
the incidence of such cases for three months is: December, 13., 
January, 13, February, 19, These figures are based on cases ineffective 
for periods of 48 hours and "J.pwards, and do not include minor degrees 
of enteritis ,,,bioh responded to treatment \vhile ambulant. Only one 
of these cases required treatment at UNO hospital, Stool examinations 
carried out on the more resistant cases were negative for Bacillary 
Dysentery and Salmonella strains. 

Camp Sanitation and Hygiene Control: 

, The standard of Ca,11p Sanitation eventually reached was very 
satisfactory. An excellent supply of disinfectants & larvicidal 
solutions and preparations was made available. Spray pumps worked 
efficiently in all oompanys, and were excellently maintained by the 
Ordll.:"l.nce Pn. 

A Swingfog Pressure Gun was on charge to the unit, and was operated 
by a medical orderly. 

Flush toilets & baths in occupied houses ,,,ere all kept in working 
order, & additional IDrwn type l latrines installed where necessary. 
Septic tanh:s \Olere emptied by the B.C.K. Hospital mobile pump. Drains 
arOlh~ the lines were cleaned and stagnant water eliminated. Routine 
garbage and svlill collections were carried out by the um t on a daily 
basis. All personnel were in possession of mosqui toe netting, and a 
plentiful supply of insect repellent was available.' These measures 
were of the utmost imi)Orta...'1ce in view of the proximity of two large 
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African Refugee Camps to our lines. 

Climate: 

The climate here had no direct adverse effect on the health of 
the troops. In fact, the majority have maintained good health, if not 
gaining some all round improvement. In some cases a loss of appetite 
vIas not so rrruch due to the climate change,- as to the change in food. 
People who have any marked dietary idiosyncasies should not be taken on 
these operations. The effects of heat & fluid loss gave no cause for 
concern, - salt replacement was adhered to unnecessarily by some people. 

~idence of Disease: 

In this connection routine feverish chills were encountered and 
responded readily to treatment. No acute respiratory dieases were seen. 

A fevl Follicular Tonsillitis cases occurred. 

Three cases of Renal Colic Here investigated. No radiological 
obstruction was seen, & these cleared up with increased fluid intake. 

One case of essential Hypertension is on duty Hhile under medical 
supervision. 

Three cases of Herpes Zoster were treated. 

Some cases of Furunculosis cleared up readily, while in other 
patients minor wounds became reaQtly infected. 

The tendency vTaS to lose surplus ,,feight, and this in a number of 
instances was an adva...'1tage. 

A few cases of persistent insomnia were treated satisfactorily. 

Hospitalisation: 

The unit was readily served by UN Hospital, EVI LLE , administered 
by the Italian Red Cross unit, under the command of CAPT. CIPOLAT. 

, 
The period of retention in hospital of some cases had to be 

reduced to a minimum, due to bed shortage; for instance appendicectomes 
were sent back to unit after 7 days. Because of this I opened a Camp 
Hospital Centre with a bed capacity of 6 to 7 beds to provide for such 
patients. I also admitted febrile patients & others for observation 
from the lines prior to transferring them to UN Hospital. AFs 177 wert:) 
completed in all cases, & when transferred to UN Hospital, daily visits 
were made by H.Os. and entries of progress made from day to day to 
maintain medical records. 

Radiological & Pathological facilities were provided through the 
Extern Dept. of ta. Ho.pital. 

Evacuation of Cases: 

During hostilities, this was a major problem. There was only 
one route available, and this sector was not safe for about three miles, 
the road surface was very bad, and the danger of attack from out of the 
bush was ever present. 

All the urgent cases were removed'expedi_iously from the Battalion 
CCS by Swedish Armoured Personnel Carriers. I think we owe a lot to the 
Svledish Command, which made their vehicles available to us for evacuation 
at a time when their combat vehicles were in fUll demand. Our own 
Armoured vehicles, if available, would not have suited this purpose. 
The Swedish APe type vehicle was ideal for the job. Ambulances were not 
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safe as they were likely to draw fire, and would require an escort of 
other vehicles. 

An eX[UTlple on a time basis may give some idea, and I cite two 
urgent casualties in which speed of evacuation was imperative. A badly 
mutilated thigh and a case of perforation of the thorax, both due to 
mortar fire, were injured at 19.45 hours. Evacuation was made by truck 
to CCS, a distance of about 1 mile. At CCS resuscitation and intra-venous 
fluid was administered, dressings re-adjusted and sedatives also 
adJninistered. Evacuation from CCS to UNO Hospital was by A.P.C. arriving 
at 21.30 hours in good condition with drips running satisfactorily. On 
this occasion, other less seriously wounded were kept in the CCS overnight 
and evacuated the next morning. 

In this operation, the base hospital unit was not within our lines, 
and the route .to it was partly through the enemy controlled area. This 
was a major problem, but it was successfully overcome by the use of the 
armoured carriers. 

Medical Plan for Op 'Sarsfield': 

The medical plan during the offensive was as follows:-

Comdts. J.J. Sheehan & D.J. Delaney established a joint &~P for Coys 
A & B. One a~bulance a~ on duty at this location. Casualties were 
evacuated to the CCS in the Swedish lines. At this station, one 
Swedish M.O. and two Irish M.Os. dealt with cases from both Swedish 
and Insh units. Comdt. L.P. O'Toole & myself were on duty here. 
Both Chaplains made their headquarters at the CCS and visited the 
company positions during the action. 

Treatment & evacuation went without a hitch, and the operation 
gave no cause for comment. Unit Coy. Sergt. \1aS on duty at the CCS, 
and kept casualty records up to date. 

The working of AI-1C personnel in the forward positions was very 
satisfactory, and the general plan was adequate for the reqUirements. 
One Medical Corporal, No. 81244 Cpl. Connolly, C, distinguished himself 
during these operations and has been reconnnended recognition through 
his dj.sregard for l·!is personal safety. 

Comdt. E. Daly, whose coy was in reserve, was detached to the 
Swedish unit for the operation. He remained (along with one Swedish 
H.O.) in the forward positions, & returned to his own unit on the 19 
December. 

Medical SUD[)lies and EQuipment: 

The supply position has been excellent. Both the quantity & 
variety of drugs give a high measure of confidence in~aling with medical 
problems. 

Assistance to other Contingents and to Congole~e: 

Comdt. E. Daly, as already mentioned, was detached to the Swedish Bn 
during the operation from 15th to 19th December, Subsequently he was 
detached to the Indian Unit at Elisabethville Airport, & rejoined his 
Coy early in February, '62. Since rejoining his Coy, he attends to the 
Ethiopian Bn, operating on call from his own Company HQ. 

Comdt. J.J. Delaney, took medical charge of "c" Coy, as well as "B" 
Coy while Comdt. Daly was detached. 

Comdt. J~J. Sheehan, M.O. 'Ar Coy, haa worked daily at the Refugee 
Hospital in the Swedish lines. He was appointed M.O. i/c of the 
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Refugee Hospital by the A.S.N.S.O., H.Ql'. Kat COI1'1.11and. Evacuation of 
patients to UNO Hospital was carried out jointly by Swedish & Irish 
transport. 

I, as Senior IvIedical Officer, visited the Refugee Camp Hospital daily 
for about 14 dclYS after tho fighting period. The nUi'llber of casual ties 
at this time vIaS very high & presented a major problem. Only the most 
urgently in need of surgiGal treatment could be received at the UN 0 

Hospi tal, and many badly ,·rounded had to be treated under bad conditions. 
Supplies of dressings etc, were made available from our Battalion 
supplies. Comdt. Sheeh&n took over this vlOrk from myself, and has 
continued in tr~s capacity. 

l1edical attention has also been given to the personnel of a 
second refugee camp, 1tlr~ch is under the protection of the Irish Bn. 
This body comprises about 1500 men, women, and children. They are 
located up 'against our lines, and a daily clinic of some 20 to 25 
patients are attended to. Hedical supplies had to be given from our own 
stocks. 

As Senior Medical Officer, I have carried out the duties of 
ASV£O, Katanga Command, during variou~. periods of absence on duty, of 
SMSO in other Command Sectors. 

Finally, I consider the personnel of this unit, from my ~wpoint 
behaved & acquitted themselves very creditably. There was no problem 
with men reporting sick without reasonable cause. The main cause for 
any concern arose through the effects of a local beer on individuals 
who apparently lose their sense of proportion when intoxicated. The 
number of such individuals in the Unit I have estimated at about 35 to 
4D, which is a very small percentage. 
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The porsoltnel of the Q PI in the Advance Party proceeded to 
K.AbINA where the take-over of stores commenced. 35 Bn stores were 
lac at 

E/VILLE - HQ Coy. Bn HQ & A Coy. 
NYUNZU - B & C Cays. 
KM'lINA - Bn Reserve Stocks together with stores of 1 Inf Gp. 

which were also handed over to 36 Bn. 

The intention at the time of our arrival in the Congo and indeed 
for some time after, was that th~ 36 Bn would be located in the 
NYUNZU/NIErmA area and, accordingly, our plan of take-over was based 
on the assumption that all stores taken over would perforce have to 
be transferred as soon as possible to ALBERTVILLE and thence to the 
new Bn area. Representatives of the 35 Bn met us on arrival at 
KAHINA and the hand-over was quickly completed. The stores at 
KAlviINA were generally reserve stocks of previous units which had 
accumulated for various reasons:- i.e., Tentage, Engineer Stores, 
Cooking Apparatus, Bicycles, HG Handcarts, together with a large 
stock of captured ammo of· various calibres. On completion of the 
take-over the party moved to E/VILLE. 

Stores Take-Over - E/VILLE. 

On arrival in E/VILLE a discussion took place between OC 35 Bn, 
QK 35 Bn and 36 Bn representatives ref hand-over. It was decided to 

Take over all stores not immediately required by 35 Bn. 
Remaining stores in 35 Bn use to- be taken over but to 
remain in use by 35 Bn, i.e., wpns, bedding, rations etc. 
Stores taken over to be airlifted with utmost dispatch 
to ALBERTVILLE. 

To give effect to the above plan, it was decided that elements 
of the Mv Party should go to ALBERTVIIaLE to take-over from B & C 
Cays of -35 Bn in NYUNZU and NIEi.viBA and to open a Receiving Depot 
at ALBERTVILLE for receipt and distribution of stores airlifted from 
E/VILLE. 

During the period 27th Nov to 5th Dec this was put in hand -
our main obj ective being to have enough stores airlifted to Al/VILLE 
Area-in sUfficient time for elements of 36 Bn which were due to 
arrive early in Dec. 

The hand-over proceeded with the utmost dispatch but on 5 Dec 
fighting broke out in E/VILLE and it was decided that 36 Bn would 
CODO at E/VILLE and not in the NYUNZU/NIEHBA Area. On 7/12/61 Bn 
2 i/e and Pty returned. 

Period 5th Dec to 16th Dec. 

During the above period the Bn H~ Area. - Leopold Farm - was 
under SA and Hor fire almost continuously. The work of taking over 
stores was not yet completed and was constantly disrupted for various 
reasons, viz.:-

Personnel had to evacuate houses, offices, etc., and find 
shelter in slit trenches. 
'the constant patrols, guards, etc. , constituted a drain on 
the Q personnel of both 35 and 36 Bns. 
Normal communications were non-existent. 
Hovement on roads unless under heavily armed escort was out 
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of the question. 
The task of accommodating and feeding the incoming elements of 
the 36 Bn had to receive priority. 
The segregation and custody of incoming stores had to be carried 
out under cover of darkness and under continuous sniping and 
increasing SA and ivlor fire. . 
stores which had. been taken over arld airlifted to A/VILLE incl 
anIDl, wpns, etc., were now a vital necessity and the~r re-routing 
to E/VILLE became more urgent daily. 
The ELIKAT Supply Depot from which our first food supply was 
drawn, went out of commission and vast quantities of foodstuffs 
perished. He. were no\.J' compelled to fall back on 2l Days 
Irish Congo Rations. This was to be our sole source of supply 
during above period. 
At one stage our water supply was cut off but, providentially, 
heavy rains which ~curred at the time averted what might have 
been a serious problem. 

. During the above period the I~ Branch were on a 24 hr duty basis. 
Normal accountancy and administration were impossible. The essentials 
were the supply of anl1;i, wpns, food and blankets on request and with the 
utmost dispatch. Atrocious weather conditions during this period 
made our task still more difficult, but despite all it could, be truly 
said tha.t no man had to forego a meal or lacked. a bed when allowed to 
rest. A large amount of Bn stores which arrived.with the Bn from. 
Ireland had perforce to remain at E/VILLE dUe to shortage of planes as 
gell as the priority which combat stores were given over luggage and 
non-essential during the period. In addition, the stores taken over 
at A/VILLE from B & C Cays of the 35 Bn could not be air-lifted for 
the same reason. 

The conditions as outlined improved on the capture of the Tunnel 
on Dec 16, 1961. 

Period 17th Dec 61 to 1 Jan 62. 

The main tasks confronting Q Branch duril1g this period were -

Restoration of normal supply lines for supply of rations; POL 
~1d other stores. 
Restoration of pO\.J'er which had seriously affected our ability 
to keep foodstuffs fresh and fit for consumption. Fridges, 
lighting, cooking, etc., were all affected by power failures. 
It was essential that a food depot on lines of ELI KAT should 
be established at earliest opportunity and representations were 
made to KAT. Com. to this effect. 
The requisitioning and, in some cases, purchase of spares, 
cOlillTlodi ties, etc., essential for our purposes. 
Billeting arrangements in conjunction with the Accorm1odation 
Officer, KAT. Comd, 
The stores at E/VILLE and A/VILLE had to be airlifted - this task 
alone lasted to mid-FebruarY; .. 
Replacement and re-allocation of mum 8.nd wpns ~ 
Repair and maintenance of '.Jpns; hydra cookers, clothing, Bn 
Services, etc. 
Survey of stores, write-offs, condewlations, etc., had to be 
lJDdertaken. 
Transport requirements, repair and maintenance was a full time 
task for the hT Section. 

A maj or task during the period was the interviElwing and 
investigation of complaints by civilians re looting of property, 
requisitioned trfu~sport, housing, and damages of one kind or another. 
Since the official policy was to fully co-operate, all f 8.cili ties 
requested were granted. Furniture, etc., was restored, when identified, 
and in many cases it was discovered in Refugee Camp or in unlawful 
possession of military or civilian personnel and restored to owners. 
All houses occupied by troops (100 approx) had to be inventoried, 
often after repair by Engrs; t~e O\.J'iler notified if available, and any 
goods or valuables discovered therein handed over on demand. Many 
owners were only too glad to have their homes occupied by U.N. They 
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were guaranteed. rent and protection by U.N. In many cases owners 
approached us to take over their houses. In other cases the Qwners. 
could not be traced as they had gone back to Europe. It was also 
evident that when a house was left vacant it was quickly occupted by. 
refugees who refused to budge when approached by the owner. The 
clearing of such houses and transferring the occupants 00 the R£.lg'ee ~ mrp3 
was delegated to us by KAT Comd. Subsequently, the owners when 
seeking compensation for occupation of or damage to houses inferred 
that Irish troops were in occupation of such houses. Eventually we 
asswned control of practically all unoccupied houses in the Bn Area. 

Period Janu~{ - February, 1962. 
. -

Gradually, normal conditions returned and during this period 
every effort was made to put the Q ~fairs in order. KAT Comd 
ir,tstructed that a "War Losses Board" should be convened to inquire 
into and report on losses of stores, etc., sustained during recent 
hostilities. Losses incurred were mainly due to:-

Actual material losses sustained during the fighting •. 
Losses due to ;pilfering while awaiting airlifts from 
L/VILLE and A/VILLE to E/VILLE - December 1st to 16th. 
Deterioration due to lack of proper storage facilities 
at Bn HQ. 
Rough handling at Airports when offloading. 
Th& practice of offloadiug supplies at E!VILLE Airport 
in tropical rain-storms and allowing stores to remain in 
the open until segregated and collected. 

The Inspection Team ~ho checked the findings of the Board were 
reasonable men and no great difficulty was experienced in having the 
Board I s recorrunendations accepted. 

Early in January a new Supply Depot was open~d at E/VILLE 
lrirport. Supplies were flown in from L/VILLE a..ally .. 'a.dd·:--gradually, 
as conditions became normal, supplies were contracted for locally 

. and items such as fresh vegetables , fruit, etc., became available. 
Initially there were draw.-backs. Bread was a constant headache. 
When supplies reached E/VILLE by air from L/VILLE it was found on 
occasions that loaves were very often musty and unfit for consumption. 
While we refused to aceept supplies, this did not solve our problem 
as men still had to be fed. Flour was accepted in lieu and thanks 
to the initiative of lIetl Coy. a bread bake:r-j' was established which 
tided us over our worst d~s. Local pUrchase was resorted to on a 
few occasions but the machinery for re-imbursement for purchases 
was so cumbersome that the system was unsatisfactory. Eventually, 
bread was purchased locally by the Food Depot and this solved 
the problem. When the ELlKAT Heat Depot reswned production our 
supply of meat was quite good, very palatable and generally proved 
popular with the men. Prior to the organisation of the ELIKAT 
Supply Depot an inordinate amount of tinned meat and fish only vas 
provided from the Airport Supply Depot. The lack of fresh meat was 
quickly felt and the Bn H.O. protested on our behalf to KAT Comd. 
The position was speedily remedied on the reopening of ELIKAT. 

lvlarch - May. 1962. 

This period was . mostly uneventful and our main task was the 
Boarding, Surveying, etc., of Unit Stores and the preparation for 
out-survey and hand-over. The \O)llt-survey Board was completed in 
time before the Adv Party returned to Ireland. 

Clothing 

The supply of UN uniform from ONUC Stores was very unsatisfactory. 
The allocation of green uniforms was, one before leaving Ireland and 
a replacement issue after 3 months. The issue of one uniform 
initially meant that the men had to go through torrential rain during 
the fighting without a ch~ of uniform. The weather conditions 
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prevailing in Dec quickly reduced uniforms to sodden, torn rags. 
Despite representations in writing and personal v:i,sits to LEO, the 
Logs Officer there was adamant that we were not entitled to a second 
uniform until three,months had elapsed. Were it not for the fact 
that our troops had brought out Irish uniforms, which were used 
while m~ uniforms were being dried and laundered, the position would 
have been catastrophic. A replacement uniform was not received until 
mid-February. The quality of the uniform was quite good and it 
proved satisfactory generally. 

The Walking-Out Uniform was generally satisfactory and compared 
favourably with the W/O Uniforms of other Contingents. A lighter 
quality cloth would be appreciated as the garments feel rather heavy 
during the SUilIffier season. The issue is adequate for 6 months. 

A leaGher up~er and rubber or composition sole is necess~J. 
The Swedish issue boot was' ideCll and very popular when ob'bCjj.nable by 
veu'ious weans by the Irish troop:;l. The issue of jungle boots was not 
popular and they were rarely worn by our men. Our own army boots are 
much too heavy, are not waterproof and the leather tends to 
disintegrate under tropical conditions • 

. The UN. issue is a vi/Proof Cape (Poncho style), with hood. 
However, supplies were not available to our unit. The Groundsheet 
as issued to Irish troops is inadequate and far too heavy for Congo 
wear. 

Beading. Blankets. etc. 

We had no beading suitable for active service. The best 
equipped unit in this respect was the.Swedish Bn. Each Swedish 
soldier was equipped with an easily-transportable inflatable mattress. 
It was ideal for semi-permanent conditions, guards, patrols, etc. 
Had our troops been obliged to move on extended operations, we would 
have had to fall bac:\{ on the issue of 1 or 2 blankets per man with all 
the attendant difficulties of transportation, issue and collection of 
sarne. It was a source of complaint by ''KAT Comd. Officials that the 
Irish troops tended to become house-bound more ao than otber units and 
lacked mob:tJii ty.l.d.n·~the 'event :!of a. sudden operational move. The 
requirement was for a light sleeping bag or rubber mattress to meet 
the conditions in the Congo • 

Cooking Facilities. 

Cooking was done by. H.ydra Cookers. They were very satisfactory 
and compared more than f avourabiy with the equipment ' of other 
Contingents. ServiCing was all-important and the Ord Sec of the 
Bn rendered excellent. service towards the care and maintenance of 
Cookers. The overall picture was that no meal was lost o~ even 
unduly delayed consequent on failure by the H;ydras. Cooks should 
be highly trgin~d in the manipulation and care of Cookers, but it 
is . regarded as essential that serviCing be carried out by trained 
personnel, i.e., armourers or tad:lni.c:iens. In the matter of .field 
cooking, using natural resources, our cooks wer~not as adaptable as 
the Indians, for example, but happily, the occasions when we had 
to cook under these conditions were non-e~stent. 

A supply of Picnic Cookers was received from McMullan Bros •. for 
use by the Unit. Sufficient gas was also given for our six months 
stay in the Congo. These cookers were ideal for cooking by patrols, 
guards, etc., and also for such tasks as heating of water and 
sterilization of instrwuents. Each cooker contained an 8-hour gas 
supply, and a sufficient supply of gas was held in reserve for 
replenishment purposes. 

System of Supply 

The system of supply was far from satisfactory. All our 
requirements of clothing, Bk. Services Eqpt., etc., 'were supplied 
from L/VI.LLE Ordnance Base D~pot. The time lag between the 
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requisitioning of supplies and receipt of goods, if available, was 
ridiculous. To ci-oo two examples:-

Uniforms requisitioned in Nov 161 received Feb 162. 
Carap beds II II II II tI M~ 162. 

In some cases items requisitioned were not available and a comparable 
length of time elapsed before we were notified that they were unavailable. 
Local purchase ,could not be resorted to officially until we were informed 
that goods were not available ,at LEO. Before stores could be purchased 
locally we just had to submit a case to Katanga COlud outlining the 
necessity for local purchase, and pointing out that items were not 
available at Base Depot, LEO. Before granting us permission to purchase, 
KATANGA Comd in turn checked with LEO and so more tif;:e was lost. By the 
time perlnission did come through the necessity for purchase had ceased to 
exist, or we had improvised from our own resources. In extreme cases, 
i.e., Engineer Stores bulbs, fuses, flex, etc., sanitation requirements, 
or other such high priority items, we purchased first and argued with 
the authorities later. 

The general impression was that the system of supply was far too 
cumbersome, entailing too much documentation, and was incapable, of 
moving f aster than a set routine. Paper work was all important and a 
requisition for stationery was treated with the same respect as one for 
more important items on which the well-being and health of a Unit might 
depend. It was very evident that a Sub-Depot should have been 
established in the E/VILLE Area, but, despite our recommendation to this 
effect, nothing was done. 

The system of food supply, on the other hand, was quite good. A 
Food Depot was established at E/VILLE Airport for the supply of vegetables, 
tinned foodstuffs, bread, etc., and ELIKAT Depot catered for our 
requirements of fresh meat, poultry and fish. I have nothing but praise 
for the system of supply, requisitioning and issue of foodstuffs. The 
staffs employed - Indian - were considerate, very reasonable to our 
demands, and on many occasions gave us choice of meat - whether mutton, 
bacon or beef. Hany times, when feast or fast days intervened and items 
such as fish or eggs were required, we were accommodated. 

The choice of vegetables, many of which were completely foreign 
to our tastes, was almost unlimited. They were not appreciated by the 
men when cooked, so we had to fall back on the old reliables, cabbage, 
peas, beans, carrots, etc. I made it my business to go to the Food 
Depot each day for the drawing of rations as the strict control and 
supervision of rations was all-important. The procurement and cooking 
of a properly balanced diet had a. great influence on the maintenance 
of morale and any deterioration in the quality or quantity of supplies 
was speedily reflected in the conduct of the men. The food question in 
the Congo assumes an importance out of all proportion to home conditions 
and must receive the personal attention of the Q staff. 

Irish Pack Rgtions: 

Irish Pack Rations for twenty-one days were taken to the Congo with 
the Bn. They were very popular with the troops and more so with other 
Contingents on the few occasions when attached to us for rations. They 
W$,lre far superior to the American Dry Ration which was generally 
unpalatable. The Irish Pack Rations were a god-send during the period 
of hostilities. They were also very popular on guards, patrols, etc. 
The one item lacking was butter in lieu of the margarine issue, margarine 
was never popular. 

Effect of Weather on Egpt • 

Small Arms Amm sealed presented no difficulty but loose amm tended 
to oxydise and required constant cleaning. Items such as Verey Light 
Cartridges handed over to us had often to be condemned as the cardboard 
containers absorbed. mOisture, and cartridges would not fit the pistols. 
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Unsealed i"tortar Amm was somewhat of a problem due to condensation on 
the casing of the projectiles. Unsealed primary and secondary charges 
taken over from previous for:ilations Here often U/S and had to be W/O. 

Barrels of FN Rifles had to receive constant cleaning to prevent 
rusting. The same remarks apply to gas vent, plugs, etc. The weekly 
check of Ordnance for care and cleaning was carried out and the results 
were very satisfactory. An Ordnance Inspection Team from ONue carried 
out an inspection of ;0 ur wpns \"i th very satisfactory results, see 0/0 
Report • 
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Ammunition Performance 

During the December operations, our ammunition gfive a most 
satisfactory performance, e.g., out of approximately 1000 81 am 
mortar bombs fired, the percentage failure is less than fI~ A 
point worthy of note is that our ·mortars gave pin-point accuracy on 
their different objectives. This is borne out by the fact, that the 
few blind~ discovered Here dead-on target. 

Disposal of Q x Bs 

This was a COffinutment, which previous ordnance personnel had not 
1;0 deal with and can be assessed as a major operation for a. city the 
size of ELIL.ABgTHVL.J~E. Resulting from the fact that none of the 
other formations had a bomb disposal officer on their strength,OC, 
KATAl'iiGA COl\'l}iAJ.\j1), entl0lsted the work to the 36th Irish Bn. 'fhis 
entailed liaison with the Civil Police, the different Consuls, the 
Security Forces, etc. Every portion of the city was catered for. 
The following work was executed:-

Mortar Bombs disposed of - 40, 

Grenades, anti-personnel - 50, 

Grenades, anti-tank - 18, 

Ordnance Inspection by OIYlJC" LEO 

nearly all were G.endarmarie of 
the 3" British Bomb design~ 
Design - some simil~ to the 
No 36 }'lills Gde, some of continertal 
design and some of local pattern, 
all were Gendarmarie st.ock. 
all of Belgian design, the, 
maj ori ty of them, Btrem type and 
a few Energas sinular to our own, 
all of Gendarmarie stock. 

During the course of this inspection, all heavy weapons were 
examined and a fairly high percentage of Gustaf Sub Machine Guns and 
FN Rifles were also given a detailed inspection. The Support Platoon 
of I'C" Coy 36 Irish Bn were given special mention by the Inspecting 
Staff, for the excellent condition of their weapons. A 100% 
inspection carried out periodically by the Ordnance Inspection Staff 
of the unit, has insured that unit maintenance is of a high order. 

Report of the Inspection Team reads as follows:-

" •••••• visited all Companies of the 36th Irish Bn and found the 
condition of all stores (including weapons and ammunition) to be 
highly satisfactory. 

Sgd. H.I. Khan. l1ajor. 

NEK Amal. Hajor. 

No 3 Log Inspection Team, 
16th Harch, 1962 •••••••••• " 

Small Arms lwunun1li)An. 

There is quite an adequa,e stockQf . all S.A. Components for the 
various weapons. The capture of Camp Massard provided us with 
fairly large stocks of FN Rifle Components, while all the componepts 
do NOT fit our particular rifle, the majority of components are 
identical and in sufficient quantity tQ meet the largest possible 
commitment. I would point out that a major conunitment was the 
actual segregation of those S.A. Components into their different 
categories and .the position now stands, that components for the 
different weapons are packed in separate boxes, complete with a 
packing note, giving their contents, a copy of the packing note 

OVER/. 
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is also held in the appropriate file held by the Unit Qfl. 

Tool Kits. 

The tool kits as issued to the En, n~nGly -

Armourers' Kits J 
Artificers' Kits 1 

are 100% in respect of quantity. and condition. Skeleton kits from 
previous formations exist, but those kits are in no manner complete. 

Workshops. 

Workshops facilities are adequate to meet current needs. 

CJ 
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21 NOV 61 to 26 NOV 61, 

In this period there was NO decision as to where the 36th 
Bn would be stationed. Consequently, I only took over from 
Capt McPeake the National and UN stores on Ledger Charge. The 
vehs had already been allotted to various unit in EVILLE. 
On 26.11.'61, the Advance Party were ordered to ALBERTVILLE where 
arrangements were to be made for the recept,ion of the 36th Bn, 
now scheduled for NYUNZO and NIElvIBA. 

On arrival in ALBERTVILLE the OC of the Advance Party 
found that practically all the Bn would be living under.' canvas in 
NYUNZO and NIEMBA, two villages approx 80 miles apart. Pats 
would have to be operated between both places. To service the 
Bn there was only 1 Jeep, 1 Bedford truck and I Water Trailer 
available. Together, with the Bn 2IC, I went to Brigade HQ to 
enqUire about tpt, and if we could get Bome from them. This 
Brigade is made up of 3 Indian Bns and with the exception of a 
Canadian Wksps Sec, all the supporting units were Indian. The 
three Bns were located as follows:- ' 

One Battalion in KANlINA and two Bns in ELIZABETHVILLE. 

Due to lack of facilities to bring heavy tpt with them from A/VILLE 
to these stations, all their vehs were lac at A/VILLE. There 
was a minimum of 80 Bedfords (3-Ton Trucks) alone in a car park 
in A/VILLE and all the remaining tpt was scaled accordingly. The 
bulk of this tpt was un-used as there were insufficient troops 
aV3ilable. When we made out demand for tpt from the INDIAN BDE 
HQ we were literally laughed out of the place. They explained 
that when they came from INDIA, they always brought with them, 
by sea, every item that was required by a unit. They would NOT 
rely on the UN to supply them with any eqpt. All their tpt 
reqUirements were bought {new} in INDIA, shipped to AFRICA and 
brought to the CO~GO by air. They then presented the bill to UN. 
In this way they did NOT have to beg for any eqpt and were completely 
self sufficient from the day they arrived. There were at least 
two meetings daily at BDE HQ plus innumerable wireless msges to 
HQ, LEO, in the period we spent in A/VILLE. The Indians refused 
point blank to give us even one veh for use in A/VILLE while we 
were there. On 7th Dec an order was made by HQ, LEO that the 
Indians would hand over to us whatever surplus tpt they had 
available. This amounted to four Jeeps and four trailers, and 
it appeared that we would have to operate in NYUNZO and NIEMBA 
with that amount. At this stage we were ordered back to E/VILLE, 
where fighting had already broken out .. 

9 DEC to 19 DEC l2§1= 

I arrived in E/VILLE on 8th Dec. Capt. McPeake, was 
running the transport section, still operating in LEOPOLD FARM 
HQ of 35 Bn. The bulk of the 36th Bn tpt sec arrived that night 
and the following day. The 35 Bn were ordered out to a loc near 
the airport. It was impossible to effect a proper handover of 
vehs and this can very readily be understood as the HQ at LEOPOLD 
FARM was coming under heavy fire day and night at this period. 
Some of the available tpt was taken by the 35 Bn to their new loc. 
From 9th to 15 Dec the four fitters in the sec worked without 
ceasing during daylight hrs to get some vehs on the road. 
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The biggest operation of the fighting was due to commence 

at 0400 hrs on the morning of the 16th Dec. This was the attack 
on the Tunnel. /tie had two Cays, "A" and "B" engaged in this 
attack, plus a tactical HQ. I would say that never in modern 
times has an attack been mounted with so little transport. The 
total amount of transport available on the mornin;, of the 16th 
Dec was eleven vehs. Broken down this was allotted as follows 1-

Three Pick-ups 
Three Pick-ups 

"A" Coy 
"B" Coy 
TAC HQ One Landrover, one VW Saloon 

and one Pontiac Saloon. 
MED PCETS Two VW Ambulances. 

Six of these vehs were so unroadworthy that if a Transport Offr 
allowed them on the road in IRELAND he would be charged on the 
spot. Elements of "C" Coy were acting as a reserve and if we 
were unfortunate enough to be held up in the attack there'would 
have been no way to bring them up to the front quickly. They 
would have had to march the two miles. There were NO reserve vehs 
to bring up sups of food, amn or anything required immediately 
for the furtherance of the action. Fortunately, for all concerned, 
none of these things were required urgently and the available tpt 
was able to perform all the routine tasks. 

About midday of the 16th Dec when all objectives were 
secured in the IRISH AREA I formed the tpt sec into two squads 
under myself and Lt Bennet. Our objective was to seize any tpt 
and spares that could be of any use to us. In this we met with 
reasonable success. The following is a list of tpt seized 
between 16th and 19th Dec 61:-

Misc Saloons 
Pick-ups asst 
VW mini-buses 
Trucks, 3-ton 
50-Seater buses 
Tractor & Trailer 
Bulldozer & Low-Loader 
Grader 

TOTAL: 

17 
10 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 

41 Vehs. 

Some of these were in very poor condition, but were taken 
in and stripped of all working parts. There were NO spare parts 
available except Jeep and Landrover. QUantities of tyres, tubes, 
batteries, Jacks garage and various other items of stores were 
taken during these dates. 

20 DEC to 12 JAN 62: 

During this period the Bn was very heavily canmitted to 
pats and convoy work to and from airport. We still had NO spare 
parts and it was a constant effort to try and keep the vehs on 
the road. The civ garage that the 35 Bn had at their disposal was 
NOT available to us. Leopold Farm had NO bldgs that could be 
converted into a wksps and consequentlY all repair work had to be 
done in the open. This was a serious discomfort to the wksps 
staff because the rainy season lasts from Nov to Apr. Six out 
of seven days we had hy tropical rain that lasted sometimes for 
three or four hours. The" yard in which the fitters were working 
was constantly flooded and very mucky. We had NO wksps eqpt as 
such and all hy repair work had to be done by improvising eqpt. 
Despite their handicap the fitters were very successful in keeping 
a maximum number of vehs on the road at all times. 

The transport generally was in an apalling condition. 
With the exception of three vehs which came fro.m Ireland and four 
UN Pick-ups which were nearly new, all other vehs were giving 
constant trouble. The Bn had a total of 3 three ton trucks. Only 
one of these, a Chev 3 Ton Truck was on the road when I took over. 

a 
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It was engaged whole time on ration duties and was never available 
for troop carrying. vVe managed to get the Bedford Truck on the 
road but it was anything but roadworthy and had to be used for 
local details around the farm only. It eventually burned out. 
After overheating it caused a pouch of Gustaf ammo to discharge 
a round which severed a petrol pipe and set the veh on f!re. The 
third truck, a Chev 3 Ton, had not been on the road for four months 
due to lack of spare parts vlhich were unavailable both in E/VILLE 
and LEO. There were no trucks available for patrol work, 
These patrols had to be carried out in pick-ups without seating, 
protection or freedom of movement in the event of an attack. 
Consequently, the troops in them were in unnecessary danger, 
which could have been minimised if proper steel bodied trucks were 
available.' From 12th Jan onwards the situation becarne more 
settled. Further activities are dealt with under different 
headings. 

Suitability of Veh~: 

The type of vehs on charge, UN and Nat, were as follow5s
Willy's, Landrover, Chev, Bedford, Ford & V/W. The V/W vehs were 
by far the most satisfactory of all vehs on charge but this was 
accounted for by the fact that the best vehs mechanically were 
V/Ws. The Ford vehs and the Landrovers received from Ireland are 
most suitable for small patrols and give very little trouble 
mechanically. However, from Nov the climate was litt1e 
different from conditions experienced in Ireland during summer. 
The roads were also good, and in many cases excellent. The 
overall conditions, therefore, were the same as in Ireland and any 
transport would be suitable while stationed in E/VILLE. 

Maintenance and Repair: 

Although I have already dealt with the repair situation 
up to 12 Jan, 62, I would like to point out that despite repeated 
appeals to Kat Comd to make a civilian garage available to us they 
had done nothing. To the best of my knowledge the 35th Bn had the 
use of a section of a big garage in E/V1LLE. 

This concession was not renewed. The reason was that 
there was a total of 22 vehs assrt in this garage at the beginning 
of Dec when the fighting broke out. During Dec an Italian 
mercenary marched a platoon of Gendsto this garage, took over the 
22 vehs and loaded them up with other UN equipment located there, 
and drove the whole issue over the border into RHODESIA. He sold 
the lot for £8,CXX) and kept the money himself. At the moment, 
the KATANGA Govt. refuse to recognise he was working for them so 
the UN civilian branch are chary of allowing vehs to be repaired 

. or located in civilian garages. Permission was consistently refused 
to do any repair work in any but a UN wksps. There were two 
wksps for military vehs in operation. Both were located at the 
Airport. The biggest one was run by an Indian Staff and there was 
at least a three months waiting list. As they always repaired 
Indian vehs as first priority, it is doubtful if vehs would be 
repaired even in three months. The other wksps was run by Danes 
and although they did their best they were swamped with work and 
being a small establishment could make very little impression on 
repair work. An arrangement v~as put into operation whereby we 
sent three of our fitters up to the Swedish wksps and worked in 
conjunction with their fitter staff. The Swedes had a system that 
allowed them to purchase spare parts when they wanted them and 
they agreed to purchase for us in their own name, an arrangement 
that speeded up our repair work. (I will deal with their system 
under the section "Spares"). The wksps situation I considered 
to be the greatest drawback to a satisfactory transport set up in 
the CONGO. 

CJ 
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Spares.:.. 

" 
Apart from Landrover and Jeep spares, of which we had more 

than we"~ould possibly require with the small number of those 
vehs on!charge, there was great difficulty in getting any other 
type of part. We had tn requisition all spares from Ord Depot, 
LEO. It took at least three to four weeks to get a reply and 
it was usually in the negative. Every obstacle was apparently 
put in our way to delay any delivery. An example of this is that 
if one small error was made in making out the r·equisition, which 
could be easily rectified. in LEO, instead of doing so they would 
send it back to be corrected and the same procedure had to be 
adopted again. When it was established that the spares were not 
available in LEO the list was. then sent to Kat Cmd Logs Offr, who 
gave us permission to price the item locally. The list with 
prices was again sent to LEO and after another delay it was sent 
back with permission to buy. I can say with certainty that we 
would be lucky to get a spare part within two months of original 
date of requisitioning. Some stores requisitioned in Dec were 
still unavailable either in LEO or locally in April. There does not 
appear to be any chance of getting acid for batteries to quote an 
example. We did get permission to purchase locally, without 
reference to anyone, parts to the value of 200 francs, this order 
came in March. When one realises that 200 francs would not 
purchase a set of four spark plugs it can be understood what a 
concession this was. I referred to the Swedish system in the 
previous paragraph. When they realised what difficulties existed 
in getting spares their Govt. sent money direct to the Logs Officer 
who in turn gave it to the Transport Officer. He then bought any 
parts required, for cash. He included, with the receipt from the 
trader, a certificate that the price was reasonable and it was 
necessary. This was sent through the c.o. to Sweden and from 
there the UN were billed with the cost. The system allows the 
Transport Offr to effect immediate repairs without any hold-up. 
It would give any Irish Transport Offr an excellent chance to keep 
abreast of repair work if this system could be adopted by us. 

POL C<?!l5.umption: 

Up to the end of Dec there was a grave shortage of Petrol. 
All supplies had to be flown in, in barrels. OUr allocation for 
cooking, lighting sets, charging plants, MT Vehs and Armd Car Gp 
was set at 500 litres a day - approx 112' gallons. Cooking alone 
consumed 50 gals per day. All MT work was carried out at lower 
gears and heavy patrol duties for Armd Cars etc. put us in a 
critical position. On the 6 Jan we had just sufficient petrol 

. for one day's cooking after draining all vehs. We had at this 
date drawn our quota of petrol up to and including the last day of 
Jan. The Bn OIC then wrote to Bde cancelling all activities and 
stated unless the position was' rectified within 24 hrs the Bn would 
do nothing except cooking. In less than 2 hrs we had 2,800 litres 
delivered and a further 1,400 litres within 24 hrs. The ration 
was also dqubled and we had no further trouble with supplies. 
Consumption was heavy because all of work comprised of short 
patrols and local details. Cooking was by far the heaviest 
consumer. The Armd Car Gp was next and then MT Vens. The MT 
Section had, however, gnly one heavy' petrol truck on the road and 
all our vehs were pick-ups or saloons. If we had twenty trucks as 
we should have our quota would have to be raised. We had no 
difficulty in getting adequate supplies of diesel fuel oils of all 
descriptions or grease. 

Driving Standards: 

Officially the Bn strength of drivers as per establishment 
is twelve. This is totally inadequate even for Bn ~Q alone. We 
had to test a panel of drivers for each Coy to ensure sufficient 
drivers would be available at all times, irrespective of duties, 
guards and drivers restingJoff duty. Fortunately, tlhe Bn had a 
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good number of regular S.&.T. drivers as riflemen and all these 
were put on the panel. Altogether, apart from officers, there 
were 105 licences issued. This number included all the Armd 
Car Gp (43) and as duties' of various kinds were heavy it was 
barely adequate. The position in Bn HQ would have been critical 
were it not for all the officers driving themselves when required. 
The standard of driving was generally satisfactory. Only in two 
cases were licenees withdrawn and in each case it was a matter 
of discipline rather than bad driving. We had no difficulties 
under this heading. 

Accidents: 

The position was very satisfactory. We had one 
accident l.'\Thich was not due to any fault on the part of the Irish 
driver. 

Con(;lusioQr 

It would appear that in this matter of tpt we, as a 
contingent, do NOT get what we should because we make do with 
what we have in any location. To quote an instance of what 
other contingents feel about tpt and the lack of it, the 
following is an example. The Tunisian Sn transferred to E/VILLE 
early this year found themselves, like us, with inadequate tpt. 
They went through the normal channels when applying for vehs 
but got nowhere. Eventually the Sn Comd got in touch with his 
Government, who notified UN HQ in NEW YORK that they would 
withdraw the Sn from the CONGO unless they were sup with adequate 
vehs. Within 48 hours nearly all their requirements were sup. 
v~ereas I am quoting hearsay with regard to that story, my own 
experience would lend credence to the indident. I feel I should 
repeat that men's lives could have been lost due to the lack, 
and the unroadworthy condition of the tpt available to us. 

Representation should be made to the UN auths to meet any 
reasonable demand from an Irish Sn. Comd for tpt. NO tpt offr 
should be in .the posn, when serving with UN, that his conscience is 
uneasy when sending troops on a mission in tpt he feels is NOT IOq% 
fit for the job. Were I to ground all vehs in that category, NO 
patrol would have been undertaken by the 36 Irish Bn. 
Fortunately, we were NOT committed to long patrols over bad roads 
in areas remote from all other UN troops. 

c; 
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The standard of training on assuming duty was generally 
satisfactory. Unfortunately for the battalion it was engaged 
in hostilities immediately on arrival in Elizabethville. No 
chance was given for bedding-down, becoming accustomed to food 
or climate. Training had been carried out in Riot Drill, 
Defence of Road Blocks and the handling of all weapons.on issue 
to the Unit. Six 20 MM Bofors AA Guns were taken over from the 
Swedish Sn to be used in an Anti-tank role, and training was 
given to the Anti-tank PI HQ Coy in the use of the guns. 
Permission was repeatedly sought but refused by Kat Comd to fire 
weapons for training purposes. The refusal was for security 
reasons due to the state of tension existing throughout the 
period of duty of the battalion. Each Coy in the battalion 
organised a limited training programme, but due to heavy guard 
duties on barriers and duties on patrols, training was 
negligible. 

It must be pointed out here that NO problems were 
experienced in the performance of weapons due to daily care and 
cleaning by men and supervision by unit officers. The greatest 
credit in this connection is due to the members of the Ordnance 
Platoon who continually moved from Coy to Coy serveicing weapons. 

It must also be pointed out that the emplo~nent of 20 MM 
AA Bofors for use as an anti-tank gun was limited. It was 
necessary to site it in an elevated position due to the type of 
ground encountered. The 84 W~ RCL was sufficient for all anti
tank requirements and proved a valuable weapon in the hands of 
trained crews during the hostilities in December, 1961. 

llSSQQ.ATION WITH OTHER CONTINGENTS -
LANGUAGE P~~ 

As stated in the Journal report, the 36 Bn was associated with 
the following UN Contingents: 

Swedish, Indian, Ethiopian, Tunisian, 
Malayan (in Operations), Canadian (Signal), 
Italian (Medical), Norwegian (Movement Control Air), 
Pakistani (Ordnance Repair Unit). 

The only association the Unit had with Belgians was among 
civilians. Belgian civilians requested protection for 
themselves and their property, and requested assistance in the 
recovery of their (Belgian) property stolen by Africans. 
Belgian civilians requested assistance during the hostilities in 
1961 in locating relatives and friends, and asked for protection 
which was given. 

The Bn had NO direct association with the Congolese Army as Katanga 
was occupied by the Gendarmerie Army of Mr. Tshombe. 

The Vni t had NO direct association with neighbouring countries. 

The languages used were English, French and Swahili. 
Interpreters were available for Swahili. Mr. Charlie Kearney 
(a native of County W'exford) joined the 35th Bn as an interpreter 
in Swahili during the hostilities in Jadotville in September, 1961, 
and was taken prisoner with members of tC' Coy 35th on the 
departure of the 35th Bn to Ireland, Mr. Kearney joined the 36th 
Bn as an interpreter. Great difficulty existed in regard to 
interpreters in French. Some officers and one NCO of the 36th Bn 
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had a slight knowledge of French. The Bn Chaplain, Fr. Crean, 
was also on call as an interpreter in French and gave wonderful 
help in this field during the period of service of the ,Bn, in 
dealing with UN officials and Refugees. Fr. Crean also 
organised French classes for officers which was continued for a 
period of about three months. 

\ 
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WELFARE 

~lf~Eguipment: 

Generally speaking ONUC supplies were adequate to meet our 
requirements. However it was necessary to order a supply of 
HlJrleys from home and our appreciation must be recorded for the 
prompt manner in which An tArd Ceathrunach met our demand and 
forwarded the Hurleys by Airmail. In February, 1962, O.N.V.C. 
issued an instruction to the effect that all Sports and Welfare 
Equipme,nt must be taken on official Ledger Charge and accounted 
for in the same manner as items of Ordnance. This necessitated 
the opening of two separate Ledgers for National and UNO Equipment. 
Such Equipmeryt was out-surveyed in exactly the same manner as 
items of Ordnance. The operation of the Ledgers and location 
records to ensure the proper implementation of this instruction 
involved a considerable amount of extra clerical work. 

The provision of prizes for inter-Platoon and Company 
Competitions presented a problem due to the limited supplies in 
the local shops. An tArd Cheathrunach was informed of this 
problem during our tour of duty and it was recommended that 
prOVision should be made to send out with the 37th Bn a supply 
of Medals and Plaques to cover prizes in various competitions 
and fUrthermore it was felt that Medals and Plaques could be 
inscribed "CONGO 1962". In this way they would have an added 
souvenir value. 

Canteen" Trading. 

Due to the absence of goods from the shops as a result of 
the December fighting practically NO local purchases for re-sa1e 
were made and all goods were received through the PX. Supplies 
generally were good and adequate to meet demands. However Air 
Transport was NOT always available to convey our stocks from 
Leopoldville and in this connection we must acknowledge with deep 
appreciation the wonderful co-operation received from the Swedish 
Battalion in E/Ville as on numerous occasions they loaned goods to 
our Canteen pending receipt of supplies from the PX • 

Gifts Received by 36th Bn: 

60,000 Players Cigarettes 
60,000 Gold Flake " 
72,000 Sween Afton 

4 Cases Baby Bottles J. Power Whiskey 
3 It lNhiskey & Wines - Daly of Cork 

120 Dozen Guinness Stout 
135 Lbs Tea 

8 cwt Sugar 
112 Lbs Ruddells Tobacco 
200 Tins Butterscotch Sweets - Williams and Woods 
155 Records - Miscellaneous 
20 Electric Irons 
28 Razor Blade Sherpeners 

332 Books Miscellaneous 
96 Valves Radio Assorted 
36 Batteries Radio - B103 

5 Transistor Radio - Phillips 
20 Gross Christmas Cards 
20 Kosangas Picnic Sets • 

. , 
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Visits: 

Details are given in the Journal report. 

Frequent visits by Co. Whern (Swedish olc 1 Bde) during the 
service of the Bn. 

Visits of the Force Commander, Lt/Gen. McKeown, during 
hostilities in December, 196~, and prior to the termination of his 
tour of duty as Force Commander. 

Visit of the President of Katanga, Mr. Tshombe, and his Ministers 
on the occasion of the farewell visit of Lt/Gen McKeown. Lt/Gen 
McKeown received a presentation at a party at the "Irish 
Officers I Club H at which. Mr. Tshombe made a .::>nciliatory speech 
to the UN military and civilians group gathered there. 

Frequent visits by Dr. Senn, International Red Cross Geneva, 
investigating the whereabouts of missing persons, and a visit 
by Acting Sec Gen of International Red Cross Geneva. 

Visits of General Rikkye (India) Chief Military Adviser on the 
Congo to the Secretary General of UNO, Mr. U. Thant. 

Visits of Civil Reps of UNO for Katanga - Mr. Urquart (British); 
Mr. Rolz-Bennett (South America); Mr. Dumontet (French); Mr. 
Back (French) PRO; Mr. Gussing (Swedish). 

Visits of Brigadier Raja (India), olc Katanga Command, Brig 
Noronha (India) later olc Kat Comd, and Brig Prem Chand (India) 
later olc Kat Comd. 

Visits of Force Commander, General Gerede Gebre (Ethiopia) and 
his Deputy Maj-Gen Jacob (Ethiopia). 

Frequent visits by Mr. Sapwe, Civil Police Chief Elizabethville 
(African) for the purpose of co-operation between Civil Police and 
36th Bn on patrols. He also assisted Irish personnel who had 
been apprehended by Gendarmerie. 

Guards of Honour: 

4 Dec 61. Review of Unit by Taoiseach, McKee Barracks. 

16 Jan 62. Commemorative Mass and March Past Tunnel E/ville. 

22 Jan 62. Visit of Brigadier K.A.S. Raja OC Katanga Command to 
Irish Camp. 

27 Jan 62. Visit of Lieut. General S. McKeown Force Commander to 
Irish Camp. 

19 Mar 62. Visit of Brigadier R. Noronha, CC Katanga Command to 
Irish Camp. 

" 0 
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100. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

The Battalion arrived in Elisabethville at a time when the area was 
extremely newsworthy. Publicity was not so much sought as thrust upon 
the United Nations during this period of defensive and offensive operations. 
Within the Battalion the question of press relations did not arise then 
but Press reports of the period were \ moderate in tone if somewhat 
garbled in context and Irish newspapers, by cultivating restraint 
maintained a creditably balanced outlook. These reports were, in all 
cases, supplied by United Nations Headquarters and the Battalion had no 
idea of the type of material being supplied • 

. First visit by pressmen to Irish lines were made about Christmas, 
1961, mainly for pictures. These pictures as published, while they did 
not reflect a parade ground standard, did portray our troops as they 
were and so could not be regarded as objectionable. They served as a 
warning however, as to what could happen if newsmen were allowed 
indiscriminate access to our area. The second warning :~ via a 
report which appeared in Irish newspapers on the Battalion's New Year's 
Day parade through the Tunnel. This report, filed by John Bullock 
(Special Representative of the Daily Telegraph) was written at second 
hand and its general tone was grossly flamboyant. About this time too 
it was discovered that the British press corps and representatives of 
the Britisn based wire services were concentrating on the Irish since 
our newspapers were prepared to publish everything sent home concerning 
us. 

In the light of these circumstances Oft Harrison was appointed Press 
Officer and construed his duties as having more to do with control of 
publicity than its development. 

First contact was made with the Press on 16th January, the 
occasion of a memorial servicQ in A Company area. Present to cover t~e 
function were representatives of all newspapers, wire services anA· cUaI' 
news services in Elizabehtville namely Reuter, AP, UPI and AFP,special 
correspondents from Daily Telegraph and Daily Mail and cameraman from 
V.1.S. views. Present also was the UM PubliC Information Officer 
newly arrived from Leopoldville. In the presence and .vi th the approval 
of this latter, press policy was given out verbally to all reporters as 
follows: 

The Irish will facilitate all press agencies whose coverage is 
fair whether favourable or not. We will resent untrue interpretation 
of our role. 

All our releases will be through the Information Officer DB .fQ 
No direct quotes whatever except by Battalion Commander. 
Although willing to cooperate fully the Battalion reserves the 
right to privacy. 

After this meeting relations with newel'agencies were most cordial and the 
only objectionable features of our publicity emanated from home particularly 
from the Evening Mail. All in all however, the publicity received was, 
although very extensive, quite well balanced. 

I 
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.-

~: 

NO. 

0.7776 

87410 

810568 

87602 

811849 

312054 

WOUNDED: 

0.6626 

0.6322 
0.7679 
94029 
804788 
808720 
810957 
810490 
200608 
807241 
806181 
806540 
811429 
811308 
811406 
808811 
808571 

INJURED: 

)1»438 

811129 

808241 

808245 

811439 

811238 

CASUALTY ROLL 

RANK 

Lieut. 

Sgt. 

Cpl. 

Cpl. 

Cpl. 

Pte. 

Capt. 

Capt. 
Lt. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Cpl. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Tpr. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 
Pte. 

Pte. 

Pte. 

Pte. 

Pte. 

Pte. 

Pte. 

RIORDA.l'-r, P .A. 

l'mLCAHY, P. 

FALLON, H. 

GEOGHEGAN, J. 

Pm-JER, J. 

WICICHlIjv'i, A. 

AGNEW, H. 

l1cINTYRE, R.K. 
KIELY, W.G. 
GOR.lYJ.lIN, T. 
SHERID Al.\1, A. 
GREGAN, P. 
FRANCIS, G. 
DESHOND, J. 
DUNNE, J. 
KENNY, H. 
FERGUS, O. 
~IOODCOCK, A. 
CONFREY, A. 
KELLY, G. 
O'FLYNN, R. 
GILRAIN, P. 
HcfU ,LEN, N. 

LIDDY, T. 

FITZGERALD, S. 

KELLY, N. 

HAYES D. 

GRIFFIN, . J. 

LOWRY, J. 

c: _ 

\~IL] N.g/\~ .. \.. ~-

REi/iARKS --
Killed in action ."lhile leading his 
platoon on the aaaultof the 'runnel 
at Elizabethville, on 16th Dec, 1961. 

Died from wounds received in action 
on 12th Dec. 1961, at Luigie. 

Died from Hounds roceived when a 
mortar bomb hit Bn HQ. 

Accidentally shot by Gustaf at 
Luxembourg, Elizabethville and died on 
28 Dec. 61. 

Died of natural,causes in hospital in 
Elizabethville on 7 Mar 62. 

Radio Operator with Lt. Riordan -
Killed in wtion on the assault of 
the Tunnel at Elizabethville on 
16th Dec. 1961. 

Shrapnel wound - ring finger - right 
hand. 
Bullet '-lol.md - throat. 
Bullet wound - throat. 
Bullet wound - right foot. 
Shrapnel HOund - chest. 
Bullet \.[ound - right jaw. 
Bullet wound - left ear. 
Shrapnel wounds - chest & back. 
Shrapnel wound - back. 
Shrapnel wound - right ear and neck. 
Shrapnel wound - throat. ~ 
Shrapnel wound in back. .., 
Shrapnel wound in right thigh. 
Wound - left thigh. 
Bullet wow1d - abdomen. 
Cont used wound - face. 
Wuund - right hand. 

Injuries - head & face and right eye -
accidential discharge of 84 ,mm Rec. 
Rifle. 
Blast injury - same incident. 

Contusion - rigit elbow - same 
incident. 
Wound:- right shoulder ~ same 
incident. 

Wounds - abdomen - right.toot - loft 
arm - same inoident. 

Scalp wound and shock - same i,ncident. 
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EN HQ: 

2 i/c 
10 
Asst Ops Off'r -
Air L.O. 

"All PL: . ' 
Aast Mj t i, ' I' 

1 ciS - 11P 
1 Sgt - HP 
1 Sgt - Clerk 
1 Cp1 - l~lP, 

"Q" PL: 

QM 
Ord Offr 
Welf are Offr. 
Engr Offr 
BQHS 
CQt1S 
Sgt - Bngs' 
Sgt - Stores 
Sgt - Cook 
Cpl - Stores 
Pte - Cook 
Pte - Cook, 

nIT PL: 

lnt Sgt. 

SIGS P,L~,; 

P1 Conrl'" 

t;!; 

RUNDA 

lillV ANCE PARTY ROLL 

, 0/ 4989Coi1rl t Ryan, T..., . " 
0/5238 Conrlt Harrison N. :,; 

, 0/7108 Capt Fagan, J. 
0/4624 Comdt Johnston, D. 

0/6852 Capt CrawfordV. 
76492 cis Fitzpatrick, P. 
71689 Sgt Hee H. 
98361 Sgt~ Carroll, T. 
86891 Cpl Clancy E. 

. ) . ':, .' ~ ': ' 

0/4947 Condt Donovan, C. 
0/5048 Conrlt 0 'Donnell,: 1.'. 
0/6997 Capt Williams, J. _. 
0/7589 Capt Hallahan, H. 
16488 .,'BQJIS 0 I Regan, J. 
78J35~ ~,' GQJ:vlS Doyle, J. 
86727 "Sgt Barron 
423313 Sgt O'Sullivan, J. 
78890 Sgt HcKenzie, P. 
90827 Sgt Lamb, W. 'i' ' 

97085 'Pte Larkin, J. 
86770 Pte O'Rathallaigh, S. 

91638 Sgt Kirwan, L. 

Sgt - Op Wrls & 
Ln j", 

0/7314 Capt lIlaguire, P., 

434634Sgt Torpey, ; T. 

'88486 ·Sgt Power, J. 
Sgt - OJ? Wfls & 
10 . 
Pte - Op \.]r1s & 
Ln 809743 Pte Ford, P. 



,TPT PL: 

'I.(} 
cis 
Sgt- J!""itter 
Pte - Dvrs Wf 
Pte - " " II 

NO 
Cpl'- Mod Ord 

A COY GP: 

2 i/c 
S 0 
Sgt 
Cpl - Stores 

f (..: 

B COy GP:, 

2 i/c 
S 0 
Sgt. 
. Cpl,:-' stores 

r '.' 

C COY GP: 

2i)c' 'I 

S 0 
Sgt. 
Cpl - Stores 

ARHD C GP: 

Capt 
CQ~S 

Sgt -fitter 

! ' 

Tpr- dvr . 
Tpr - gnr /dvr" ' 
Tpr - gnr /dvr , 

104. 
,tOi 

0/7446 Capt Cotter, P .. 
431092 Sgt Clegg, J •. 
81651 Sgt Delaney, W'. 
95153 Pte Kearns, J.' 
810555 Pte Power, J,. 

0/6291 Com:lt Sullivan, A. 
79526 cis Froderick.,· 'J. ; 

. 
0/6766 Capt Page, K. 
0/6626 Capt Agnew, H. 
87410 Sgt l1ulc shy, P. 
89205 Cpl Callan, J. 

:'." 

0/5225' Capt J. Lon;f'\'c:;-" 
0/7157 Capt IvIinihane," J ~U\ , 

95333 Sgt Enright, J. 
80468 Cpl Kelly, A • 

0/7107 'Capt Flynn, J. 
0/7501 Capt Keyes, G. 
93494 Sgt Conneely, P. 
71005 Cpl White, L. 

0/6877 Capt Delaney J ~R. 
425362 CQl1S Carroll, J~" 
'424442 Sgt i,lcGuire, T ~ 
805678 Tpr Hurphy, L. 

,'807098< 'Tpr Leonard', J. 
808173 Tpr Roche',. J'. ' 
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TRIALS Ami PUNISHMENTS RUNC4:\ 

Courtmartialf ..... ....". ' ... :...... ..... ... . 
LCsM. There were nine Limited Courtmartials as outlined hereunder:-

...... ~'".' .. '.',..-.--; ... ""N"CY;-.-.-.. -R.ANK~ ..... _-""NAME-; .. __ .:._ ...... ·· .. ······CHARGE·.·-.. _···· '" ........ :.. ..-'-·--RESYLT;. ..... .,...-~. '-'.' 
",: ~: . . i·~:· -,/,- . . 
.;~< .. : j;:\ '810379 Cpl. ···P. :F'erguson I Abandoning ATK Rifle Acqui tte.d. . . ':.,: . ~': . 

... ..,;~''''~ .. ,-...•. ,=- ·~96.5~_C.pl .•.. _~~.o!:B;r.i§rL. __ .... _ ... _r.,~9.-yjJ!g . .4t~_R~.~!.:q,~:,. .,Acqui tted ; 
'. ,S': 811,215 . Pte. .f. McBrearty,.'. Asleep on,Po:st "-Re:pri'~aJi(f"''''''i~'~'::--;;':'' 

.'·;.~~.i /.,' .:; ·801466C:p1. P. Lucey" . Asleep on Guard' ,Reprimand an,d· ,:,.4. ' . 
...• ' .. ~: , ." Fined··tJ;O .'.1: . 

. '_.- .. ''\ : 805265 " r·! ; 

.. .'. i 811'248 
I: 

.. ~ 
" .... .'. ~ 811761 

; 
i .. 

811359 ' ; 

, ': 

'1, .' . 
'.~' . .~. 

, .~. 

... 
I 

C~l. .M • Thompson 

p;-o:te 0 J • ~obinson) 
Pte. J. ~offatt ) 

Pte. A Russell 

Leaving his. 'Guard 
Rb'om' 

,By wantai' que 
precaution being 
taken prisoner 
(1) Entering private 

house. 
(2) Assaulting 

. .. .... \. 

Reprimi:u~.d arrd." . " 
Fined £10 i" ':. r.,:. 
56. Days,. '.,:' ;' .. 
Detention 

. ~ .:. " 
,: ,f' • 

Ci vilians. 
(3) ReSisting an 

···Esc~!'t. i 

(4) Atts!!1pttng to " . '," .' e',' i.\:··.· 
, :~ .. , , strike ~n Offi cer. j . ". 

(5) Using tJiu'ea··:enl.ilg i 56 Days· .: ,I;,:." 

: .. 

';: .. 
.. : f .~. 

.; 

t, 

i 

'J 

8°9'914 Pte. J. Buckley' 

;i 

i 
I 

: 
801787- Cpl.T. McCa:r:thy 

(elected for LCM) , 

. ,"j 

. 'I' 
. ~ !: 
t :t, !, 

:, 

$ UJIllIlary Tri al s: ' 

Section uhd r wlai6b.Offences COrrimitted. 
S~c •. 131 .• D~sobeying f l,a,~ful ,Co:nmand 

. OF a s.o. I : 

·$~c'~f33/.B~ha"ririginl an insubordinate 

ge.6~, a,34.L~aving Car$ without 
. 'O~rmission.: 

Sec~ 131; Ai. w. o. L •. 
.. ' I: ~ I I ' 

Se6.'·141.~ing a false statement , 
Sec • .i142."unk when ~OT 011 duti 

Sec.'157. Improper: .selling' of property. 
,I . I 

'Seic. 168. '110 thePrej. of Order ; and 
Discipline.: 

TOTAL 

_ .:f, 

langUag~. .' . . : Det~ntion. .~ . 
(6)' Being Dtunk., . "-'- ' .. , . 
(1) Enteri~ private ',.;":,:" 

,house. ; 
(2) Assaulting a 

c1 Viliail. 14 Days' 
(3), Assistinga . ' ' Detenti-on. 

prisoner to 1 

e'scape. ".,.. I .r',i~ f.\ ' . 

, :el} Insubordinate ',Fi:.eel:1 and . , 'i i • 

language to : severe reprimanded. 
• s'uperi0ir' officer. : 

,(2) Absent \vbilst 
,Transpoirt Orderly, 

,',' , Sergea~t. 

;) 

NO'of Gase~ r. :No found 
.-' Tried,. ,.\ Guilt • 

'. 

29 29 

11 11 ~ .... " .. " 

.. ":, 

14 14 

95 'I 94 .1 '. - . 
1 , 

? ,i: . 'i 2 2 ,:;', .. 

12 12 l.r .' 

2, -. 2 

·3, 3 .. ~. 

153 150 

321 ,,315 
" : I '\ . 

. ',' 

' , \ ,-
j ..•.. 
: .. ~... . 

Note: ' (1) • 

(2) 

IlJ. the cases of absence without leave" pharges as,~,l:l.qwn ~der Sec. 131, 
these oa.re of a minot nature. ,.,:,. ~ .1 ':' • .::' ',.' • ',,' , ,: ... \l· 

• "1 < "'"lr. -, . . ) I 

Chlll-g.es: tinder·Sec. i68 wei"e:-rndstly L6frriiilo~ nature,;: Wi th 56r 6afies :of~) 
being in places Out!of Bounds and 14 cases bf improper possession. 

! ~ll,li~li~~~· . 
. J'.l ~ 11 \J u,5"::.: ; 

,. 



, •••• A •• '.! " :1' . ' ... 

'. '1 

. " " 

, UN NO •.. :Regt. No.i Rank 
; ., '::,' .. ', ' 

5362~rl, 
53051 

53635 

53628 
" ... 

53139 

53645 

53469 

53140 

53052 
, ' 

53629 

53305 

53631 

':'.1. : .. ' 

o'~4484'" Lt 
'. ~. . . . Col 

Col 0.4911 !Lt 
. ~ ~ 

Col Or 4989,.' : Lt 
: . 

0.4939··lCorndt 
. I. . . 

0,5167 i Comdt· '.' 
I , 

0.6852 ,I Comdt 

0.7829 

0.7344' 

; Comdt 

I Comdt 
0.6877 Comdt' 

0~4947 Oomdt 

0 •. 6378 ,,' Comdt 
-0',·4562" Comdt 

lO~; .. 

BATTALION ... ~.~:~j~~~~~._~ 

NOMINAL ROLL. 

Name. 
, . 

.j 

·1·.··· !Iqgan, M. F. 
't I, • 

I 
I 

Larkin, J. 
Ryan, T. 
BearYj J • 

d;:iliagh?-n, W. 
. :Crawford, v. 
'Daly ,E~ D'. 

., 'Delaney, D. J • 

D91Einey~ J.R. 
. .; Donovan ~ C. 

.' ~~tzp~trick,J.M. 
. Foran, J. 

, 
. ·1 

I 

. ,. 

53630 0.5152 Comdi "'Griffin, J.J .. :. 

53632 0.5238 Comdt 

53633 0.7269 Comdt 

53466 .q~4~59 Comdt 
"5-3634' ... 0.4·624"-" Comdt 
·53544 0. 56~8 ....... Comdt , 
· 53310 "'0. 6766Comdt" 

f .' • 

.. Ha:rxJ._~or,.· M. 

He:r:ori, S. c. 
: ,Hurley, . D. 

. " 

',Johnston, D.K. 

i' 

Page, K. 

", • ·,t· . 

> HQ 
... 

A Car Gp 
. HQ 

Hg 
" B 

.HQ 
i"·· 

C 

B 

.AC'ar Gp 

HQ 

A, 

HQ 

HQ . ,. 
HQ 

HQ 
(1 

HQ 

HQ 

··A·· 

.. .. -
W;' .. ... ~~.- .. -.... '" 

00754 

27913 
007'55 . 

. J07,56 . 
.' 

27751 

.00763.::· .. 

j 28'7'94 
1 

: 27752 

27914 

'00757 

27967 

00765 

00758 
. " ·1 

: , 
1')0759 

00760 

28793 

S 

:ll 

". ., ... 
~ ... ' .'" 

Comd HQ. 

Mot Sqn 

Dep Cav . , 

: .A.HQ 
! , 

22 Bn 
,. 

E Cpmd HQ • 

-3 Hesp Coy 

3 Hosp Cay 

1 M.t .. Sqn 
HAQ 

E Comd HQe 
·CDA • 

5 Bde HQ. 

AHQ 

AHQ 

G!rD. 

00761 AirCor'p,s, -
.C 

0076~ prd ,CTC;l, 
. 27'97 J-"'. 6 Bde HQ~ ... 

"5"3306 0.7075 Comdt Sheehan, J. J. A 27968 3 Hosp d~y 

53589. ,. 0.6291 Comdt Sullivan, A. Mc A. HQ OC764 3 Hosp Q~ 

5'36361 Chaplain Rev.Fr Crean, C. HQ. J0766 AHQ·· f; 
53307 Chaplain Rev.Fr Matthews, C. A 27969 5 Bn .. ' 
53460 0.6'6'2'6' "Capt . AgiieV;i:~.··~g: ACTD~p." .,~ 
5357-7 ... '0.6188., .0a·pt.· ..... .A.uliff~~,.] ................ , ..... Q. 28919 HQ qT9 .: ~ 

53053 o~ 5755 Capt Bergin" .J .L. A CarGp 27915 1 TanlcSqn 
5'3472'" '" 0.·6325' .... · ·Capt·· . Brewer, 'W~'J~," ... C .... 28797 Ar!SaRec'CY.re , 
5~054: ()~ 7169 . Capt " .. O·asey., J... A car:'Qp. 27916 Dep .. Cav . 

53637 0. .• 7446 capt cotter,P.J. HQ '00768 4 FldS-&T 

53~O?: .·.q:;}Iq'3 ..... ·, C~pt'" .. , .. ·Cr-owley~·J. j ~P. A 27970.' , .. ·.~~~ .. f~J __ ~:. 
69.<??}'. O~.7_-!~~ Capt .. :D~~~~I1,:~eo M. , AC. 5159' M:i,li~o.1, .. 

5}§ 3~ , . ~.~7? ?? .. ' ' ... ~.a.-pt. ,. ..Du~ ~.' ~ ~.~ • HQ ~.:""6D,7 69 :',;,·6 _FA~ '~':''':~ 
·5}6.?~ O.~.7~g~ ..... _. ~~.:P_!.. Fagan, J.J. HQ ·T·o-6~'t6.tr·;w·.CqiI.i·(~JaQ 

............. -~ , ............... ~ .... . .... ' ........ : ... -..... ~~-" .. - ... , .. , ................ -.~ .. ,-... -.... -... ~ 

· 53470 o·~ 71~T .... .. ~.~R .. ~,:: .... Flynn, ,J. C ;: .2879:5·-i· HQ: QT.C. 
: 53640: 0.7589 Capt ···ilaiiah~~:·M·~F... .. ·· "HQ~:-' ·i-06fi3·~·:· .~lr:Fd:"~·E.~gr 

· 5476'81' 0~'5'];7G:::'::" ·e-ap't·-·~:··· ---Kell'ehe-r',' ·G.T ." .......... ' ····HQ .. ·· .. ,·- :OO'f·10~;::'MilC·oli· 

53471! 0.15Q1 ..... Q.~p..t ... _ .. '. __ ". K~Y.~.$,_.g.ML ..... '" ..... ~ ........ Q ___ .... ; . ... ?~7.9.9 .. _:_?4 Bn·. :, 
; 

5'3643 i o~ 7143 , Capt Leech, G.D. HQ . 007714 M3:irit :Ehgr 
531'41; '0.5225 :·Cs.pt:;· "Long,i~ ··.B' ;'~7753 4Bn~~::'~::' 

.. '. _ ,., :. :.!.. :'. " # • ".~: 01 

· 53641 i 0.,7314 : Capt, ~, Maguire.,. P.A.J.~ .. , . HQ,,,0077,2: il,HQ \~r" 
1 r) ~ Y:~~J))~·· ... ;.;,.'1.: ".. ,~ 
lr~,~.l 



. ·-t 

1 I " U~ No. j Regt .N~·I Rank I Name. 

.. r __ ' ___ • ••• •• ! ,.' 

Parent 
Unit. 

53309 0.7385 , Capt'-""Matthe~~"~--'Y}G--~":--'--'--- ,------, 

53143 O.1"l,'5.a;r.",,--.. .j.','Capt ! M'"h J '0 " 
27972 

I I lnl_", P.:n~,,--- • • 
53142.-- ~i.9:l.,6~~2~~", Capt Mc~ri~;re, R.K. 

53055 .. ~D.J,1..5.,9., 'Capt -~.--:--- ·---~G.I'LearY, "T'.' :, 

53144,,0'~.1J~P2 Capt,: Riordan,--.A:A.' 

53644 
53642 

53647 

53057 

53145 

.. 9:: 6'0)'2 !"_Capt : 
. .'. • .' .. ~,;.~ .... - ... - ...... ..,<' ....... ~~.. • 

~:~i~~I~~~:t 
0.7,734 ,j :IJieut 

0.762'8 Lieut 

53648 0.7661 Lieut 

53525 0:7~44 Lieut 
_3646 .;'0\~'71~4 - ":' Lieut 

53146~6.7i19 Lieut 
, 53147 0.7642 

"53649 O. 7'{16 

53312 

,53056 
~53461 

53555 

53495 

0.7806 

,0.7851 

'0.7776 
0.7842 

0.7669 

533ii 0.7887 
5'3650 75275 

" !.'''' 

79526 

Lieut 

Lieut 
".::' . 

llieut 
Lieut 

Lieut 

Lieut 

Lieut 
Lieut 
BSM 

CS 

tt53656 431092 CS 

53148 75014 03 

53658 91848 

53653 76492 

53313' 874.04 

CS 

'.--- CS 
,cs 

53655 71298__ CS 

53652 424266 cs 
53473 73361:CS 
53619 
53149 

.53058 

53059 
53569 

76589 
201969 

76700' 

425362 , 

78335 

CS 
CS 

CS 
CQMS, 

CQMS 

53651 16488\'~, BQMS 

Sh~ehan, P.K. 

,'f.l~lliams, J:~ __ • 
'Bennett, M.A. 

, :~: . 
, 'C<:l-rr, A. J ~ 

])unne, T. 

, Gh~nt, P. J • 
! 

Hearns, P.J.])., 

Kavanagh, ·B.J. 
, Kiely, W.G. 

Murphy, G.C. 

Murphy, J.H.J. 

No~ton, J.J. 
o I Byrne, 1\[. J • 

Riordan, P.A. 

Wright, G.A.· 
Young, J. 

F' 'eely,P. J • 
Byrne, R. 

Broderick, J~ 

I Clegg, J. 

,:Deveney, J. 

.- Flavin, T. 
l'F~~zpatrick"p. 

Harte, M. 
Kearney, A. 
Kiernan, M. 
Lynch, M. 
Maher, M. 

Tisdall,,,T 
:,tl Tuohy, j'~ "" 

~ J ~. 
, Carroll, J. 

, ' 

,1)oyle, J. 

O'Regan, J. 

27755 
i 

, , ~ 27754 
~' 

,A Car Gp 27917 
B 

HQ 
HQ 

27'7:56 

00774 
007:75 

HQ 00776 

A cin- GpJ 27<319 
B 27757 

HQ 00777 

C 

HQ 

B 
_,B 

HQ;, 
, 

Ai 
A C~r Gp 

I 

,A 

C 
C· 

A 

RC;r 
HQ 

,H9 
i,:\;'. ~ 

28849 

00778 

27758 

27759 
00779 

, 27974 

27918 

28950' --- ':3 Bn 
f " 

" I .. 

· 288,19"';", 'I Bn 
27971 ,': ~~. Brt ::,<-:\(~:~ 
: IT ,", .. ; -.' ~ ~ ~."' ... ,~ -.:, ~. -.-, 

0.0781 "',CT' ]lel'W:, '( , 
00782 ., "2--~'~'F.d C,oy':'~ 

,U AMC ' ., 

'--'H<~ 

·~r { .'~ 
.' : ....... ~ .' . HQ 

A 
" HQ 

HQ; 

t c' 
HQ ':;' , 

~ 
[A.carGp 
[A.CBrGp 

HQ 
HQ 

28798 Mil ColI 
00788 1 Grn AOC 
27761 3 Hosp ~ 
27920 2 Met Sen 

27921 n lVbt Scn 

10789 ~~Mot ~on 

00781 CT Dep W 



.... . . 
.... -. ',':', 

-',': 

UN,N o. .:Regt:. No. .' Rank - Name Ooy 
. ,.'·· .. 1·· .. ···· 

PX cardl Par.~J:it ... 
.... ~0'1 un~t.. ~ 

----....;...-+-~-~+_--__.a,___-------.-.-, .. ,.-. ..,.,._-__+---__+---~ .. ..,... -

53474 L+5Q8~ 
- 531 5.0' "11~J~6 , 

CQI\~S 

CQMS 

5366042016~ ~ CQMS 
,:,.~ ~i:.i, 

53314.$8830CQMS 

53661 ... $.6649, Sgt 

53664' r 86727 .. " Sg~ 
5331~5 ~ 9470PSgt 

53 ?,6 5 7 48..5~. S gt '. 
53663 92590 'Sg~ 

i j 

53662 8002~7 .. Sgt 

53666 98j6;L Sgt 
I 

53316 '8124j Sgt 

533'178577'3Sgt 

53526 9349:4 Sgt 
! 

53151i' 8761:2 
I 

53325~ 1036;17 
~. ~ -

53667203605 ' 
5366'8" 8J65;1 
53318 . 8811'0 

53152 81427 
53060 .: 87631 

53153 95333 
53154· 88084 

53061 807229 
53155 88096 

53530 94185 . , 
53669 . 88325 

. ~ .' I' " i 

~'2445 530?2 
53156' 88939 
53672 415968 
53670 4-17518 

,. 

~.3671 805790 

53157 88468 , 

53158 : 91296 

53590 f?03571 
-:(", 
.~ .... '. 

5331.9 !~1470 

53159 806634 
.. 

53673 1~i638 
·l 
:1 

, 

Sgi; 

Sgt 

Sgt, 
, .. Sgt ,: 

Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgb 

Sg~ 

"Sgt 

Sgt 

Sgt 

Sgt 
'Sgt 

'Sgt 
; ~QMS 

Sgt 
Sgt 
'Sgt 
Sgt 

s~ 

'. sgt 
S t '. ,g 
sgt 

.... 

Gortnan, L.·. 

Grace, T. 

McMonagle, J.T. 

O'Brien, J. 

Ahern, D. 
Barron, R. 
But!ler, M. 

j Bro~ning, w. 
Byrne, J. 

Byrne, P. 

Car,ro11 , T. 

C1~rke ,T., 

C1o,hessy,J. 

- C()~nee1y, P. 

L Corlran, J. 

S.:-' Cooney, .P. 

.. ])ary, P. 
! 

])elaney, .W. 
! 

])oy}egan,T. 

])oy1e, J. 
/ 

])u~fy, P. 
.'. En*ight, J.'. 

, Fitzgerald·, To 

Fitzpatrick, J.' 

Fo~arty, G. 
! 

Fogarty, J. 

FOfey, T. 

Fr$.her, P. 
Ha~es, 'p. 

Hayes, P. 
! 

Hough, F. '. 

Houlihan, C. 

HO'IVard, T~ 

Hunt, I. 
Kearney, C. 

i Ke;evey 9 P. 

Kelleher, T. 
! i 

. Ke:rwan, L 

I 

I 
\ 

I 

c: 
Bi 

HQ': 
A 

·HQ 
. - : 

HQ 

A' 

HQ! 
HQ! 

; 

HQ; 
HQ: 

A 

A 

C 

B 

; 28799 
i 27762 

0079') 
! 27976 

00791 
00792 

: ·27977 
.'" 

.

'1' .' ·Q97
93 

·00794 

\ ~()P7~ 5 
I 007;96 
i279i78-

\ 27979·' 
i 

I OHQ c~C 
122 Bn ... · 'I 

117 Bh'" 
Edana. HQ . 

rep S& T 

4 Fd Engr 

21 Bn 

W Cand HQ. 
.~~4j.))ci/:: •. Cqv· 

. . l. 1 •.•• 

.2 Ftl is &. T 
,; i 

])ep Engrs 

EO Dep 

2 ,Bn; 
I 

G'r ])ep 

12 'En; 
28850 

\ '277;63 
Ai " 127987 

! 
2 ,Hosp AMQi 

.. A' 

t 
i 
I 
I , 

.' j . .•. .~. 

lS'Bn " 
; 

1. .Ed; S&T,' 

I '27980 ' . ,.r,,::"· 
, I 
! '27764 1'2 Bh :i~':. 

A'CBr Gp Ii. 27922. ~ JlotSc:n : -
j 

'. B 127765 3.Fa: S1gs 

B Ii 27766 12Bn 
A Car Gp27923 ,4 Mot Sqn.; 

B 

c 
HQ 

A O:!r Gp 
B 

HQ 
HQ 
HQ 

B 

~ 
C 

A 

B 

HQ 

\ ~7167 i2 Bn 
GT Dep 

. 'I} 
\28854 

\ ~~;~! : ~.' ,:t;~t 
I '._ ; 
\ 27168 , 
i b0800 
I 00801 

100802 
I 27769 
\27770 1 . 
! 28916 

. , 
27~81 

27771 
\ 

00803 

4 Bn 
S eorhdHQ 
3 GmAOC 

~~ & T 
112 Bn 

.4 Bn 
3 Bn 

'I 5 "Bn 

"Is Comd HQ 
tEase .. ' -. 

'!workshops 
'S"&'T ' 

! 
\ f ". ; 

. \ 



1,53560·~91905 

53674.}90827 ; 
534;981 420650 
53063 I 424442 I ," " 
53160 i,'87508 ; 

. ~ ~ 'i . '.' I :.~ 

53677 I 420775 i' . 
53321 I 92951, 

533.20 73958: 
53675· ::404411 . : 

5367871689 
5J46(j' " 87410: 

a54765 "4046 5;3 
-53512 8,05'430 

,53679 788~90: 

,,53680 74057: 
5'3682 88329 

53064 85447 

., 53066 94~4~ 
536.81 78597 

I ' 

J 53322 91405 
-, 

53685 423313 

53065 7487<D , 
53682 88486 
5j556 88803 

_ 53067 88343 

53587 205628 
53161 86750 
53323 '97666 
53324 .' 88533 

" 

I 53068 9612;4-

53496 90259 
53162 203746 
53685 434634 
53687 :]{~lega 

53686 7h.150 , 

53620 89954 
54-769' 79185 
53689 608p7 
53327 806511 

:i 53688 99393 

I 

,""S.gt 
Sgt 

Name ., 

Lakes, T. 

Lq,inbeT.,W·J· 
, . 

Coy. 
PX Card 

No. 
Parent 

Unit 
t', :.,~. ... >OJ.-:,!;"; ,,' _ : "~/' 

C 289 4 5"·',·GT:~ep\'\¢~",.; 

HQ . "".00804': 5' Bq.·,e HQ 
"" .. : 

Sgt 

:.,Sgt , 

.. ,..... ~ . 
,: Langdon, M." 

,. .. ... ~. ..~.;.'{j' I~~" ,,.... 288 2 3 6 Bn .. _ .. _: 

!,.·,S~,:· 
"'-S~t' \ 

. \ \ t 
I 

,?g~ ~ 
Sgt 

CQMS· 

Sgt ' 

Sgt 

'Sgt ; 

.,', 

Ma.:guire; T 

M~hon, D. 
i 

Ma;hon, J. 
; 

Martin, T. 
Ma:rtin, 'J. 

Ma;.tthews, J. 
M~e, R~ 

Mulcahy, P.' 

Mlfrphy, J. 
Sgt .. ~ -," M£!,c Gabhann; P.: 

Sgt 

Sgt 

",Sgt 

Sgt 
Sgt 

Sgt, 

Sgt 

Sgt 

Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt, 

Sgt 

Sgt: 

Sgt, 

Sgt: 
'Sgt· 
Sgt 

Sgt 

Sgt, 

Sgt: 
Sgt, 
Sgt 
Sgt 
Sgt 

Cp~ 

Cpl 
\ '" Cpl 

I 

.- - 1~~Kenzie,' . P .. : 

N61an, M. 
01 Callaghan,·P. 

0' Connell, >M. " 

0/ Keefe, J~' 
0.' Neill, J.' 

0;' Shaughnessy, 

0;' Sullivan, J ~ 

0i'Sullivan, ·S. 

:F.ower, J:F. 
:F,ower, J~' 

:F;ower, , T ~ " 

Reidy" C •. 

Ryan, M. 

Scott, W." 

Sexton, J." 

Sexton, J '.' 

Shanahan,:F.' .' 

,: . Shortt, J'. 

Torpey, T.' 

Walall, W. 
~?-ls};l., . w. 
Watson, W.,·· 

Wilson, T·. 

" ~damson, v. 
Anderson,' L. 

Armstrong,T. 

, 1 

",'!, ,'A Car G;p 279 25 4 "Mot Sqn 
3 :Bde HQ 

c 

B 
! 

HQ' ; 00808 , , 

. ..A : . '27983 
I 

'27982 ' , 

4 Hasp C~y 
!MC.': 

5 Bn 
5 'Bn;, 

'2 GrnMP'C 
A 

HQ . 

HQ 

A 

, . 00807 

" OQ806 " ! 2 Grn MJ?C 

, 
! HQ: 
,',. C 

"HQ' 
j 

'HQ: 

HQ' 

ot9 20 
,. 28836: 

!- '09'809:' 

'. "00810 

00811 
27926 

· 27928 
A C~Gp 

A c.ir Gp 

HQ , 00812 
., 279,84 A 

" 

HQ, 

A car Gp 

00813 
27927' 

HQ' 
,,' . '-,- .... C 

C 

B 

A 

00814 : 
-:.' '~'!28949 

27929' 
28918 

27773 .' 
.,,27985 

2 FA ,Regt 

'ASM " 
. , 

l'Bn 
CT llip W 

2 Bn 
"I' AARegt 

2, Mot Sqn 

1 Nbt 
'. 4 Fd. Sigs 

CT Der) E 

, 4 GIl S& T 

1 Mot Sqn 

Dep Sigs 
. 3 Bn~ 
1 TarJk'Sgn 

3 Bn 
12 Bn I, ',' 

A '27986" .,', , 
CT Dep E,' 

10 Bn 
Dep'Cav 
5 FAR;' 

A car Gp 27930 
C 

B 

'H9 
'~H~ 

~ 
'.; 

HQ 
," :C 

, HQ 

", 28820 

27774 
P0815 

'. P0817 ' 
" 00818 

'00816 

:28884 
:00819, 

27988 
;00820 

l ·fAi 
1 Fd. Si,gs 

1 Fa Regt 

;3 fun AOC 

,: pep Arty 

, i3 Bn 

,;2 Hasp PMJ 
, ' , 

,_ :1 AA Eegt . 
2 Fd,S&T 

-



••• ....... w •••• - ~ •• 0-- .~.' --~_ ... ,.. ... _,.'_""'_ .......... _,_.~_._._ ..... " ._ .. , .. ' ,._ ... _ . ..: ...... ,._~ w, .. ,. ,_ ••. _. 

.. 56163 ~';!99378~<<" 

5g69:i> 1':87373> 
53568 I '80!3862 

'[53164 180~344 
. j' i. 

'Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
C '1 

-

, 53543:1. I:; 807842 
""~~:~28 "j. 809621 ' 

~3690 I .800703 , 
53165 87716 

'. 

'5.3.479 80;31 57 
,,53598 810333 

" .. 

. : 53(:)92 ! 802632 
53329 ,89205 
53330 809951. . . ' 

5332,q 88923 

53694 93425 
53477, 90399 

.J ,~~::' .: .' , , .~ 

'. p 
" Cpl 

C 'I ." 12 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cl P, 
Cpl 

... Cpl 
, 

C '1 .p, 
,C~l 

;?2:?~9.: 80,6541,- Cpl I 

CRI 535~;3, :81:1219. . 
53693;· . 80~973 . 

.. ; '::., ~: .:! '. j .. 

53697 86891 
': ... I' 1 

~531~6!80i763" 
.,' . .' ': (. ':, '. ~ : .1 .. :' 

..5333~,· .81:244 
", :" ':;, 1 

5369880:7558 
! ", 

",' -, , 

96j627, 
~92l680 .. 
:. I' . 

Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 
Cpl 

Cpl 
0:1 .p 

Sgt 

53476 
:53700:," 
53600,~ 

535E?7 
53695 

·81:1486 
·80;6174 
804393 

Cpl 

',' Cpl 
Cpl 

5352]; ,~.B09182 

53625 .. ' :-42;3815 
..... "J t., : • 

53696,;: , 802924 
5 36~;~y :,865188 .. 
53499807828C~1 . i '. \ - . 

. , Cpl 
Cpl 
Cp1 

.C.pl 

53];67 8lj0133 '. Cpl 
53566, 8Q8506'" Cpl 

-53TQ3 
53701 
53332 

. l' 

804620; Sgt 

9~7591' Cpl 
8l0239·, , CP1 

53~6t3 ". "8~281 .. 
5~·3.7 02', . 99.729 

" 

A~hman, P. 

Baldwin, G.' 
, 

B~ntley, w. 
Brennan, B 

; 
B;t\ennan, E. 
Bi:ennan, E. ' 
Bolger, P. 

, 

Bridgeman, W. 
B:r!owne, J. 

i 
BJirne, M. 

Byrne, W.X. 
I 

_ C~llan, J. 
I 

C~rey, s. 
{ .'. 

.C~ntwell, w. 
i , 

C~rroll, . J • 

Carroll,. J. 

Carter, T. 
~"" ! 

Ocirton, J. 
, I 

Cqsey, M. 
ClanQY, E:J,. 

I .. ~ .. :.~ 
Cqnnoily, A., 

: . \.' '. 

,_ C~nnolly, C. 
I • 

Cqnnolly, E. 
" 

!-"Cciri~oily, M. 

. ..• ,. 

. ' 

! • 

C~nnol1y, R. 

Cqnnolly, 
i 

Cqoke, J. 

Corbally, 
Ctaigh, A • 

T. 

B .' 

Creegan, I,. i 

Crocock, E. 
Curlin'g, c. 
Curtin, M. 

Daly, A. 
, 

Daly, M. 
Darcey, R. 
D~nnehy, J. 

~ : 

Dobbin, F. 
Donovan, K. 

, , . 

';: Doyle, P. 
, ~. ~ : 

I 

.... ". 1 "........... "'-'. 

II Coy PX CARD 
No. , 

..... '. B 

;HQ 

. C 

B 

C 

A 

HQ 

B 

C 

C. 

':HQ 

A 
-. A 

":.1" A: 
" . 

:HQ 
_:. I 

; 

", 

C 

C 

.' C 
HQ 

.'. 

.. HQ 
: • t .~ 

, 

... 

! ;' 

.. ;' 

B 

A 

HQ' 

C· 

HQ' 

C 

C' 

HQ I 

C 

.HQ 

HQ 

.HQ 

C 

B 

C 

HQ 

.. HQ 

B 
.i.... .: 

... . 
'.'. 

}IQ' 

27775 
00821 
28937 
27776 
28867 
27989 
00822 

27777 
28804 
28908 
00$23. 

?7990: 
. ~1992' 

T· .. 

27991' 
OOg251 

:. (; i 
28?02: 
28~53: 
~~923: 

\. ! 

00824; 
. . I 

008261 

27778: 

27~93i 
00~27i 
28[101.1 
00828! 
28906' 
2,8938 
90829, 
. : . 

28845; 
00832, 
0083t 
·00830 
28824. 
27779 
2.8939 
100833 
00834 
27.994 
2t78q 
0083~ .. 

PaJ"eJlt · 
Unit··; .~ 

Dep Arty, 
1 Garr' AOC 
3 FAR 
Dep; S &·T 

.. 2 FAR'" ...... -

.... 

1 AA R~gt' 

15 Bm 
Dep MFC " 

3 Bn 
2 Fd Engts 
5 Bn ' 
5B . (,:i';'.>~ 

.. , .n' "C:;':'~" 
3 Ho'sp'Qoy 

,'~~t~~~q 
. 'I Talik"S ri 
': :, \ .':,' i i\;> l:~!~ l : 

I , GT' De T' -'-

> .. ".'.:: ; ~:" .:" ... 

l'En ". 
'.' ." ", '. " 

2 Grn--MPC 
:-: . ( :": 

l':'~d] $ig$. -

2:~O;SP Coy 
Dep Slgs 

1 Jut Regt 

, ~e~ti Al;~y',~, <-' 
- 6 ':8n' .. 
:--. '., .. ' .C',·,:· .. !,'.f •. 
2Bn 

'4'FAR:' 
2 H~s:p:'AMC 
4 Fd Sig'~ 
1 FAR 
6 Brt 

. 13 Bn 
.I'J;;,'; ! ': 

,3 . ~~~ ~:', . 
,:D.e~ ;Sfgs ~ 
. "3, '. :~in' '~'C: 

.. 5.'::Bn \ . 

4 Bri , 
, 

l'~M Regt . 

I' 



.' ., t· '." ." -~ " '. "';'. 

, ~ .. ' i -. ., : ". ..... .. f '""~."-"'--"." " ... -.- .• -.-.-•. _ .. _.". .. .• 

UN NO.! Regt No. Rank i 
. PX CARD k-.P·ar·ent·--,·, .... ' ...... ,-""" .. t·· !. I 

, 537C5, : 40.8203 - ,,' 

I 
,53559 '~a09541 I 

53169\8840.4 I', 

53475 97961 I 
5370.4 I 80.070.5 I 

Cpl 

Cpl 

Cpl' 

Cpl 

Cpl. ,53599 I 93164 

5~,48~ I 94173 
53170 ! 872.49 

i Cpl 

. . I 
~3336"i'1 8;LO~57 
~3l1.,7J ,.8900.2 

5360.9 810132 
'. :_ I 

I Cp1 

.... C.pl 
Cpl 

I Opl 

537·()6, 90068 .Cpl 

53172 A76o.2 i Cpl 
4,.L.: l 

53478 800455,J,.Cpl 

53337 , .. 94029 ,! ppl 
I 80B72o.. i .,cpl 

" 

53462 

53338 

53173 

53174 
, 53175 

53176 

:_53177 
I 53178 

807333 . J Cpl 
.' . . ... 1., 

93796 I Cpl 

8o.,~68o. II Cpl 
92·~91 ,C13l 

.1, 
99311 j Cpl 

80.2646 1 Cpl 
I 

95345 Cpl 

53179 80.8993 Cpl 
" ~ i 

5350.6 .. 93484 Cpl 
:" \ ."'l."...;' " ,', 

53621 
... :. 

, 5370.7 
, 53180 

I 

I' 53339 

53181 
" 53536 i 

811146 Cpl 
! ' 

20.0.0.72 Cpl 

'II, Cpl 
.. I' Cpl 

88186 

81838 
,j. 

; 

95924 
80.7546 

, 
j'CPl 

Cpl 

53340/ ~"801466 Cpl 

53550. 80.5494 Cpl, 
, 530.70. 810336 Cpl 

53069 95997 C~l 

Name No. 1. Unli!t, ... -

. :.... _... I 
A 
A 

. .. '. ,'" 1 . _ .. ,,<-. ___ ...... 

27995 ' .5·Bn 

Ferguson, P. 

Ferris, W. 
Fi t zpa trick, VV. 

Fogarty, P.J. 

... 

~! . 
" 

i 
.. I , 

J 
. j:' 

k ;, 
1'. 
I 
.~ 

A 

A 

HQ 
C ' 
B' 

C 

HQ 
C 

C 

,B ' 

, 
2~996E-,I:,r?··;Fd Engrs: 

127997 ~!:. 
! 0.0.8362 Fd S&T 

28946 

27781 

f 2880.0. 

I 0.0.837 
I 2890.7 

GT.: De~ 

13 Bn 
Mil Call 

. I.' ' , 

'1 M Regt 
':., ;. 

Dep ,S ,,& .T,;. 

2 Hosp CPY-~ 
:(. 

12 Bn ~. .' 

Foran, J. 
Fortune, J. 
Fawley, T. 

Foyle, G. 

Fox, E. 
Francis, G. 

• .1. 

1_ ~E?8o.6 . 
j' 27782 

, " 

Freaney, M •.. 

Gann'on, P. 

., Gartland ,P. 
Geoghegan, J. .. 
Gorman, J. 

'. Gorman, T. ... 

Gregan, P. 
~ .•. . ~~~ 
, Guerin, P. 

Hanrion, T. 

" Hanley, J •. 

[ 

Hti~ney, J: 
I 

Hayde, A. 

Higgins, M. 

Horgan, J. 
. Hunt, J. 

Hyland, M. 
Keehan, 'M. J . 
Keeley, G. 

Ke+ly, A. 
,Kelly ~ S. 

Kenefick, M. 
Leigh, W. 

Lucy, P. 

Lynam, K. 

I Lynch, J. 

I Lynch, N. 

I 

.A : 
. "',~' ,''', .' 

B 

. C : 

. . !.L.C L ., .. RQ 

"! l', r' 

,-f.:'; :" 

B 

C 

A ... I A' 

A ,I: " 

I ~ 
.B 

.; -.1 

" : ,~ 

. ~:-., ; . . 

.' f) 

B 

B 

B 
B, 

C 

HQ 
HQ 
B 

A 

B 

: .27998 1: 27783 

.5.Bn 

I 

28897 
00.838 

27784 
2880.3 

28i?51 

: 

04B54 

27785 
27786 

27787 

57788 

27789 
27790 
'27791 
'28831 

1,2 Bn., 

3 Bn 
, '. 

3 Grn MPC. 

l? f3n ,," 
]~··FldSigs 

I .- .. 

.A·ir: Corps 
5 Btl ' 
5 Bn 
12 Bn 
3 Grn MFC 
15 Bn 
3 Grn 'MPt~; 

4 Bn 
12 Bn 
4 B;n:: 

. , . 

6 Bh 
00839 " 1 Grn 'AOC' 

, 00840 .. ') Grn:MPC 
.. 

, : 27792 '12 En'. " "" r, 

;' '. '" ... •• " 'I 

04855'- ", :M6KeeBk:s : 
I' .,Coy·, .... 

. '27793" .J Mot,. Sqn 
, 

C 28860. "GT De:pi " ,~ ,~ 

A! 0.4856,:· ,2.Bn "., "-

C 28873, 4 ... FAR r' 

~ Car Gp' -27932 ;- , .. 1. bnd Sqn 

: 1\. Car Gp',·27931-:. ,1. Armd ~/1lJ. 
: 

" 
; . 



..... '-':~""-'-'I:y~l~.\.. .-............ ' __ "_" __ "-:_M_'_;_~ ___ ~' __ ' ~~".-----'"'' ..... " .-.. - .... --... ~-~, ._-.... __ ....... . 

.. ,. ..... ··C .. ~~ 1.';. (i' . -'; ··,··:r" i ! 
.,.: . ····-i '.', .. .. - I ,~- .a I I 
• I J', . ~ .. or f • .,r "CIIIf1 ' ! 

,UN NO. ';'j 'R6igt No .• >Rank ! " . . Name i Coy 
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27837 
28878 
289'60 

28862 

28826 

28926 

27839 
28961 

" 28962 

,i 049'06 

2 Mot Sqn 

12'Bn 

2 Fd Sigs 
, f~, 
1 Tank Sqn 

Air Corps' 
, 1'2 Bn 

i2 Bn 
12 Bn " 
22 Bn 

6' Bri 

- 12Bn 

'Dep 's & T 

, '2 HosP. AMC ,- , 

1 Grn Aoe 
6 Bn i 

' .... 

Dep Engres 

: 12' Bn 
l' Dep Sigs, 
i 

1 Bn-
CT Dep E"':O 

f:" , 



- ~----------------------. 

117. 0 

':"~UN~I~ 
--------:--~-,'-----',-": . ~CO'y~.',,\,'1 p"lPx' cARD11,"--",'~"-'-',,"pare.nt 

:: . UN yo Regt. 'No~."Rari~ Name 
f ,i No. , ' Un~ t . 

5~084 I 809542 
: 53601 I 808378 

53746 ! 804572 
: 1i 53391! 91178 

I 

53394, 808811 
I 

53570 I 810327 
53392, I 811687 

53228 I 811439 
i 

,'~: 53229 I 809240 
53745 I 2Q6702 

537471 811223 
53393, I 810474 

, 53230 1·_92979 
(~ I . 
..., 532311807283 

53085, ,79511 

53486 I 802·919 
53232 1811237 
53616 I 808410 

53233 ! 811532 

1 532341 808245 
" 53579 ! 96103 

53395'1 806326 
- 53396 f 98290 

53523 I 84471 

53753 803427 
53748 91218 

537521805632 
53751 I 811273 

,II 53614 l807067 

5:3565 ,'.~ 806671 

53533 810037 
5.3409 800252 

" 53233 98543 
I 

. ii 

53238: 807177 
53397 811246 
53256 806149 
53237 811851 
53398 810255 

: I! 53399 809256 
53750 811465 

• I 

, I I 
L! '. ' \ 

: Pte I Durlong, P. A Car Gpj 27946 t 1 Tank Sqn. 
I Pte i Gannol;l, M. C i 28905 3Bn; , 
i Pte! Geary, S, HQ, 28964 
J j 

1 FAR 

8 Bn : i Pte! Geraghty, M. A I 
;i"Pte ; Gi1rain, P. A 

! 
! Pt e Ii Gough, ::0 • C 
! 
!:,Pte i Griffin, J. A 
I Pte [Griffin, J. 

t Pte I Grimes, J. 

B, 

B 

HQ Pte I Guest, 0-. 
I Pte I Guider~, J. HQ 
! pte I Guidol;l, E. A 

04907 

04910 .\ 5 Bn' , 
28935 1 CHQCTC 

04908" 2 Mot Sqn 
'! 

27840 12 Bn 

27841 12 Bn 
1 I 28965 4 Hosp AMC 
, 
I 28966 
I'~ 04909 
i 

Dep Arty 
2 FAR 

! pt e I Hally, ' W. 

! pte I Hanlol;l, P • 

'I Pte i Hanna, ,R. 

B i 
BI 

27842 

27843 

27947 
28810 

27844 
28890 
27845 

27846 

22 Bn 
12 En 

A Car GPI 
j Pte 1 Harmon, J. 

, Pte I' Harte, ' J • 
Pte ,Harris, T. 

Pte !Hayes, D. 
pte : Hayes, D. , , 

I pte I, Hayes, P. 

C 

B 

C( 

B 

B( 
C 

A 

A 

I pte . Healy, ,D. 

!Pte IHeavey,R. 
I Pte jHegarty, H. C 

i Pte I Hegarty" E. HQ 

! Pte 'j Hennessy, P. HQ 
I pte i He'rron, ,K. HQ 
~"pt I H : e ie s s i 01)., K • HQ 

jPte jHickey"A. 
! Pt,e ! Higgins, G. 
I Pt IH" T ! ~ e I ~gg1ns, • 
I Pte : Hoare, M. 

c 
C 

B 

A 

B I Pt e I Hoare, W. 
I " I Pte I~ Hoey, ' J • B 
'IPte Hogan,.J. A· 
Pte I Holden, . J. B 

I Pte !Holland, J~P. B 
I pte I Holohan, W. A' 
I Pte i Hopkins, B. A 

I I pte ! Horgan, M. HQ 
I I' 

i I 
1 
f 

I , 

, 28927 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I 

04911 
04912 

28847 
I 

'I~" 28972 
28967 

I 
I 

28970 
28968 
28892 
28940 
28857 
04916 

27847 
27850 
04913 
27848 
2784'9 
04914 

'049l5 
28969 

I 
j 

1 Mot Sqn 
Dep S & 'T" 

12 Bn .::> 

3 Bn" 
4l3n :L· 

,I 12' Bn 

I CHQCTC 
I 
! 2 Fd Sigs 
:] CT Dep E 

14 FAR 

11 FAR , : ' 

11 FAR' 
i 
I Dep Arty 

6 Bn 

3 En 
Dep Engrs 

4 Bn 
'5'Bn 

12 Bn 
3 Hosp AMC. 
2 Bn 
12 Bn 

4 13n 
5 ~n 
2' Grn'!OC- " 
1 FAR. 

, " 

", 



lIS:' , ..... 
..... , .... ~. - .... ~ •. - .. _. ! ~.-, ... " ..... ~ .... : ... ~ ... -"~--T ." ... ~ .. ~ - ..... 

UN No :i,M~!~O·l R~#] :,':~~~~ =~_. i~~Y.- _ J' jlX~~~~~ . ·1·_~l1i~i~ .. :_~_ 
53239 1807300 .... Pte 'Hou~than"B.. IBI' 27851 112 En. 'c,~ 
53594 810114:;·' Pte Houlihan, M. .! c I 28912 i 3 Bn 

53537 807849. ,I Pte ' " 'Hughes, J . .> ,I c, i 28861 : Dep S& T 
: I, i ! 54775 97291,' Pte Hunt, J. " C, ,28885 i 3 Bn 

53749 811216 Pte Hunt, 1. • :,HQ i 28970 ., Dep Arty, 

53240 810543, • lite Hurley, P. B . i 278524 Bn 

53511 I 809680 Pt~ Hussey, T. . !, C II 288]5 

53241 i 811214 Pte Jackson, A. ':.B ' " 27853 
I 

53754 1806250 Pte Jeanes, H. HQ 

53617 ! 811969 Pte Jenkins, D~' C. 
I 

53086 ! 808612 ,Pte 

'5)243 'I' 811295., Pte 

53242 I 88471, Pte 
! 

53755 i 811373 

53756 I 811319 

Pt~ 
, 

Pte 

Kealy, J. 
,Kearie, F. 

Keane, J. 

. Kearney, J. 

.. Kearney" ,P • 

.A 
I :e' i 
I 

B I , 
I IiQ I 
I 
i HQ I 

I I-JQ i 
I 

I HQ 

Qar,Gp 

5 3~ 59 I 71483 Pt¢:.,:Kearns, A. 

5Y757 ! 95153 , Pte.,.' Kearns, J. 

530871 805677 ,: J?te I Kearns, J. i 

I 
A'Car Gp 

53401 I 810446". Pte Keating, T. 

i 805421 Pte I Kelleher, H. 53244 

53246 

53758 

I 805116 Pte Kelly, F. 
I 
i 811550 Pte Kelly, F. 
I 

53466 ! 811'308 ,;P,te 

536081 810123 Pte 
I " ; 

Ke·l1y, G. 

,)Cel1~ , J. 

: , 
A ; I 

A 

C 
, , 

I 
i 

I 
I 

28973 
28889 

27948 

27855 

27854 

28975 

28974 

28977 

2(3976 

27949 

. 04917 

27856 

27958 

2,8978 

'" 5 Bn 28898 

54773 i 803544, Pt¢ Kelly, M. !' C 
:. " ·,1 28880 , ~' .. 

I I 

53245 ; 808241 Pte 
! ' 

53402 I 811367 Pte 

53561 i 804275 Pte 

53247 1801419::_Pte 
53248 I 811198p,te . . , . ~,. . 

, I 

53089 807241 Pte 

53088 806867 

53493 I 807352 

53576 

53618 

53403 

53250 

53249 

5)090 
53251 

i ,80~J8.4, 
I 803168 

i 811363," 

! 93498: 

I
, 81137. 5 'i 

4244'5G 
I 811552 

Pte 

Pte 

Pte 

Pte , , 

Pte 

Pte 

Pte 

PtJ 
! 

Pte 

, 

Kelly, J. , . ~.: 

Kelly, P. 

Kel~y, 'T. 

B 
I:' A 
; I 

):' i I C 
KeYll1edy, N.· '! B ' 

,K~ruiy, J. I B 

1 27857 

04918 

28944 
',.1 27859 

, 27H6? 

27951 ; I A·· Car Gp KennY, M. 
A par Gp ~ 27950 

C .\. , 28817 

. i , l\e~y, T. 

: Keogh, J. 

,'; Keogh, W.' 

I Ker~ ting, E. 

I Kielt, P. , 
,Kiely, C. 

i 

i I C f 28929 
1 I" 

,I C ! 28888 

A" 
J3 

,I. 04919 

,{:Kiely, D. '13, 
27862 

27861 
,27952 

27863' 
,i,K;i.lklell;)(>, M •. , 'I 
'.1,' K;i.;rw~n, A.,,,-;: 

I 
I 

I 

J:..Car Gp' 

B 
• <,', .. 

4 Fld Engrs 

12 Bn 

Dep Arty 

, :3 Bn 
, <I., Mot Sqn 

;"1,12 Bn 

d\12,Bn 
; 'I' I-FAR,.,! ",-:, 

, .I. ,:-..: '" 

,1 FAH." .. :\.::l 

'" 4, Fd :E;ngrs 

,2, Gril' S,·& 'T 

2, Mo t .Sq:n., 

. 2 ,FAR, -, 

12 Bn·, 

12 Bn 

"4, Fd Engrs. 

5 Bn" 

Dep. $:&;';T 

12 Bn 

HQE Comd' 

Dep. Engrq: 

".12 Bn 

12 Bn 

2' Mot Sqn ' •. 

2,Mot Sqn·; 

Dep Engrs,' 

CHQCTC 
3 Bn 

CT DePoE. 

3 Hosp AM9 
12 Bn ; 
5 Mot Sqn 

12 Bn 
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11~UNDA 
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[ .. ·PX CARD 
T No'. 

Parent· 
Unit UN No .·j'Regt. No. Rank. , ·.Name Coy. 

I 
'.' ..... -'" _ ..... " ..... -........... '.',',' ., ......... " ....... ' ... ",- ...... ,.,,"' ............. , .. ,-_............ ' .. r .... '. · .. ·1.... . .. " .. ' ................................... , ....... . 

i 28812 53488 
5,,3405 
53091 
5)62.6, ' 

53252 
. 53492 

I 810801 
:'. 812000 

·808765 
97085 
811'17 
'807864 

• 5353L.: ·· .. 8094{3 

?3092 
53253 
53404 
,53254 
53255 '.406 
53415 

" 

'53569 
53408 
532~7 

53256 
:_?3'258 

, ~3259 
,~53260 

, 53423 

53261· 
53571 

_3563 
53558 
53762 
53410 
53262 
53409 
53761 
53412 
53413 
53489 
53765 
53760 
53414 
53532 
53606 

807098 
~96438 

···89i42 
808896 
811238 
811573 

.... 810550 
8767'7 
78856 
811057 
804575 
810021 
808709 
807.343 
003032 

810231 
'95910 
807017 

.. 806430 
·811046 

." i 

" 
!!o,. 811761 
".~. .. I , . 

88214 ,. 

812056 
804567 

·88134 
803899 
807661 
810763 
806442 
809482 
809726 
811339 

Pte 
Pte 
Pte 

Pte 

Pte 
p'te 

" . Pte 

Pte 
. Pte 
Pte 

'''Pte 
'Pte 
·Pte 

Pte 
Pte 
Pte 

Pte 
Pte 
Pte 
Pte 
Pte 
Pte 

Pte 
Pte 
Pte 
Pte 
F..t'e 

Pte. 
Pte 

. ·Pte: 

.: Pte 
,Pte 

Cpl 
Pte 
Pte 
('\,' 

Pte 
Pte 
Pte 

<Pte 

Lackey; M ," C 
Lally, P. A 

Landy, J. .A:Car Gp 
Larkin, J. 
Leahy, K. 
Lee, .)-P. 
Leigh, J. 
Leonard, J. 
Liddy, T • 

HQ .' 

!B 

C 

A Car Gp 
,B 

Logan" S. A 
Longan, p. J • .B 
Lowry, J. ~ 

Lynch, C. A 
Madden, M. .A 
Madden, P.C ... 
Madigan, p. ,A, 

Maher, E. B. 

Maher, ,P. B... 

Maher, J. ,:B 

Mahony, P. B 
Mangan, T. ,B 
Marsh, W. A 

B 

C 

C 

! 04921 
27953 

.1, Hasp AMC 
" 

2 Bn ., 

~ Amd Sqri 

'28979 .'. .,6' ~n ,. 

27864 :,~ ,4 $ln, 
28816 

i 

28855 
. ·27954 " 

! 
i . J27865 I 
j 04920 
I 27866 

I" ,.27867 
i 04922 
! . 04931 

I .28936 
I 04924 
! 27869 

27868 
27870 

i 27871 , 

I 27872 

! 04911 
i 

1 27873 
i I ,289.34 
i 28942 
I 28947 

.1 Fd ·:Sigs 
'Gt: Dep,' 

1 Amd Sqn 

·12.Bn 
.2 Fd'Sigs 

'r '"4. Bn 
.,,, .. '. '1'2 'Bn . -'. ,~, 

2 Bn 
5 En 

.. ' Mil Co~l .. · 
CT, Dep, •. ·. 

12,Bn 
12Bn· . 

i 

Dep Sigs 
4 Bn 

.. 12 Bn ~.;' 

. :Ord Svy C ... y 
Cae 
12 En 

])ep S &:T 
; 

3 Bn 

Marshall, A. 
Martin, J. 
Meehan, J. 

Mernag~, L. 
Merrigan, J. 
Moffatt, J. 
Molloy, J. 
Molloy, N. 
Monaghan, W. 
Monks, A. 

C 

HQ 

A 

i !. 28982 
Dep S & T 
1.Fd.Sigs 

. ~ 

B .. 

A 

ml 
A 

A 
.,:.~'~': ~ "C ... ,',', \~ 

~ ~>, , .. HQ 

• \. ~ ·:'HQ 

. ' '<A" 

I 04926 , 
. " . 

5 Bn 
'.~.:.< 

I 

I 27874, CT Dep S 

049 25 .. 2 FAR 
." 

. 28981:·",: ,;.CT: Dep. ~:" 

04928 . ,,2 Bn 
04929" 2 En 
28813 1 Hosp AMC 
28980 6 En',· .. 

,~ i 7'~8985·:·<1 ~AR'" 
I 04930 .,; 2 FAR, 

Mooney, P. 
Mooney, T. 
Moore, A. 
Moore:;, G. 
Moore, J . 

Moore, L. 
Moran, J. 

~ . I 

;). ~'~:: II' ~:>c:/·:,; ~t·.~< .. : l 28$56 
28900 

Dep 's & T 

3 Bn 
o 

tmfUJNIT)A 



"0 , 

~UND& 
.'120. 

, ,:Ii ~, 

'. (i f:J 

.-. .. ~". ~.;; .~ ::,' .:.... :-;'7" ..••... ~ .. !'...-.~ •. -, ..••• . .• !., ~ ",", ..... __ .. " r, . '." . ',: "~"'~ ,.; _ ...... , .. 1 •.. _ .,-: •• :.. ••••. l' 

U:1f ,N:Q ... ~egt. No. Rank i Nam~ ,.""·~r Coy-~"'-'-"-- :'pi"CARD'!, ',PARENT~:uNIT" 
, ." : :~) , . , .I . ;. - NO.· ' ; I, 

.- --~~.~ .. ---;:. '-'--"'-' .. --........ __ ..... -.... -._._. '-"-"'-'" --... -......... _ .... __ .. ,--_ ...... _ .. -. ..: __ ...... -.................. + .. _.- .... --- 1 

.. r'-"-"-'-'-"'--"--"-' I' 

'5'3411 .' 808422 Pte Morrison, J. ! A 

J' I I; " 

5~263 811543 

5309J : 808804 
5'3'416 ; - 811326 

53763', 811294. 

I ! ' 
. Pt e Mul cahy , E. ~ B 

I 04927:!Md'KeEi"-'Bks.,·· 
! 1_' Coy.!.',; 

:' • ,"f ;',' ·f 

Pte 

·pte 

Pte. 

.J?te 

Mulhearn, A. 
Mulrea9.y, A. 
Mulryan, F. 
Murphy, A, ~3T~;~; .~10316 

53,464 . 8J0578.

l 
Pte Murphy, D. 

~d'41 .. 9.:: 9,4449.- .: Pife, Murphy, J. 

53094 i' 810753 
53'095: .805.6.78 

534~8~~0886 

53417 .. ' 811442 

53582 .', . 809009 

5J:~95f311337 . .. 

Pte 
.Pte, 

·~1e 
.Pte 

,Pte 

\ Pte 

54.420 ',808516 .:. . ;Pt'e 

Murphy, J. ,.J , . , ' 

Murphy, L! 
' .. ' .. 

Murphy, M., 

Murphy, P.· 

l){1urphy, . P " 
Murphy, V. '~, 

Murray, ,P •. 

i ' 
! A Car 
j, . 

\A 
IRQ 
I.HQ' 
i ; .. 
:B I, 
Ii 

'0 
C 

A 

5342(-" 8,06014 .... --Pte . Murray:, J. . A 

5}781'_··, 70302 -Pte 
. ..!., •. ~' , . - . 

'-'S3769'-- 0811215 -_. Pt e . 
'. ~" f 

53096 ; 811876 ,Pte , 
~3265 ': 811072 )?te 

53766 ,811309 
'. 'wi' _ .~ ", •• ' • 

53,266 805286 Pte 
, , 

Macan.· I omara,' .:J -HQ 

McBre8;rty, F •. '.' 'HQ' o. 

McCabe,· J. 

McCabe, J. 

McCarthy, P. 

McCormack, J. 

'A Gar 
'I E: 

.' 53604" 801827 .. ' " Pte McCormack, ,W. , 

'!HQ 

'13 
c. 

53267 811330' Pt e' McCoy, M.· B. 

: 2~875 i 12 Bn 

Gp! 27955 ,11 Mot Sqn 

04932 5 Bn . 
& ;, . 

2f).983 1. F Ali 

2'~984 

278 76 

04935 

27956 

27957 

04934 

04933 

28924 

28911 
. I 

Q4936' 

04937 

04938 
! '. '. ~ 

~pl i~:~:· 
I 27877 

I 28987 
i 27878 
\ 

j28902 

i 2.7879 I· 

'. " .,.' 

Dep .Arty. 
,',.: . , 

4 >.B:n~1 
," 

.: .. ,,'; 

,1 ¥ot Sq~

~2~:)~ot Sqn" 

,CT.Dep E. 
5'Bn' ',' 

. : DepEng~~':e 
. " 1 

.. 3 Bn 
.' 

2 '~~'ot Sqn 
! '2Bri -.. -', .: ii.:: 

i· -ink ,\"~: .... , " 
" ,.'\ '\ .,\ " 

4-" Grn .. ·S'-:&\T • 
Dep Cav·~··'· '. -' 
", i!," '. 

12 Bn 

1 FAR 

i2 Bn 
Dep' S&T 

12 Bn 

'. 

. I 
53097'; a0851J Pte: ,McEvoy; ~. ,_.A Car Gpi 21959 1 Armd Sqrl. 

1 !'I, ''', 53,517-ail193 Pte M~Giolla:rna~, l!. C I 28841 

53424 . i' 9244'1 Cpl McGivern, J?,. A ~4940 
5~422;.~ 809970 . Pte :McGin+ey, J: .. ,'1, A

HQ
. .04939 

5376@ ;'811274 ·pte '. McGoran, R., 28990 

·U 2. j ;:~, & T.: 
\ 

, 4 Hosp .~d 5376Y.·:':,;804677. Pte MCGrat:q., J.. ,I. l:!Q 28989 
. I.,' 

. 5~40T ::'810736;.·;i'i·,)?te McGuire, p~" ' .. A 0.4923 2 Bn 
: .,,, ,,' 

. MpKee Bks. . 
. -.. .,.. C oy. .; -,' i .' 

53770;.; 804223.< ".~,Pte I MoHugh; J. . _ HQ 28986 
t 

Pt,<? 

Pte 

1 .. ,c . B I KcKe~a, K.. ." 
pt e ( McKevitt t ,~. . . ,I C' 

Pte' : McMahon" C. ' ! B 
I ,; "B 

'C 

. McMullen, M. 

,53268 809779 
"53,552-',--206620 

53869 811755 
I . 

._.?~2.7.p,: :: -8084 J~ Pt e ':! 1~c},:ahon, .J. 

5~,~~f~ i 7~~68._;:: .. Pte, ',Me.Mahon,· P. 
?342:7_" ,808571 . 

. ', ... 
• > 

. ", 

27880 . '.' 12 Bn 

28875 4 "FAR : . ..:.:,./. 

'27881 ' .. 12' Bn 
27882 ' .. , ~ ~;i2' En . . 

. . . , .. -, .. 

'28809 .. :.< 'Mil Col1 ." 

'04915-' '-;-2 Mot Sq11'/' 
" .' . 

' . '. '.'~ . 



, Ii 

~. . .\ J:2'~ ,. 
t .... 

, . 
1 ... __ ._ ....... _ ... " ' . . ... " ......... ,,_..... . ..... _.., ........ - ... " ..... . 

':"jJN NO.;Jtegt, No. 1 ... Rank . Name 
'.', : "l 

.. .. ... ,.... ,'.' .... - .. " ....... , '" ........... -- ... - . ,I ... . , 
, •• " •••• ' •• f ••• :... • ., •• ~ '... ~'. 

53425 

53497 

53271 

53431 

53546 

, 53272 

53274 

53548 

, 53273 

5377.2 

53549 

~3554 
1-53429'" 

53557 

53428 

53099 

53775 

" 53515 
. 53275 

., 

• 53516 

5.3276 

53277 

53277 

53771 

_53278 

53279 

53776 

53605 

53098 
,.. 53434 

53527 

53773 

537.74 

53430 

53280 

53514 

53282 

53281 

• 5342.6 
·53283 

. I·. 

. ,~. 

81,~641 

~~,830 
':":' 

8Q5549 
J ~: ••• '.; • 
.. 

.~,:L9377 
811495: 

. . .' l'.; ~," 

. ·811015: 
... 

81154~ 

810102 

810340 

812035 

806631 

803890 
': .~ ... 

~3658. 
88488 ; 

811424 

810~3 

80854~ 
':'. ~ ~ 

811135· 

810417' 

810216 

811406 

803814 

.. ?~08.43 ' 
92660 , 

811404 

809336 

&)7703 

810605 
... ·1 

&.:>8787 
810828 

71597 

90393 

89547 

811277 

811780 

f309399 
819414 

~. 99,158 ~ .. 
.' 

811551 

801630 

I Pte 
., ,Pte 
1 

Pte 
''' .. 

Pte 

I Pte 
~te 

Pte 

Pte, 

~.~~ 
Pte 

Pte 

Pte 

. Pte 

Pte 
-\ \ 

.Pte 

I Pte 
1 .", 

! 
I 
I 

I 

McPhillips, S. 

Nice1l, P. 

Noonan, W. 

O'Beir,ne, P. 

O'Brien, E. 

O'Brien, E.J. 
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